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The book "PETROACOUSTICS" consists of 8 chapters intended to be published
independently on the Internet:

Chapter 1 - Some more or less basic notions (and General Introduction)
Chapter 2 - Petroacoustics laboratory measurements
Chapter 3 - Elastic waves in isotropic, homogeneous rocks
Chapter 4 - Elastic anisotropy
Chapter 5 - Frequency/wavelength dependence (impact of fluids and heterogeneities)
Chapter 6 - Poroelasticity applied to petroacoustics
Chapter 7 - Nonlinear elasticity
Chapter 8 - Applications to seismic interpretation
A detailed Table of Content, Nomenclature, Reference List, Subject Index and Author Index
is annexed to each Chapter

Each chapter is published independently as a pdf file. To comply with the rules of copyright
no modification is allowed after the publication on the web, this is the reason why no
information regarding the other chapters, which are subject to changes (e.g. the precise table
of content or expected date of publication), are given in a published Chapter. These updated
data are shown on a dedicated web site: http://books.ifpenergiesnouvelles.fr

This work is dedicated to the memory of Olivier Coussy (1953-2010), who, in the beginning
of his career, enormously contributed to popularizing Poromechanics among petroleum
geoscientists, through numerous fruitful collaborations with IFP Energies nouvelles. At that
time we were incredibly lucky to be witnesses and sometimes actors, with Olivier’s help, in
this revolution.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Petroacoustics, or more commonly Rock Acoustics, is the study of mechanical wave propagation in
rocks. It is one of the most prolific branches of 'Rock Physics', aiming itself to make the link between
the rock response to remote physical solicitations (often by wave methods or by potential methods)
and the physical properties of rocks (such as mineralogy, porosity, permeability, fluid content…).
Rock physics is a very active field, which has early evolved from a sophisticated curiosity for
specialists to a mainstream research topic leading to practical tools now routinely integrated in oil
exploration and exploitation. On the leading edge of this wave, volunteering groups of specialists of
Rock Physics constituting a global community meet during the International Workshop on Rock
Physics (IWRP), involving both industry and academia, and not associated with any formal
organisation or institution, as documented on their website http://www.rockphysicists.org/Home.

After this website, many references on petroacoustics are already available for decades. For the
1990s numerous experimental and theoretical works have accumulated and new books have been
published, for instance 'The Rock Physics Handbook' of Gary Mavko, Tapan Mukerji and Jack Dvorkin,
among the most recommended. So one could fairly ask why a new book in the field?

This book can be considered as a natural continuation of the book entitled 'Acoustics of Porous
Media', co-authored by Thierry Bourbié, Olivier Coussy and Bernard Zinszner, and issued by our
laboratory in 1986 for the French version, and in 1987 for the English version.
However, here the clear guideline is experimentation. In contrast to previous books, all the
techniques, from the most conventional (using piezoelectric transducers) to the most recent spaceage methods (as laser ultrasonics) are detailed. Furthermore the book is mainly based on
experimental data allowing to select the most appropriate theories for describing elastic wave
propagation in rocks. Emphasis on Nonlinear elasticity and Seismic anisotropy are also originality of
the book. A part of the book also focuses on the history of the different sub-fields dealt with, having
in mind that the knowledge of the history of a field contributes to understanding the field itself. For
instance, in spite of the clear anteriority of their work the names of the Persian mathematician,
physicist and optics engineer Ibn Sahl, and of the English astronomer and mathematician Thomas
Harriot are unfairly not, or rarely, associated with the law of refraction, compared to the names of
the Dutch astronomer and mathematician Willebrord Snell van Royen, known as Snellius, and of the
French philosopher and writer René Descartes, as detailed in the first chapter.
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The book is divided into eight chapters.

The first chapter deals with what we call some more or less basic notions that will be used in the
following chapters. Some notions described in this chapter are well know and/or straightforward and
can be found in any classical textbook on Continuum Mechanics or on Acoustics. Some other notions
are unfortunately not commonly appreciated and need to be introduced for studying physics in
geological media. The chapter is divided into three sections. First we introduce Petroacoustics, or
more commonly Rock acoustics, and Geoacoustics, that is to say acoustics of geological media, as
particular branches of Acoustics (section 1.1). Then we give the basics of classical Mechanics in
Continuous Media, including the description of stress, strain and elastic wave propagation, together
with the main deviations from the ideal homogeneous isotropic linearly elastic behaviour, that is to
say heterogeneity, dispersion, attenuation, anisotropy, and nonlinearity possibly with the presence of
hysteresis (section 1.2). Last, because natural media are all but continuous media at many scales, we
describe in section 1.3 the way to adapt the previous descriptions to the case of discontinuous media
with hierarchal structure, such as geological media, with the introduction of fundamental notions
such as Representative Elementary Volume and Continuum Representation in such media. These are
precisely the less obvious notions that are referred to in the title of this chapter.

In Chapter 2, we describe the most common techniques for performing acoustic experiments on
rocks in the laboratory. The chapter is divided into three sections. First we discuss the reliability of
petroacoustic measurements, we introduce the main petrophysical parameters (porosity,
permeability), and we emphasize various experimental cautions (damage, saturation process…)
(section 2.1). Then we introduce the two main types of experiments performed in petroacoustic
laboratories, characterized by contrasted aims. The first type experiment, described in section 2.2,
aims to measure the acoustic properties of geological materials. In this case it is important that the
measured sample is representative of the studied geological formation. Another important aspect is
the physical state of the rock sample. Obviously altered and/or damaged samples must be avoided.
Finally the pressure and temperature state have to be as close as possible to the in-situ condition.
Section 2.3 deals with the second type of experiments in rocks, aiming to better understand physical
phenomena involved in elastic wave propagation, or to study wave propagation on scaled-down
physical models in the laboratory. In this case, temperature and pressure condition, have less
importance, unless these parameters are precisely in the central parameters of the study. The
chosen materials, possibly artificial materials (such as sintered glass beads), can be chosen according
to the purpose of the physical study.

Chapter 3 addresses the dependence of the acoustic parameters (mainly velocity and attenuation) of
geomaterials on their lithologic nature (mineralogy, porosity) and on physical parameters (fluid
saturation, pressure, and temperature). All these relationships are obviously at the height of
applications of petroacoustics to the interpretation of seismic data in a broad sense (i.e.,
seismological data, applied seismic data, acoustic logs data…). As a matter of fact, it is from the
quantitative knowledge of these relationships that we can hope to extract information such as
porosity or saturation state of underground formations.
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In chapter 4 we discuss elastic anisotropy under different points of view but, as in the other chapters,
always more or less in relation with experimental aspects. The chapter is divided into seven sections.
In the first section (4.1), we summarize the history of seismic anisotropy. Section 4.2 introduces the
symmetry principles in physical phenomena, due to the great scientist Pierre Curie, and the way they
can simplify the description of elastic anisotropy. In the next section 4.3 we introduce the classical
theory of static and dynamic elasticity in anisotropic media, and we describe and illustrate the main
manifestations of elastic anisotropy in rock (i.e. directional dependence of the elastic wave velocities,
shear-wave splitting of shear-wave birefringence, and the fact that the seismic rays are generally not
normal to the wavefronts). Because rocks generally exhibit moderate to weak anisotropy strength it
is possible to use perturbation theories to simplify the exact theoretical derivation as described in the
next section (4.4). This is followed by a description of the main causes of elastic anisotropy and the
corresponding rock physics models (section 4.5). In addition to elastic anisotropy, experimental
studies have unambiguously other robust results, namely porous nature (poroelasticity), frequency
dependence (viscoelasticity), or the dependence on stress-strain level (nonlinearity) which lead to
use more sophisticated models as pointed out in the next part (section 4.6). The last section (4.7)
explains how elastic anisotropy alters the seismic response and necessitates the adaptation of
existing seismic processing tools to take into account the anisotropic case. Conversely it also explains
how seismic response can be analyzed in order to characterize the studied rocks.

The dependence of the mechanical properties of geological media with respect to frequency, or
equivalently with wavelength, is illustrated by countless examples at various scales and is discussed
in Chapter 5. This chapter also describes and details the main causes of this dependence. The chapter
is divided into five sections. We start (section 5.1) by distinguishing the geometry-induced, or
extrinsic, frequency/wavelength dependence from the intrinsic one, due to the property of the rock
itself. The rest of the chapter is focused on intrinsic frequency/wavelength dependence. Next we
describe the main causes of intrinsic frequency/wavelength dependence in rocks, which can be
summarized in two words, namely fluids and heterogeneities. In the third section we describe the
frequency/wavelength dependence due to the presence of fluid. It is essentially an anelastic
mechanism (see Chapter 1 section 1.2.3.5), where the energy dissipation (conversion of wave energy
to heat) is due to the viscosity of the saturating fluid. In contrast, the frequency/wavelength
dependence due to the presence of heterogeneities described in section 4 is not due to energy
dissipation but, rather, to energy redistribution from the first arriving coherent waves to the later
chaotic arrivals, or codas, the total wave-field energy being conserved. Finally, instead of specifying
the physical mechanisms involved in the frequency/wavelength dependence, an alternative way is to
phenomenologically describe the mechanical behaviour of rock as done in the last section, by
studying the empirical relation between the applied stress and the resulting strain. We shall see that,
among the large class of phenomenological models, the sub-class of linear viscoelastic models can
closely mimic the behaviour of a broad class of dissipative processes, resulting from rapid and smallamplitude variations in strain due to waves that propagate in rocks.

Chapter 6 deals with the poroelastic description of rock behaviour. In other words the chapter
describes the elasticity of rocks considered as porous media. The chapter is divided into four
sections. First we introduce the general field of Poromechanics, that is to say Mechanics in porous
media, including the sub-fields of Poroelasticity and Poroacoustics, that is to say, respectively,
Elasticity and Acoustics of porous media (section 6.1). Then we give the basics of the classical theory
of poroelasticity, including the description of the stresses and the strains in porous media, of the
static couplings (i.e., change of fluid pressure or mass due to applied stress, or change of porous frame
volume due to fluid pressure or mass change]) and of the dynamic couplings (i.e., viscous and inertial
couplings). The section ends with wave propagation (section 6.2), emphasizing the influence of the
5

presence of macroscopic mechanical discontinuities, that is to say interfaces, and of fluid transfer
through these interfaces on the observed wavefields. The next section (section 6.3) describes the
various sophistications of the initial model imposed by experimental reality, mainly the necessity of
integrating viscoelasticity [mainly due to the presence of compliant features (e.g., cracks, micro
fractures)] and/or anisotropy into the poroelastic model. This leads to a new classification of wave
propagation regimes in fluid-saturated porous media distinguishing four regimes represented in a 
(crack density)- k S (interface permeability) diagram [ k S characterizing the fluid exchange through the
macroscopic mechanical discontinuities (or interfaces)]. The last section explains how poroelastic
signature of rocks can be used to characterize fluid substitution in different context of underground
exploitation (section 6.4).

The perfect linear relation between stress and strain is often a convenient simplification in most real
media, but does not reflect experimental reality. In fact, nonlinear elasticity is a pervasive
characteristic of rocks, mainly due to the presence of compliant porosity (e.g., cracks,
microfractures), but not only, and is addressed in Chapter 7. The chapter is divided into six parts.
First we introduce the multiple aspects of nonlinear science and briefly introduce the history of
nonlinear elasticity (section 7.1). Then we give the basics of nonlinear elasticity. This include the
description of stresses in the presence of finite deformations, that is to say Cauchy stress relative to
the present configuration and Piola-Kirchhoff stress relative to the reference configuration.
The classical third order nonlinear elasticity (implying expansion of the elastic deformation energy to
the third power of the strain components) is detailed in the static case and in the dynamic case,
especially wave propagation (section 7.2). Section 3 describes the main experimental manifestations
of nonlinear elasticity, namely the stress-dependence of the velocities/moduli, the generation of
harmonic frequency not present in the source frequency spectrum, and wave-to-wave interaction
(section 7.3). Then we detail the two main fields of nonlinear elasticity in rocks (section 7.4), namely
nonlinear acoustics (i.e., the study of wave of finite amplitude) and acoustoelasticity (i.e., the study
perturbative waves in statically pre-stressed media). In the next section we introduce the most used
sophistications of the nonlinear elastic model, namely the higher order nonlinear models and
nonlinear hysteretic models of Preisach type. Associated to Kelvin's description in eigenstresses and
eigenstrains, the last approach demonstrates that there seems to be no limit in the sophistication of
the models with media exhibiting simultaneously dispersion/attenuation, anisotropy, and
nonlinearity possibly with the presence of hysteresis (section 7.5). In the last section (section 7.6) we
illustrate how the multiple ramifications of nonlinear response of rocks may affect various areas of
research in Geosciences. These include Rock mechanics, and more generally speaking material
science, where the nonlinear response of material may be used for characterization purposes, and
Seismology, where the spectral distorsion of seismic waves has to be considered. The
characterization of material property change by monitoring the nonlinear response may be valuable
(e.g., changes due to fluid saturation, to stress variations or to damage induced by fatigue…).

Finally, in Chapter 8, we describe some case histories showing practical applications of each of the
theories introduced in the previous chapters. The chapter is divided into four sections. In the first part
(section 8.1) we deal with fracture characterization from the analysis of seismic anisotropy. Section
8.2 illustrates the application of Poroelasticity theory to seismic monitoring of subsurface
exploitation with Hydrocarbon Reservoir monitoring and CO2 geological storage. This will be
followed in the section 8.3 by the exploitation of the scattered seismic wavefields for the
characterization of heterogeneity in the subsurface. The last section (8.4) illustrates by field examples
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how the principle of nonlinear elasticity can be exploited for inverting the stress state in the
subsurface.

Lastly, we wrote the book as if it were the book we wished we had available on our shelf at the time
we were newcomers in the field. That is why we make it freely downloadable on the internet in order
to facilitate sharing our experimental and theoretical expertise of these last decades with the
community, and above all to encourage young newcomers to the fascinating field of Petroacoustics.
We hope that some readers will actually experience as much pleasure as we experienced when
writing this book.

Rueil-Malmaison, April 2014
Patrick Rasolofosaon and Bernard Zinszner
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1
Nomenclature
The notations div , grad , curl and  2 designate the divergence, gradient, curl and
Laplacian operators, namely in Cartesian coordinates:

div Ψ 

 x   y  z


x
y
z

    
grad  
,
,

z 
 x y

  z   y  x  z   y  x 
curl Ψ  

,

,


z
z
x
x
y 
 y

 2 

 2
x 2



 2
y 2

 2



z 2

The real and imaginary parts of a complex quantity are indicated by:
Real part

=



R

Imaginary part

=



I

or Re 
or Im 




A dot above a quantity denotes a derivative with respect to time

Symbols
The nomenclature below does not include the multiple constants used in the text. These are
generally represented by the Characters A, B, C... a, b, c...etc.
A
A

age (geology)
amplitude

a
C, D
C

attenuation
distance, dimension, diameter
elasticity matrix
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CP

pore compressibility , (CPP Cpc)

Cb

bulk rock compressibility (Cbp Cbc)

Cw ,Co
cal
D
d

water, oil compressibility
(subscript) calculated
depth
diameter (e.g. grain)

e
E
E
E
f
fexp, fcor
f(), g()
Fc

fracture opening
seismic Source, Emitter (acoustic)
extensionnal (E) wave symbol
Young modulus (also error function §2.2.4)
frequency
experimental, corrected frequency
functions used in interface effect theory
caracteritic frequency (BGW effect)

G
G
g
H
H(n)p
H
h

hydraulic gradient
acoustic receiver, geophone
(subscript) gas
elastic modulus (generic)
Hankel function of kind n and of order p
Hirschwald coefficient
height (fluid column, etc.)

h
h, hP, hS,
Hg

relative moisture
Hertz coefficint
(subscript) mercury

i
associated with w (subscript): "initial"
I
inertia moment.
KN,T
specific stiffness (interface)
K
bulk modulus
(dr)
(u)
(gr)
K , K , K , K(fl) bulk moduli used in Biot-Gassmann formula (open or dry,saturated or
closed, grain, fluid, respectively)
(vac)
K
bulk modulus under vacuum
(W)
(O)
K ), K
water, oil bulk modulus
K
intrinsic permeability (monotype)
Kg, Kl
gas permeability, liquid permeability
k
hydraulic conductivity
k
wave number
K
wave vector
LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS
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l
L, l
Lab
meas
M
M
M
nw
N
o

P

(subscript) for liquid (e.g. Kl)
length (plug, sample, etc.)
(subscript) laboratory conditions
(subscript) measured
parametre utilisé dans la theo de Biot
elastic modulus
Molecular weight
(subscript) related to non-wetting fluid e.g. Pnw
(subscript) normal component
(subscript) oil or hydrocarbon

point

p pp pdiff pconf pressure, pore, differential, confinement (pw , Po, Pg in water, oil gas)
P
(subscript) P-wave symbol
P1, P2, etc
identification of a particular P-wave, subscript without any physical
significance
P
energy flux vector (Poynting vector)
pnw ,pw
pressure in the non-wetting, wetting fluid respectively
pd
displacement pressure
pc
capillary pressure, by definition = Pnw-Pw
qP, qS
quasi P, quasi S wave
Q
volume flow rate
Q
quality factor
QP
P wave quality factor
QS
S wave quality factor
QSt
Stoneley wave quality factor
QR
Rayleigh wave quality factor
R (also R in §2.3.2) reflection coefficient
Rv
Vertical resolution
Rh
Horizontal resolution
R, Rc , Rapc
radius (capillary, apparent, capillary rise)
RG
molar gas constant
r
associated with o or g (subscript): residual
res
(subscript), reservoir conditions
Sd
standard deviation
Sw, So, Sg, Snw, Sw
saturation (water, oil, gas, nonwetting fluid, wetting fluid)
Sor, Sgr, Sgi, Sli
saturation (residual oil, residual gas, initial gas, initial liquid)
Swi
initial or irreducible water saturation
S
surface
LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS
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S
S1, S2, etc

(cap, subscript) shear (S) wave symbol
identification of a particular S-wave, subscript without any physica
significance
S1, S2
Particular S-wave related to S-wave splitting
SH
S wave polarized in the horizontal plane
SV
S wave polarized in the vertical plane
T
period
Tsig
pseudo-period
t
time
T
(subscript) tangential component
tseis, tson, tS, tP transit time (travel time); seismic, S-wave, P-wave
t
tortuosity
T (also T in §2.3.2) transmission coefficient
TK
absolute temperature
TC
celsius temperature
ts ; tgw ; tow
U
V
VP
VS
VSt
VR
V(ma)

surface tension; gas/oil, gas/water, oil/water
displacement
velocity
P wave velocity
S wave velocity
Stoneley wave velocity
Rayleigh wave velocity
matrix velocity (althouth equivalent to V(gr) this expression has been kept in
accordance to petrophysic convention)

ph

V
Ve
VP(sat), VP(dr)
VS(sat), VS(dr)
Vie, Vte
V
v
Vsh
VT
VS
VV
Vw
W
w

phase velocity
energy transport velocity
Pwave velocity; dry, saturated state
Swave velocity; dry, saturated state
energy velocity (or group velocity) vectors , incident, transmitted wave
volume
filtration velocity
clay minerals volume fraction
total volume (sample)
solid volume
void volume
water volume
strain energy density
(subscript) related to wetting fluid e.g. Px
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w
(subscript) water, brine
W
mass (sometimes weight)
Wsat, Wdr
sample mass, saturated sample , dry
z
depth
Z
impedance

indicates a difference e.g.P

Biot's coefficient (also non linear parameter)
non linear parameter
logarithmic decrement (also non linear parameter §2.2.5; Thomsen anisotropy
parameter)
ik
components of Kroneker tensor
strain (also Thomsen anisotropy parameter)

acceleration (also used in Resonant Bar decay calculation and Thomsen
anisotropy parameter)
p
gravity acceleration

volumetric strain

wavelength

Lamé's parameter
porosity
c
critical porosity
t
total porosity
e
effective porosity
phase
 contact angle

shear modulus
(dr)
(u)
(gr)
 , ,
shear moduli (open or dry,saturated or closed, grain, respectively)

Poisson ratio

viscosity
density
(gr)
grain density
(fl)

fluid density
(a)

apparent density

stress, diff , eff , conf differential, effective, confining
shear stress
r
rise time
0
constant related to rise time
m
molecular time
LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS
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s
signal width
c
characteristic time

angle (of incidence etc)

pulsation (angular frequency)

integration volume
normalized angular frequency (interface)

Rayleigh wave modulus
arbritary function 

vector potential

shear to longitudinal modulus ratio

Acronyms
AVO
BGW
DMO
DSA
EWP
FB
IEEE
Nd:YAG
NIST
NMO
NSKW
PC
PE
PMMA
PP
POM
PVC
REV
RUS
SOE
TI
TOC
TOE
UPH
YAG

amplitude versus offset
Biot-Gardner-White (effect)
dip moveout
differential strain analysis
elastic wave propagation
first break
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
neodymium doped yttrium aluminium garnet (laser)
National Institute of Standards and Technology (USA)
normal moveout
Nyquist-Shannon-Kotelnikov-Whitaker sampling theorem
polycarbonate
polyethylene
polymethyl Methacrylate
polypropylene
polyoxymethylene
polyvinylchloride
representative elementary volume
resonant ultrasound spectroscopy
second order elastic stiffness tensor
transverse(ly) isotropy(ic)
total organic carbon
third order elastic stiffness tensor,
Umov-Poynting-Heaviside vector
yttrium aluminium garnet (laser)
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2 PETROACOUSTICS LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS
2.1 General remarks
2.1.1 Two main types of experiments
Two very different types of experiments, in terms of the goals sought, are conducted in
petroacoustic laboratories. In both cases, we must specify the goals in order to better
determine the conditions that must be respected.
Experiments designed to measure the acoustic characteristics of geological materials:
In this case, the environment in which the petroacoustic measurement is taken must be
representative of the geological formation we are studying. There are at least two aspects in
which the problem with the sample’s representativeness occur.
The most immediate concerns the representativeness of the sample's properties in relation to
those of the geological formation itself. This problem is common to all petrophysical studies
and will not be discussed (see, for example, [Zinszner and Pellerin,2007])
A second aspect, which is sometimes overlooked although very important, involves the
physical condition of the sample. Naturally, the sample must not have been damaged or
altered (see § 2.1.4.1). Additionally, the pressure and temperature statuses must match the
geological conditions during measurement. When working on buried layers (reservoir rocks),
confining pressures are high (tens of MPa) and temperatures often exceed 100° C.
The specific effect of temperature on acoustic properties is usually limited (Chapter 3, §3.6).
This means we can often work at room temperature. However, the confining pressure effect is
important (Chapter 3, §3.5) so we must perform experiments under confinement. This
requirement significantly complicates the design of measuring devices and imposes
conditions on the shape of the samples (parallelepipeds are virtually excluded). This
requirement to measure under confining pressure, which is actually essential if one is
interested in geological layers, should be considered when new measurement methods are
defined.
Experiments conducted to better understand the physical phenomena involved in wave
propagation or in studying wave propagation on small-scale models of geological
structures:
In this case, temperature and pressure conditions are less significant, unless of course, if these
parameters are being studied. The material can be selected according to the petrophysical
properties that are best suited for the desired demonstration. Artificial materials can even be
used. For example, sintered or glued glass beads can be used to simulate sandstone. However,
it should be noted that using artificial materials can sometimes be disappointing. They often
have subtle heterogeneities (which can be caused by gravity forces during model
manufacturing, for instance) that can ruin an experiment.
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In conclusion, contrary to the case above, we will try to carefully choose the most appropriate
type of material. In general, work in room conditions leaves us a wide choice in designing
experimental devices.

Box 2.1.2-1 Metrological definitions
Measurand: the physical quantity which is to be measured.
Accuracy of measurement: closeness of the agreement between the result of a
measurement and the value of the measurand
Repeatability (of results of measurements): closeness of the agreement between the
results of successive measurements of the same measurand carried out under the same
conditions of measurement.
Reproducibility: closeness of the agreement between the results of measurements of the
same measurand carried out under changed conditions of measurement.
Precision: closeness of agreement between independent test results obtained under
stipulated conditions. In that sense, this concept encompasses both repeatability and
reproducibility.
It is customary to map the metrological characteristics of an experiment using the analogy
of the target.

Analogy of the target for certain metrological definitions.
Note that there is uncertainty about the definition of “precision”.
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2.1.2 Reliability of petroacoustic measurements
2.1.2.1 Definitions
To ensure that petroacoustic measurements can be used for geophysical interpretation, they
must be reliable. This aspect of the experimental process must therefore be a constant
consideration. Of course, we will limit ourselves to very simple metrological problems. Note
that one can download documentation on the main definitions we used in Box 2.1.2-1 from
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST; USA) web site. Note, however,
that even the simplest definitions may be somewhat ambiguous (such as “precision” for
example).
We do not know the actual true value of the quantity to be measured (measurand), which is
actually the objective. Furthermore, we must necessarily use predefined standards to prove the
quality of the measurement (or the accuracy) but we do not need standard to estimate the
repeatability/reproducibility. We will describe how these standards can be produced for each
method further in this chapter. Petroacoustic tests usually require the measurement of time
values, frequency, length, voltage, temperature or pressure. Using routine measurement
devices, all of these parameters can be measured easily with an accuracy that is better than
10-3, such that if limited to purely metrological considerations, measurement accuracy would
be excellent. We know that this is not the case because the value to be measured itself is
imprecise.
In perfectly elastic settings, the most classic example being aluminium, the “wave
propagation velocity” physical characteristic is a precise definition and we can measure it
with very good accuracy (as we show in §2.2.1). But as soon as we look at viscoelastic
materials, the velocity varies with the frequency (dispersion, Chapter 1) and the changes
induced in a multifrequency signal during its propagation are such that the very notion of
velocity requires extensive development (see Chapter 1 and 5 on phase velocity, group
velocity, energy transmission velocity, etc.). Geomaterials have problems with heterogeneity
and associated scattering (time defocusing) such that the uncertainty in the definition of the
measured parameter is incomparably greater than the measurement uncertainty itself.
2.1.2.2 The specific problem of reproducibility
Specific problems with geomaterials complicate the study of reproducibility in petroacoustics.
This includes sample stability and extreme sensitivity to certain characteristics in external
conditions.
With geomaterials, measuring velocity only makes sense when conducted under differential
pressures. However, it is well known (see also chapter 7) that because of the presence of
micro-defects, rocks demonstrate hysteretic behaviour when applying pressure, not to mention
the constant possibility of creating new defects, such that during the reproducibility test, we
are never sure of working on the “same” sample and therefore it is impossible, strictly
speaking, to distinguish between a true lack of reproducibility and changes in the properties of
materials. Thus, although it is often possible to conduct a limited repeatability experiment, it
is very difficult to come to a conclusion on reproducibility.
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Another less common case should be mentioned. This involves samples whose properties
being measured vary considerably under slight environmental variations. Some sandstones,
containing numerous micro-cracks (see chapter 3, Fig. 3.5.2-10), in dry conditions and
without confinement, exhibit Young modules that are so sensitive to atmospheric moisture
that their extensional wave velocity (resonant bar, §2.2.2) can vary by 50% in one day due to
weather variations. Imagine the reproducibility problems this can pose for an uninformed
experimenter.

2.1.2.3 Conclusion on measurement quality
When taking petroacoustic measurements, the main concern should be the significance of the
measured characteristic and the actual condition of the sample, much more than the estimated
“error bar” based on the metrological characteristics of the experimental device. At the risk of
offending, we can even say that the literature abounds with experimental results for which the
“true” uncertainty about the value presented is comparably greater than the error bars
suggested. This can be very damaging to a correct interpretation of the results and we believe
it would be better not to include an error bar rather than having a very uncertain error bar.
This is why one find very little of this in this work.

2.1.3 Petrophysical properties: porosity, permeability etc.
This section is directly derived from Zinszner and Pellerin, [2007]

2.1.3.1 Porosity: definitions (connected, occluded, effective porosity, etc.)
By definition, porosity, a petrophysical quantity, is the ratio of void volume (VV) to total
volume (VT) of the body considered. In everyday language, the term "porosity" is often used
as a simplification of "porous space". In this case, we far exceed the notion of petrophysical
value to include a morphological notion whose description makes the definition of porosity
considerably more complicated. In this chapter, we will restrict ourselves to the study of the
"petrophysical property" porosity.
2.1.3.1.1 Consolidated and unconsolidated materials, rocks and soils
The definition of porosity implies that the total volume and the void volume are precisely
defined. This point is much less trivial than it might appear at first sight: in geological
materials, the voids are generally saturated (either totally or partially) with water. In some
cases (poorly consolidated materials, clays), water plays a major role in the definition of the
material: it cannot be extracted without disturbing the structure. In this case, the notion of
supposedly invariant total volume and void volume loses its precision.
Consequently, in order to define porosity and describe the measurement methods, we must
make a distinction between:
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-

-

materials whose mechanical structure is determined by the continuity of the solid
phase insensitive to the presence of water. These are consolidated rocks containing
little or no clay.
materials whose mechanical structure depends both on the structure of the solid phase
and the presence of water. Clays are an example of this situation and we will discuss
the definition of their porosity separately (§ 2.1.3.1.4). This group includes a large
number of non-consolidated rocks, but not all. The same applies for soils, which must
often be classified in this group even though the definitions do not quite agree. Soil
mechanics or pedology techniques are used to define and measure the porosity of these
materials.

2.1.3.1.2 Connected and occluded porosity
In the case of consolidated rocks with little clay, for which the notion of porosity in terms of
VV/VT is simple, there may be voids not accessible from outside the sample. For example,
"fluid inclusions" in crystals correspond to occluded porosity inside the solid phase forming
the rock. Connected porosity, connected to the exterior by passages, even very small,
corresponds to the complementary part. Occluded porosity, which does not affect the rock's
storage or transport properties, is largely ignored by conventional petrophysics. It may have a
significant impact on some physical properties, however, such as the solid phase density. The
notion of occluded porosity must be considered in the absolute: any pore connected to the
exterior is part of the connected porosity, even if the passage is so small that it creates special
phenomena. This is the case with pumice stone for example, whose porosity is largely
connected but which is trapped during imbibition (see § 2.1.3.2.3), i.e. retaining the residual
air when it is immersed in water. Occluded porosity is rare in porous sedimentary rocks,
generally less than a fraction of 1/103.
2.1.3.1.3 Porosity measurement principles, consolidated rocks
Porosity measurement consists in measuring the void volume and the total volume. Since the
solid phase volume (VS) is given by VS = VT-VV, we simply measure two of these three
parameters to calculate the porosity. Numerous methods have been devised to measure these
various volumes (and the field is still open for more!). Monicard [1980] gives a pragmatic
description of these methods. Table 2.1.3-1 summarises the principles of the most traditional
methods
Useful porosity calculation formulae:
We provide below some useful porosity calculation formulae connecting the various volumes
(total, solid, pore): VT, VS, VV; the masses of the dry porous body and the body saturated with
fluid: Wdry; WSat and the densities of the solid, the saturating fluid and the porous medium itself
("apparent" density: (gr), (fl), (a)

 = VV / VT = 1 - VS/ VT = VV / (VV + VS )
VT = VV/ = VS / (1-)
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VS = VT(1-) = VV ((1-)/)
VV = VT = VS (/(1-))
(gr)= Wdry / VS = Wdry /(VT(1-))= (/(1-) ) Wdry /VV
(a) = (fl) + (1-)(gr)
 = ((gr)-(a)) / ((gr)-(fl))

VOLUME
MEASURED

Total volume

VT

Void volume

VV

Solid volume

VS

MEASUREMENT METHOD
Buoyancy in mercury (mercury, a non-wetting liquid, does not penetrate
without pressure in the common porous media).
Volume occupied by the mercury between the sample and a chamber of
known volume.
Volume occupied by a powder of known density between the sample and a
chamber of known volume.
Direct measurement of the sample dimensions.
Compressibility of a perfect gas in a device treating only the pores as void
volume (Hassler) or whose "dead volumes" are known.
Intake of wetting fluid by total saturation under vacuum
Mercury saturation under very high pressure (porosimetry test) and after indepth degassing of the sample.
Compressibility of a perfect gas in a chamber of known dimension.
Buoyancy in a wetting fluid.

Table 2.1.3-1: Summary of the main porosity measurement methods
2.1.3.1.4

Clay porosity

Clay minerals are characterised both by tabular or fibrous shapes, which develop large
specific areas, and by a crystalline structure involving for some of them a lack of positive
electrical charges, inducing the presence of compensating cations. These cations are mobile
and undergo exchanges with those in the brine saturating the porous space. The clay phases
therefore display a specific electrical conductivity. Although they do not play a role in the
crystalline formula, these cations intercalate between the crystallite sheets of some clay
species such that these interlayer spaces may vary.
The originality of the clays is to have several "types" of water with different physical
properties (freezing point, for example). Figure 2.1.3-1 shows the three main types (free
water, capillary water and bound water, which is practically part of the crystal).
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Figure 2.1.3-1: Various "water types" found in shaly rocks, comparison between petrophysics
laboratory and log interpretation terminologies. [according to B. Layan, private
correspondence]
2.1.3.1.5 Order of magnitude of porosity in geomaterials

2.1.3.1.5.1 Theoretical data on intergranular spaces
The porous space which is simplest to model, while remaining close to the true situation of
geological materials, is the intergranular space existing between spheres of the same diameter.
The characteristics of this space depend on the type of packing chosen for the spheres.
Extensive studies have been conducted on this subject; an overview can be obtained in
[Cargill, 1984]. Some classical results are listed in Table 2.1.3-2 [Bourbié et al., 1987] It is
important to note that regular packing can only exist in nature on volumes of a few grains.
Concerning porosity therefore, there is little point in considering them and the extreme
porosity values of 0.26 and 0.48 are both quite unrealistic as regards "true" packings of
spherical grains of the same diameter.
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Table 2.1.3-2: Characteristics of some sphere packings. [Graton and Fraser 1935; Guillot,
1982; Cargill, 1984]

2.1.3.1.5.2 Porosity of rocks
In sedimentary rocks, the porosity varies considerably under the effect of compaction during
burial. Two main phenomena are responsible for the reduced porosity: rearrangement of
grains under the effect of forces and cementation, in which the pressure-solution mechanism
(increased solubility of minerals under the effect of force) may play a major role, especially in
carbonate rocks.
In clastic formations, the porosity near the surface corresponds to that of sands. Sand porosity
varies around 0.35, as we have seen above for the well sorted sands. It can be significantly
increased by the presence of irregularly shaped grains (shell fragments, micas) or decreased
by granulometric dispersion.
During diagenesis (modification of the rock structure under the effect of pressure or
temperature during burial), the porosity reduction will vary to such an extent, depending on
the geological formation and the sedimentary basin, that it would be pointless giving any
trend whatsoever. We will just say, simplifying matters to the extreme, that sandstones of
porosity greater than 0.25 and .010 are rare below depths of 2500 m and 5000 m respectively.
Although less investigated, the porosity of crystalline and volcanic rocks, is nevertheless an
important subject. Unweathered crystalline rocks exhibit very low porosity  < 0.01 in
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granites). It consists mainly of occluded porosity (fluid inclusion in crystals) and, to a lesser
extent, of microcrack porosity.
Crystalline rocks near the surface may be subject to percolation of chemically aggressive
meteoric water (e.g. in tropical climate) and undergo very deep weathering of some minerals
(e.g. feldspar). There is little change to the external appearance of the rock, but this leaching
creates up to 0.2 porosity. This phenomenon may affect the rock for depths of several hundred
metres.
Consolidated volcanic rocks (lavas) are rarely compact (e.g. some basalts or andesites) but
are generally porous (in particular, vuggy porosity due to surface magma degassing. The most
well known example is pumice stone, whose porosity can reach very high values (>0.80).
2.1.3.2 Compressibility, Effect of stresses on porosity
2.1.3.2.1 Effect of stresses on porosity
When a porous medium is subject to a stress variation, the geometry of the porous space
varies due to two main phenomena:
- rearrangement of the solid elements leading to bulk deformation of the skeleton (example
of the crushed sponge),
- variation in volume of the solid elements themselves under the effect of their own
compressibility. This solid compressibility (corresponding to 1/K(gr)) is generally much
lower than that related to the previous rearrangement, especially for rocks of average or
high porosity.
The broad trends in the evolution of porosity against differential stress are represented highly
schematically on Figure 2.1.3-2

Figure 2.1.3-2: Schematic diagram of various trends of the evolution of porosity against
differential stress
2.1.3.2.2 Various expressions of compressibility
We will focus on pore compressibility. Compressibility is the variation in volume of a
material divided by the stress variation. In view of the numerous definitions, however, it is
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more appropriate to speak of "compressibilities". For simplification purposes, we can identify
the following compressibilities:
- rock mechanics compressibility (used in geomechanical modelling): this is the variation in
total sample volume under the effect of a variation in pore or confining pressure.
- petrophysics compressibility (used in reservoir modelling): this is the variation in porous
volume, mainly under the effect of variation in pore pressure due to the production of fluid.
- acoustic and log analysis compressibilities: this is the result of a calculation using the
measurement of P and S-wave velocities of ultrasonic frequency (sonic frequency for log
analyses). In a perfectly elastic medium, they would be the same as the previous ones. The
bulk moduli K(dr) or K(u) (reciprocal of compressibility) correspond to this type of
compressibility.
Depending on whether we are considering the variation in pore volume (Vv) or in total sample
volume (VB) under the effect of a variation in pore pressure (pp) or in confining pressure
(pconf), we obtain the traditional expressions: (CP pore compressibility, Cb bulk rock
compressibility )
Compressibility concerning the total volume (rock mechanics)
 CBC = -1/VB(VB/pconf) at constant pp and CBP = -1/VB(VB/pp) at constant pconf
Compressibility concerning the porous volume (petrophysics):
 CPP = -1/VB(Vv/pP) at constant pconf (this is the compressibility measured in the
oil laboratories) and CPC = -1/VP(VB/pconf) at constant pP

Obviously, these compressibilities are directly inter-related for a given mechanical model.
With a linear poroelastic medium, for example, the compressibilities so defined can be
expressed as a function of the dry bulk modulus Kdry and of Biot's coefficient  [Boutéca,
1992] (see Chapter 6 for extensive development):


CBC = 1/ K(dr) (by definition) and

CBP = / K(dr)



CPC = / K(dr) and CPP = [/K(dr)

If we consider that the solid is incompressible, = 1 and we obtain the simple expressions:
CBC = CBP and CPC = CPP = CBC /
In this configuration, we see that whether the pressure variation concerns the pore pressure or
the confining pressure is unimportant. In this situation, the important parameter is the
differential pressure pdiff = pconf- pp, as mentioned in Chapter 6.
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2.1.3.2.3 Pore compressibility (effective rock compressibility)
Petrophysicists deal mainly with "pore compressibility" (CP) called "effective rock
compressibility" by Hall [1953] (more precisely CPP) which relates to the modelling of flow in
reservoirs (oil fields, aquifers). The definitions given above correspond implicitly to
hydrostatic distribution of the confining stress (confining pressure). This is obviously a
simplification since confinement generally corresponds to a stress state in the strict sense. It is
important to note that the compressibility value measured in an experiment may vary
significantly (up to a factor of 2) depending on the "stress path" used, i.e. how the stresses
(horizontal, vertical) vary with respect to each other during the experiment.
2.1.3.2.3.1 Measurement of pore compressibility
In order to measure pore compressibility as accurately as possible in the laboratory,
petrophysicists generally try to set up a configuration similar to the situation in a reservoir,
where the pore pressure decreases under a constant vertical stress. The sample placed in a
Hassler type apparatus is brought, using closed loop control pumps, to conditions P conf (or
σconf), Ppore corresponding to those of the reservoir to be investigated. The pore pressure is
then released, maintaining the confining pressure at the fixed value. The important parameter
measured is the fluid volume saturating the pore space produced for a given variation in pore
pressure. Obviously, it is very important to correct the liquid compressibility as well as the
compressibility specific to the experimental apparatus (cell, tube, etc.) so that only the actual
variations in porous volume are taken into account. Equally, the temperature stability must be
very carefully controlled. Note in this respect that the compressibilities considered here are
"isothermal" compressibilities, i.e. measured so that the temperature remains constant during
the pressure variation. The "dynamic" compressibilities, measured by wave propagation
(e.g.§ 2.2.1), are "isentropic" compressibilities, i.e. measured in the absence of any thermal
energy exchange with the exterior, the wave passage time being too short for such an
exchange. With compressible fluids, there may be a significant difference. For example, with
hexane under ambient conditions, the values are respectively 2.4 and 1.9 GPa-1. In rocks
however, the differences are unimportant.
2.1.3.2.3.2 Porosity/Lithology - Compressibility relations; the paradox of Hall's plot
For the practical applications, it is important to understand the relations between lithology,
porosity and compressibility under high differential pressure. Although this approach is used
when studying all petrophysical properties, the situation is different in the case of pore
compressibility: if we consider the usual relations, compressibility would be independent of
lithology and the evolution as a function of porosity would be opposite to what one might
expect. The origin of these relations can be found in a comparatively old publication [Hall,
1953] which became extremely popular due to its simplicity. These results are reproduced on
Figure 2.1.3-3. Only the average curve given by Hall is represented, but we can see that the
(relatively few) experimental points are grouped around this curve corresponding to a power
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law such as CPP = 1.7665 -0.4413, when the compressibilities are expressed in 10-6PSI-1. Some
simulation programmes use an empirical formula giving similar results, in 10-6PSI-1:
for  < 0.3
CPP = 2.6 + 78 (0.3-)2.415
and for  > 0.3
CPP = 2.6
The fact that compressibility decreases with increasing porosity represents a paradox. We
must beware of intuition in this field. While it is true that increasing porosity leads to greater
compressibility of the "skeleton", reducing the effect of compressibility on the solid itself, at
the same time compressibility is given as a ratio of the porous volume, which becomes very
low for low porosities. The only way to obtain a more reliable conclusion is therefore by
calculation.
We indicated above the relations between the various compressibilities (grain, skeleton) in the
assumption of a poroelastic medium (eq. ). K(gr) is quite accurately known (see Table
3.2.1-1) and there are empirical relations between  and K(dr) based on the experience of sonic
logs (§ 3.2.1.1). Although they consist of dynamic modules deduced from wave propagation,
they can nevertheless be used in a first analysis. The result of the calculation (Fig. 2.1.3-3)
corroborates the intuitive impression: in a poroelastic assumption, pore compressibility
decreases with porosity.
More recent data, for instance oedometric compressibilities (Table 2.1.3-3) given by Waal and
Smits [1988] and based on a large number of samples, follow a trend opposite to that obtained
by Hall, therefore corresponding quite closely to the poroelastic estimation.
Type of sandstone
-6

-1

Oedometric compressibility 10 PSI
Oedometric compressibility GPa

-1

Unconsolidated

Brittle

Consolidated

Tight

30 - 7
4 -1

7-3
1 - 0.5

3 - 0.5
0.5 - 0.1

0.5 - 0.3
0.1 - 0.05

Table 2.1.3-3. Order of magnitude of oedometric compressibilities (in the two usual units),
according to Waal and Smits [1988].
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2.1.3.3 Capillary pressure and saturation in case of strong wettability
Two or more immiscible fluids frequently cohabit in a porous medium. There are water and
gas in the surface areas of interest to the agronomist and the hydrogeologist; water, oil and gas
in the oil reservoirs (and in polluted soils). A number of capillary phenomena, which have a
major impact on the equilibria between these fluids, occur at the interfaces between the fluids
and the porous solid. These capillary effects are the key to explaining numerous types of
petrophysical behaviour. A knowledge of wettability, i.e. of the stronger affinity of one of the
fluids for the solid, is essential to understand the capillary phenomena. Wettability may give
rise to a great deal of confusion if we move away from the case of strong wettability, where
one of the fluids has a very strong affinity for the solid. For a better understanding, we
present the case of strong wettability in a two-phase system (two immiscible fluids).
2.1.3.3.1 Definition of strong wettability and capillary pressure
2.1.3.3.1.1 Wettability
Wettability characterises the relative affinity of one of the fluids for the solid. This parameter
is traditionally quantified by the value of the contact angle  between the fluid interface and
the solid surface (Fig. 2.1.3-4a). Note that this notion only really applies to smooth surfaces.
We can easily imagine the problems which will arise when attempting to define the contact
angle for the extremely rough surfaces found in natural porous media.
If one of the fluids exhibits a very strong affinity for the solid (wetting fluid), the angle  will
tend to zero and the wetting fluid will cover the entire solid surface. In the presence of gas,
most liquids are wetting. The most well-known exception is mercury which, in the presence
of air, forms small globules on a surface. Mercury is the classic example of a non-wetting
liquid (Fig. 2.1.3-4b).
We must emphasise the fact that wettability must be defined in the context of the assembly
including the fluids and the solid surface. A fluid will only be wetting or non-wetting with
respect to the other components of the system. In addition, it is the state of the solid surface
and not the solid itself which plays the central role. Deposition of molecules of a foreign
body, even in very small quantities, may have a considerable effect on wettability. This
explains why we always refer to "clean" solids. In contrast, deposition of bodies
contaminating the surface of a porous medium often creates wettability anomalies. This
situation is systematically encountered in natural porous media where the mineral surfaces
have evolved according to the conditions of deposition (sedimentary rocks) and/or of
diagenesis (history of interstitial fluids).
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Figure 2.1.3-4: Wettability
a) Definition of the contact angle  between the fluid interface and the solid surface
b) Classic example of non-wetting liquid in the case Liquid/Air/Solid: mercury globules on
glass
c) Example of temporarily non-wetting water in the Water/Air/Dry Soil system:
water "globules" on a very dry soil (compare with the mercury "globules")
2.1.3.3.1.2 Capillary pressure
As an illustration, we could say that the fluid/fluid interface behaves as a solid membrane,
capable of opposing a certain force (the surface tension ts) to an increase of the area of this
surface. This surface tension induces a pressure difference between the two fluids. The
pressure in the non-wetting fluid is greater than that in the wetting fluid. This difference
called the Capillary Pressure (pc) is a function of the average curvature of the interface.
The capillary pressure is governed by the Laplace or Plateau equation (the latter name being
used in particular by Anglo-Saxon authors):
(2.1.3-12)
pc = ts (1/R1+-1/R2)
R1 and R2 are the main radii of curvature of the interface. The + sign corresponds to the
general case where the centres of curvature O1 and O2 are located on the same side of the
interface. The - sign corresponds to the case where the centres of curvature are located on
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both sides, as is the case with saddle-shaped interfaces (Fig. 2.1.3-5a). In practice, we
generally use the term average curvature 1/Rm such that 2/Rm = 1/R1+-1/R2
The dimension of surface tension ts is a force per unit length, ts is therefore expressed in N/m
(Table 2.1.3-4). In practice, the milliNewton per metre (mN/m) is often used, which
corresponds to the dyne/cm, still quite frequently used.
Fluids

Pure
water/Air
70

ts mN/m

Water/n-Heptane
or n-Octane
50

Water/Gas

Water/Oil

Mercury/vapour

50

20 to 50

470

Table 2.1.3-4: Order of magnitude of the surface tension for some typical fluid pairs, at
ambient temperature.
The most common illustration of capillarity is the wetting fluid rising up a capillary tube (this
is the best configuration to illustrate qualitatively the affinity of the wetting fluid for the
solid).

a)

b)

Fig. 2.1.3-5:
a) Example of saddle-shaped interface
b) Diagram of the capillary tube
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Note that the classical expression (sometimes called Jurin's law) relates the capillary rise
height h to the radius Rc of the capillary tube by expressing the equilibrium of gravitational
forces and capillary forces:
(2.1.3-13)

h = (1/)(2ts cos/Rc)

where ts and  are the capillary constants, the density difference between the two fluids
and the gravitational acceleration.
By combining the hydrostatic equation and the Laplace equation, we see that the capillary
pressure, by definition equal to the pressure difference on each side of the interface (with P nw
and Pw the pressures in the non-wetting fluid and wetting fluid, respectively) is such that:
(2.1.3-14)
pc= pnw-pw = h = 2 ts /Rm
The interface formed inside a cylindrical capillary tube can be compared to a spherical cap of
radius equal to Rc/cos The average curvature is therefore equal to this value and we can see
that Jurin's law is the expression of a particular case of the Laplace-Plateau equation.
2.1.3.3.2 Capillary pressure curve
The previous formulae show the proportionality between capillary pressure and the average
interface curvature or, restricting ourselves to the simple case of the capillary tube, to the
reciprocal of the radius of this capillary. To progressively invade the porous space, i.e. to
penetrate in the smaller and smaller anfractuosities, the non-wetting fluid must be under
greater and greater pressure (capillary pressure). We can see that there is a relation between a
given capillary pressure and the fraction of the porous space filled by the non-wetting fluid
(non-wetting fluid saturation, Snw).
For a given porous medium therefore, the capillary pressure curve will be the function relating
the capillary pressure to the corresponding wetting fluid saturation (obviously equal to the
complement to 1 of the non-wetting saturation). Since the wetting fluid considered is
frequently water, the conventional form of the capillary pressure curve is: pc =f(Sw) (see
Figure 2.1.3-6).
This curve represents an extremely practical way of predicting the behaviour of the porous
medium in two-phase saturation. It provides a means of quantifying certain geometric
characteristics of the porous space, due to the proportionality between capillary pressure and
average curvature. This property is put to advantage in the case of mercury porosimetry, for
example (§ 2.1.3.2.5).
2.1.3.3.2.1 Effect of hysteresis, drainage, imbibition
It is important to note that non-wetting fluid saturation depends not only on the capillary
pressure but also on the history of the experiment which led up to the pressure considered
(hysteresis). We will return to this point from time to time. There are two broad types of fluid
movement:
 if the non-wetting fluid expels the wetting fluid, further to an increase in capillary
pressure, we speak of drainage
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otherwise, if the non wetting fluid leaves the porous space further to a decrease in
capillary pressure, we speak of imbibition
This terminology is only clear in case of strong wettability. It is still used in case of
intermediate wettability, but in this case "drainage" replaces the expression "water content
decrease" (Sw ➘) and "imbibition" corresponds to a "water content increase" (Sw ➚).
We must therefore describe the capillary pressure curves during drainage and imbibition
separately.
2.1.3.3.2.2 Capillary pressure curve during first drainage
2.1.3.3.2.2.1

Access (or displacement) pressure

A capillary pressure curve during drainage (Fig. 2.1.3-6) starts with zero capillary pressure
and at Sw = 1 (considering a case of strong water wettability and using the fractional notation
for the saturations). When the pressure increases, the water saturation remains equal to1 until
the capillary pressure is high enough to allow the non-wetting fluid (oil or gas in our example)
to cross the pore throats of larger diameter: this is the "access pressure" or "displacement
pressure"
2.1.3.3.2.2.2

"Transition zone"

As the capillary pressure continues to increase, the non-wetting fluid invades pores with
smaller and smaller throats: the water saturation progressively decreases. In this case, we
observe a relative "proportionality" between capillary pressure variation and water saturation
variation. This section of the drainage curve is sometimes qualified as "transition zone" (the
term originates from the distribution of fluids in oil reservoirs. The non-wetting fluid occupies
the pores whose capillary throats (the term equivalent capillary radius of the throat is used,
applying Jurin's law bluntly) are greater than those corresponding to the capillary pressure
considered. We will return to one simple but fundamental point, namely that the parameter
governing the drainage is the absolute value of the equivalent capillary radius of the throat,
which may bear no relation to the "radius" of the pores as it appears on a thin section, for
example. Various methods are available to visualise the relative locations of the wetting and
non-wetting phases at various drainage and allow checking this point.
2.1.3.3.2.2.3

Initial saturation at maximum capillary pressure and irreducible saturation (Swi)

If the water saturation is to continue decreasing as the capillary pressure increases, the water
must be able to escape. We must therefore introduce the notion of relative permeability.
While remaining on a highly qualitative level, we can say that from a certain (low) water
saturation point, the water loses its mobility inside the porous network (decreasing towards
"hydraulic" discontinuity of the water phase) and that, consequently, only a slight variation in
saturation will be observed despite a large increase in capillary pressure. In the past, this
observation led to the definition of a minimum (wetting fluid, water) saturation called the
Irreducible saturation Swi. The parameter so defined would be an intrinsic characteristic of
the porous medium. When trying to produce an accurate definition, this notion of irreducible
saturation turns out to be highly imprecise, to such a point that there may be some doubts as to
its very existence. We will simply rely on a pragmatic definition of irreducible saturation: it
would be the wetting fluid saturation value beyond which an increase in capillary pressure no
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longer induces any variation in saturation observable at "laboratory" time scale. At the scale
of an oil reservoir, it would be the saturation such that its variation according to the height
above the "water level" is less than the resolution of the deferred logging tools and their
interpretation.
2.1.3.3.2.3 Capillary pressure curve during imbibition
2.1.3.3.2.3.1 Spontaneous imbibition

After a drainage phase, if the capillary pressure is released, the wetting fluid may once again
penetrate inside the porous space. This is known as spontaneous imbibition. No external
energy input is required; the fluid movement is maintained by some of the mechanical energy
stored during the drainage phase. The fundamental point is the system hysteresis: at a given
capillary pressure, the water saturation is lower (and generally much lower) than it was during
the drainage phase (Fig. 2.1.3-6). When the capillary pressure has dropped to zero,
spontaneous imbibition stops since we are in a situation of perfect water wettability.
2.1.3.3.2.3.2 Residual saturation, "trapped porosity"

When spontaneous imbibition stops, at zero capillary pressure, a variable amount of nonwetting fluid is trapped by the capillary forces in the porous space. This fraction of trapped
fluid is known as Residual non-wetting fluid saturation (Sor or Sgr, oil or gas residual
saturation). This terminology mainly applies to petroleum petrophysics. In fields dealing with
water/air regimes (pedology, civil engineering), we sometimes speak quite simply of "trapped
porosity".
This fraction is of large practical importance since the capillary or moderate hydraulic
mechanisms (flows) cannot release the trapped fluid. In oil reservoirs, for example, the oil
trapped during water flooding must undergo special physical or chemical treatments,
implemented during tertiary oil recovery operations, to be unblocked [Latil 1980].
The location of fluids during imbibition phase is far less intuitive than during the drainage
phase. We do not have the simple capillary tube model or the criterion of absolute value of the
equivalent throat radius. The visualisation methods (Fig. 2.1.3-7) provide a fairly accurate
idea of the location of this "trapped" fluid: The residual non-wetting fluid consists of
"globules" or "ganglions" occupying the central areas of the pores.
The characteristic parameter is no longer the absolute value of the throat radius, but the
relative value of the ratio of the "maximum pore radius" to the pore-throat radius. As soon as
this ratio increases, the non-wetting fluid is trapped. Since the absolute value of these radii is
relatively unimportant, we may observe quite similar images at scales from about a hundred
microns up to several millimetres. This character clearly appears on the preparations used to
visualise the fluids (Fig. 2.1.3-7), as soon as the maximum pore radius decreases, the trapping
tendency disappears.
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Figure 2.1.3-6: Capillary pressure curve and schematic location of fluids [Zinszner and
Pellerin, 2007]
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Figure 2.1.3-7: Example showing the location of the non-wetting fraction trapped by
imbibition in natural porous media. [Zinszner and Pellerin, 2007]
Photograph of thin sections prepared according to the resin spontaneous imbibition method.
The red resin corresponds to the fraction of non-wetting fluid displaceable by
spontaneous imbibition. The yellow resin corresponds to the fraction trapped during
imbibition.
a) Bioclastic grainstone; b) large bioclast in an oolitic grainstone; c) and d) vuggy dolomite.
Notice the role of residual crystallisation (c) in limiting the capillary trapping.
2.1.3.3.2.4 Capillary pressure curve during second drainage
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After spontaneous imbibition, the capillary pressure can be increased again to start another
drainage experiment. We have seen that at the end of spontaneous imbibition, the sample
contained a large proportion of non-wetting fluid (Snwr). The capillary pressure curve of this
second drainage experiment is therefore different from the first drainage.
Hysteresis is observed once again, since the capillary pressure required to obtain the same
non-wetting fluid saturation is larger during second drainage than during spontaneous
imbibition (Fig. 2.1.3-6). It is "true" hysteresis since if the cycle of drainages/imbibitions was
to be continued, the same spontaneous imbibition/second drainage curves would be described.
This hysteresis corresponds to the energy difference required between "entry" and "departure"
of the non-wetting fluid. It is sometimes called "drag hysteresis".
We should not really speak of hysteresis between first drainage and spontaneous imbibition,
since the difference between the curves largely corresponds to the irreversible trapping of
some of the non-wetting fluid. We sometimes use the term "trap hysteresis" to characterise the
difference between first and second drainage, although it is not true hysteresis.
2.1.3.3.2.5 Capillary pressure curve measurement principle:
2.1.3.3.2.5.1 Low and moderate pressure measurements:

Several methods are proposed (e.g. centrifuge). We present here as an example the Desorber
method (also known as the restored state or semipermeable membrane method)

Figure 2.1.3-8: Restored state method for the measurement of capillary pressures
This method (Fig. 2.1.3-8) is based on the use of a semipermeable membrane, in this case a
ceramic plate whose pores are so fine that once they are totally saturated with water their
capillary resistance opposes the penetration of non-wetting fluid (gas or oil). This resistance
may exceed one megapascal. The sample totally saturated with water is placed in a pressure
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cell, on the ceramic plate whose lower side is at atmospheric pressure. Since the ceramic is
impermeable to the non-wetting fluid, the latter can be subjected to a pressure P, inside the
cell, greater than that of the fluid in the sample, the water remaining at atmospheric pressure.
The water expelled by the non-wetting fluid (drainage) flows through the ceramic; a graph of
pressure in the non-wetting fluid (Pc) against water saturation can then be produced.
After this drainage phase, an imbibition phase can be carried out by measuring the quantity of
water reabsorbed by the sample as the capillary pressure is released.
The restored state method produces homogeneous saturations inside the sample. This method
probably gives the best results. It has one major practical disadvantage, however: the long
time required to reach equilibrium at each capillary pressure increment. Due to the fact that
the pores of the semipermeable membrane are extremely narrow, its permeability is very low
(10-5 to 10-7 D) and the differential pressures (i.e. the capillary pressures) are never very large.
2.1.3.3.2.5.2 High pressure measurement: the Kelvin's formula

To measure at very high capillary pressures, vapour phase equilibrium methods based on
Kelvin's law are employed. There is an equilibrium between humidity of the ambient air and
suction:
(2.1.3-15)
(pa – pw) = (RGTK / pM) *Ln(h)
where: pa = air pressure
pw = water pressure
h = (relative moisture, equal to the ratio of the partial pressure of water vapour
in the atmosphere considered to the saturating vapour pressure. It depends on the
temperature.
RG = molar gas constant
TK = absolute temperature
p = gravitational acceleration
M = molar mass of water
for information, at 20 °C, (RGTK / pM) = 137.8 MPa
The most common method is to impose the moisture by saturated salt solutions (Tab. 2.1.3-5),
in a closed, temperature-controlled container. The disadvantage with this technique is the long
time taken to reach equilibrium. This technique is used in petroleum petrophysics to study
very poorly permeable media.
Other simple techniques may also be employed in laboratories with limited equipment, in
which the soil to be measured is placed in contact with a porous material of known properties.
Standardised filter paper can be used for example. The water saturation of the filter paper in
equilibrium with the soil can easily be measured by weighing. This saturation corresponds to
a pressure on the known capillary pressure curve of the filter paper. It also corresponds to the
capillary pressure of the soil studied.
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Suction (MPa)

Relative
moisture (%)

0.01
0.1
1
1.58
2.83
7
10
25
30.5
40.1
43.8
70
81.1
100
126
141
221
305.4
316

99.993
99.927
99.277
98.88
98
95
92.7
83.62
80
75.09
73.14
60
56.03
48.4
40
36.5
20
11.28
10

Saturated salt
solution

CuSO4,5H2O
Na2SO3,7H2O
KCl
NaCl
NaNO2
NaBr

CaCl2, 6H2O
LiCl

pF
2
3
4
4.2
4.45
4.86
5
5.4
5.49
5.6
5.64
5.85
5.91
6
6.1
6.15
6.35
6.48
6.5

Equivalent
pore
Ionic force
thresholds
(µm)
15
2.2 * 103
1.5
2.2 * 102
0.15
2.2 * 101
0.094
3.38 * 101
0.053
0.021
0.015
2.2
0.0060
0.0049
6.0
0.0037
0.0034
0.0021
0.0018
0.0015
0.0012
0.0011
0.00068
0.00049
0.00048

Freezing
point (°C)

-0.08
-0.80
-1.26

-8.37

-81.0

Table 2.1.3-5: Relation between relative moisture and capillary force (Kelvin's formula);
equilibrium relative moisture with some salt solutions, freezing point of water in capillary
state. [Zinszner and Pellerin, 2007]
2.1.3.3.2.5.3 Mercury porosimetry (Purcell test)

One very common method to measure the capillary pressure curve is based on the
implementation of the mercury/vacuum system, according to the terminology generally used.
Obviously, the 'vacuum' corresponds to mercury vapour. These two fluids are employed in
laboratories since they provide a fast means of obtaining a capillary pressure interpreted as
such, but they can also be used to quantify the morphology of porous media.
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Initially applied by chemists wanting to identify the porous medium of catalysts, this
technique was quickly taken up by ceramics manufacturers, to study sintering phenomena.
The method has been applied in petroleum technique under the initiative of Purcell [1949],
hence the name of this test in this discipline. It is now widely used to characterise porous
media of non metallic materials, both natural (rocks and soils) and artificial (ceramics,
catalyst supports, etc.). This test is often referred to as the mercury injection porosimetry test.

2.1.3.3.2.5.3.1 Principle.

After the sample has been washed to remove the hydrocarbons, dried, or freeze-dried if its
texture is too sensitive to drying in an oven, as is the case with clay media, it is injected with
mercury. Mercury injection starts once the sample has been placed under the best possible
vacuum. In practice therefore, the initial pressure in the porous medium is equal to the vapour
pressure of mercury at the temperature of the experiment. This test must be conducted in a
temperature-controlled environment.
With the apparatus currently available, the mercury can be injected into the sample in small
pressure increments; the volume injected is allowed to stabilise at each pressure stage.
If suitable equipment is available, it may sometimes be worthwhile conducting a variant of
this experiment. In this case the mercury is injected in volume stages and the corresponding
equilibrium pressures recorded. However, this type of experiment can no longer be interpreted
strictly as a capillary pressure.
Modern devices cover a vast pressure range: from a few kilopascals (corresponding to the
column of a few centimetres of mercury on top of the sample in the measurement cell) up to
400 MPa.
Samples containing minerals which could interact with the mercury (e.g. pyrite) must
obviously be avoided.
Mercury being non-wetting, the capillary pressure is equal to the pressure applied on it, since
the vacuum (mercury vapour) is the equivalent of the wetting phase. Mercury injection
therefore corresponds to the drainage phase. The imbibition phase is recorded by gradually
releasing the pressure in the mercury. It is recommended to measure the volume of mercury
trapped in the sample at the end of the cycle. This saturation SHgR must be compared with the
residual gas saturation SGR at the end of the spontaneous gas/water imbibition process and to
the residual oil saturation in the end of an oil/water imbibition experiment.
Since in practice the equivalent of the wetting phase does not move, no morphological aspect
of the porous medium prevents the mercury from invading the entire space, especially since
the maximum pressures applied allow access to extremely small spaces (dimensions less than
10-2 µm).
2.1.3.3.2.5.3.2 Analysis and description of measurements

In the Laplace equation (2.1.3-12) if we liken the porous space containing the meniscus to a
cylindrical capillary tube of radius Rc, we obtain Jurin's law:
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(2.1.3-16)

pc = 2 ts cos/Rc where  is the contact angle

The characteristics of mercury are reputed to be relatively stable under standard experimental
conditions:
- interfacial tension: ts = 480 dynes/cm (mN/m)
- wettability angle:
θHg = 140°
and using non conventional but practical units we have: pc (Hg) = 0.735/ Rc
with pc in megapascals and Rc in micrometres.
We can therefore immediately transform the mercury injection curve pc = function(volume of
mercury injected) into a cumulative distribution of pore threshold equivalent radii.
- equivalent: since the porous medium is likened to the highly simplified model of a
bundle of cylindrical capillary tubes;
- thresholds: since the pores are irregular. If we imagine a path through the porous
space, it crosses a series of bottlenecks and bulges: the capillary pressure is only
governed by the largest connection to a given pore (the "threshold").
The dimension of the bulges (in fact, pores in the usual meaning of the observation) cannot be
measured by porosimetry. At best, the global volume of the pores whose "pore radius/throat
radius" ratio is sufficiently high can be calculated, by recording the volume of residual
mercury at the end of the mercury extrusion curve (equivalent to imbibition).
A finer analysis can be carried out by comparing the first mercury intrusion (1st drainage
curve) with a second intrusion (2nd drainage curve) without extracting the residual mercury at
the end of the final extrusion phase under vacuum (first imbibition curve).
2.1.3.3.2.5.3.3 Porosimetric spectrum

The mercury injection curve can be considered as the cumulative curve of the volumes of
pores accessible by thresholds larger than that corresponding to the pressure considered. If the
curve acquisition has been sufficiently fine (typically over fifty automatic stages), which is
required to obtain a good representation of the capillary pressure process, independent of the
dynamic effects, the derivative of this curve can be calculated to obtain a kind of histogram of
equivalent pore threshold radii.
From a practical point of view, since experience has shown that the equivalent access radius
distributions are generally log-normal in natural media, the porosimetric spectrum is always
plotted with the logarithm of the equivalent radius on the x-axis. The y-axis corresponds to
the frequency of the radius considered. The unit chosen is generally the fraction of porous
volume occupied by the pores whose access radius lies within the elementary radius interval
used for derivation (1/15 of logarithmic decade for the example shown on the figure). During
comparative studies, it is sometimes worthwhile choosing as unit the "absolute" value of the
fraction of porous space concerned. Simply multiply the previous frequency by the fractional
porosity value. Through this renormalisation, several samples can be compared directly.
2.1.3.3.3 Capillary rise: Hirschwald coefficient, apparent radius of capillary rise.
2.1.3.3.3.1 Principle of capillary rise and definitions
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Capillary rise is a special expression of the spontaneous imbibition. A wetting liquid rises up
a porous network, under the effect of capillary forces alone, expelling the air. A good
description of this phenomenon is given in Dullien [1992] for example.
If we place the bottom of a test sample in contact with a volume of wetting liquid of constant
level (Fig. 2.1.3-9), the height of the capillary fringe (h) and the weight W of fluid absorbed
by the sample can be measured against time.
The height of capillary rise and the weight of fluid absorbed increase in proportion to the
square root of the time until the capillary fringe reaches the top of the test sample. This
relation with √t is a well-established fact, justified by combining Jurin–Plateau formula (eq.
2.1.3-16) giving the capillary pressure (driving force), and Poiseuille's formula giving the
flow rate in a capillary tube of radius Rc
(2.1.3-17)
Q = pc (R4/8h)
since the differential expression of the flow rate in the cylindrical capillary is:
(2.1.3-18)
Q = R2dh/dt.
we obtain
(2.1.3-19)

h = √( ts cos) √R √t

This equation is sometimes called the Washburn formula.

Figure 2.1.3-9: Capillary rise
a) Experimental diagram
b) Variation of fringe height h and weight of wetting fluid absorbed W vs.√t
Obviously, this interpretation assumes that the forces of gravity are negligible compared with
the capillary forces, i.e. that h is very small compared with the total potential height of
capillary rise for the rock investigated. In most cases concerning consolidated rocks, for
samples a few centimetres high, this condition is satisfied.
If the experiment is continued after the capillary fringe has reached the top of the test sample,
we observe a sudden change in the kinetics. The rate of weight increase drops very sharply.
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At this stage, capillarity no longer plays a role: the weight increase is now due to dissolution
and diffusion of the trapped air.
2.1.3.3.3.2 Hirschwald coefficient (or residual gas saturation)
Although petroleum laboratories mainly use the notion of residual gas saturation (Sgr) to
define this intrinsic characteristic of rock, the saturation state at the end of spontaneous
imbibition, non-petroleum laboratories prefer the term "Hirschwald Coefficient" (H)
[Hirschwald, 1908]. It is generally expressed as a percentage. It corresponds to the liquid
saturation at end of capillary rise. Thus H = 100(1-Sgr). Use of the term "Hirschwald
coefficient" assumes an implicitly zero initial wetting fluid saturation.

c) Apparent radius of capillary rise
Note that in the Washburn equation (eq. 2.1.3-19) for a given test sample, the only parameter
which depends on the material is R. This is one of the intrinsic parameters of the porous
medium, so rare that this point is worth mentioning.
The apparent radius of capillary rise (Rapc) is defined as the radius of the straight cylindrical
capillary tube in which the capillary rise of a meniscus under the effect of the capillary forces
alone would occur at the same speed as in the material considered. It is easy to measure from
the capillary rise slope (B), h = B √t (Fig. 2.1.3-9)
(2.1.3-20)
Rapc = B2/(ts cos)
The practical unit for measurement of B in the laboratory is the centimetre per √hour. To
convert B2 into SI units, we must therefore multiply by 27.7 10-9 (rounded). For the water/air
pair, the expression ts coscorresponds to about 30 SI units. By rounding, we obtain the
estimation:
(2.1.3-20)
Rapc = B2 with Rapc in nanometres and B in cm/√hour
The most surprising point, in a first analysis, is the very low value of these radii compared to
pore throat equivalent radii (mercury porosimetry). The ratio, which may exceed 103, between
the two types of equivalent radii is explained by the fact that all the untrapped bulges of the
porous space reduce the driving capillary force whilst considerably increasing the volumes of
wetting liquid displaced by capillary rise.

2.1.3.4 Intrinsic permeability
2.1.3.4.1 Definitions and Darcy's law
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Permeability characterises the ability of a porous
medium to allow fluids to flow. There may be a
certain degree of confusion with this definition
due to the fact that hydrogeologists consider the
flow of a single fluid, water, and therefore use
the concept of Hydraulic Conductivity (k), in
line with Darcy's historical description [Darcy,
1856]. Concerning the reference to Darcy, it is
important to point out to the interested reader
that only five pages of section D in the appendix
of Darcy's book deal with this subject. A copy of
these few pages is included in [Marle, 2006]. As
soon as various fluids (i.e. with different
viscosities) are involved, however, the notion of
permeability (K), an intrinsic characteristic of the
porous medium considered, must be introduced.

Figure 2.1.3-10: Darcy's experiment

2.1.3.4.1.1 Hydraulic conductivity: k
a) Darcy's experiment. Definitions of hydraulic conductivity (k) and filtration velocity
Darcy's historical experiment has retained all its educational value. A tube (Fig. 2.1.3-10) is
partially filled with a sand column of variable height (l) over a filter of cross-section S. Two
mercury manometers, at the ends of the column, indicate the input and output pressures.
These pressures are converted into water piezometric heads. The upper part is connected to
the mains water supply. Taps at the input and output can be used to adjust the piezometric
heads. The second experiment (in which the sand height is constant and the input and output
pressures are variable) shows that there is a straight line relation between the flow and the
difference in piezometric heads, corroborating Darcy's equation:
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(2.1.3-21)
Q = kS(h1-h2)/l
where Q is the volume flow rate, S the cross-section in a plane perpendicular to the direction
of flow, l the length of the block and k a proportionality coefficient known as the hydraulic
conductivity. To simplify, the flow rate can be expressed per unit area. This new parameter
v = Q/S has the same dimensions as velocity. It is known as the Filtration Velocity (and
sometimes Specific Discharge or Darcy Flux). Similarly, by defining the hydraulic gradient
G = (h1-h2)/l we obtain the general form of Darcy's equation:
(2.1.3-22)

v = kG

2.1.3.4.1.2 Intrinsic permeability (K)
2.1.3.4.1.2.1 Generalisation of Darcy's equation and definition of intrinsic permeability.

The hydraulic conductivity of a block obviously depends on the block itself and the fluid.
Darcy's law can be generalised for all fluids in non-turbulent flow by including the viscosity
() and thereby defining a property intrinsic to the porous medium: the permeability (K). In
its simplest form, Darcy's equation is written:
(2.1.3-23)
Q = (K/)S(p/l)
Where p is the pressure difference at the ends of the block of length l.
This expression of Darcy's law corresponds to the isotropic case, i.e. when K is independent
of the direction considered. In practice, permeability is very frequently highly dependent on
the direction (Chapter 4 is devoted to anisotropy).
In addition, note that this equation implicitly assumes the existence of a single homogeneous
fluid phase in the porous space (to define a viscosity). Consequently, this permeability is
sometimes called the "single-phase" or "absolute" permeability as opposed to the "effective
permeabilities", when several non-miscible fluid phases coexist in the porous space (the term
"relative permeability" - dimensionless - is defined by the ratio between this effective
permeability and a reference permeability
2.1.3.4.1.2.2 Permeability units.

Since the dimension of K in Darcy's generalised equation is an area, the SI permeability unit
is therefore the m2. It is a gigantic unit and no natural environment comes anywhere near this
permeability.
The unit generally used is the darcy (D). The darcy is related to the former CGS system since
it corresponds to the permeability of a porous medium which permits a flow of 1 cm 3/s per
cm2 of area perpendicular to the direction of flow of a fluid with viscosity 1 cP under a
pressure gradient of 1 normal atmosphere per cm.
The definition includes the old pressure unit "normal atmosphere", equal to 0.101325 MPa,
which explains why the equivalence to the SI unit is not a "round number". Requests made
many years ago at the Weights and Measures Conference to round the darcy do not seem to
have been followed up. The darcy can therefore be converted into SI units using the following
relation:
1 darcy = 0.986923 E-12 m2
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In practice, the equivalence 1 D = 10-12 m2 is quite satisfactory.
The viscosity chosen in the definition (1 cP) corresponds to that of water at ambient
temperature. We can therefore calculate the permeability of a medium of known hydraulic
water conductivity (k). In the definition of the darcy, the flow rate per unit area (flux, filtration
velocity) corresponds to 1 cm/s. Concerning the hydraulic gradient, by considering that one
atmosphere is equal to 10 m piezometric head of water, we see that the pressure gradient in
the definition of the darcy is 103 (10 m/1 cm). Expressed in m/s, the hydraulic conductivity
(water) of a medium is therefore equivalent to 10-5 times its permeability expressed in darcy.
Thus: K (permeability) = k (water conductivity).( p / )
where  = density of water
p = gravitational acceleration
 = viscosity of water
The use of two different concepts (conductivity, permeability) by two scientific communities
with little contact (hydrogeology, petroleum) may lead to confusion, so you will forgive us if
we emphasise one simple but fundamental point: hydraulic conductivity and permeability are
two different physical quantities with different dimensions, one equivalent to velocity, the
other to area, and only permeability is intrinsic to the porous space considered. The
equivalence 1 D "=" 10-5 m/s is only meaningful when the fluid concerned is water.
In practice, when soil-mechanics specialists and hydrogeologists use the term "permeability",
they often mean "hydraulic water conductivity". Hydrogeologists do not use this notion very
frequently, however, preferring the concept of "transmissivity", which is the product of
hydraulic conductivity by the thickness of the level considered. Transmissivity is one of the
parameters obtained directly from well tests ("pumping tests"). This is also due to the fact that
hydrogeologists virtually never measure permeability in the laboratory.
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Figure 2.1.3-11: Range of permeability encountered in geological materials

2.1.3.4.1.2.3 Orders of magnitude of permeability in geological materials.

The range of permeability encountered in geological materials is extremely vast. On Figure
2.1.3-11, which indicates orders of magnitude on a porosity-permeability diagram with
logarithmic scales, we see that the permeability values extend over nearly 15 orders of
magnitude, from the clays of the cap rocks at less than 10-9 D up to the coarse-grained alluvial
deposits at more than 104 D.
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Obviously in practice, a physical quantity with such extreme variations can only be
represented on a diagram with logarithmic scale. Permeability distributions in the
homogeneous geological layers are in fact expressed as log-normal law.
2.1.3.4.1.3 Intrinsic permeability measurement principle
The principle used to measure permeability simply consists in measuring the volume flow rate
associated with a pressure difference. Care must nevertheless be taken to avoid certain
disturbing effects. For example, those due to the flow itself (in case of non-laminar flow,
Darcy's law would no longer be applicable) and those related to a modification of the porous
space due to the measurement (plugging, swelling of clays). Concerning the actual methods,
for practical reasons we will separate the "high" and "low" permeability. The limit between
the two will be set at about 0.1 mD (i.e. 10-16 m2), but obviously this is only an order of
magnitude.
2.1.3.4.1.3.1 Measurement of high permeability

Measurement using liquids and measurement using gases will be dealt with separately. In the
latter case, estimation of the volume flow rate is slightly harder since it depends on the
pressure.
2.1.3.4.1.3.1.1 Liquid permeability measurement

This is the simplest method. Numerous experimental variants are possible, based around three
practical points:
- Waterproofing of the lateral sides of the sample of porous medium. For routine
measurements on cylindrical sample, it is generally carried out using a special mechanical
apparatus such as the Hassler cell in which a plastic sleeve is "stuck" against the sample
by excess radial pressure. A coating can also be applied to waterproof the sides In this
case, measurements can be taken on large, parallelepipedic samples.
- Measurement of pressure difference. Obviously, the pressure can be measured using
manometers at the ends of the sample (or better still, a differential manometer connected
to the ends). For special experiments, however, the hydrostatic pressure of a column of
liquid from a constant level tank can be used. Very simple but accurate apparatus can be
produced in this way, based on Darcy's experiment.
- Measurement of the liquid flow rate. Various types of flowmeter can be used (ball,
propeller, etc.), as well as a simple graduated container
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2.1.3.4.1.3.1.2 Gas permeability measurement

Measurement principle

The measurement principle is the same as for liquid permeability, but in this case gas
compressibility must be taken into account: only the mass flow rate will be constant along the
sample during the experiment, whereas Darcy's equation concerns the volume flow rate.
If the approximation of perfect gas and constant viscosity over the pressure range used is
acceptable, it is easy to integrate along the sample (dl) the expression
(2.1.3-24)
Q = Qnpn/p = (K/a)S(dp/dl)
where Qn and Pn are the flow rates (volume) and pressures at point n of the sample. Air
permeability is given by the formula:
(2.1.3-25)

K= 2aQa (L/S)[pa/(pin2-pout2)]

where Qa is the flow rate measured at pressure pa (atmospheric), a the viscosity of air, and pin
, pout the input and output pressures.
The Klinkenberg effect

Gas permeability measurements (Kg) may be disturbed by the so-called Klinkenberg effect
[Klinkenberg, 1941]. It mainly concerns low permeability (K< 10 mD) measured under low
average pressure. Traditionally, this phenomenon is explained by a change in the way gas
molecules move through the pores whose diameter approaches the mean free path of the gas :
molecule slippage along pore walls requires less energy than Darcy type flow. The
permeability observed is therefore higher than those measured with a liquid (Kl).
This phenomenon is demonstrated by comparing the permeability values obtained by
measuring at different average pressures (pm). These values converge towards a point at
"infinite pressure" corresponding to the liquid permeability value.
2.1.3.4.1.3.2 Measurement of low permeability

When the permeability is too low for the permanent flow to be fast enough to stabilise
(measurement at constant flow or pressure difference), the measurement is taken by
interpreting a transitory flow.
Several methods are available. As an example the "pulse method is summarized here
The sample is connected (Fig. 2.1.3-12) to a large input pressure tank (T1) and to a smaller
output tank (T2). The pressure is first balanced in the two tanks and in the sample. Then, after
isolating the input tank, the pressure is increased slightly in the sample and the small tank.
The shut-off valve (Vsi) is then opened and the drop in input/output pressure difference
measured.
Numerical resolution is based on the derivative of the pressure change at each measurement
step. The sample porosity and the fluid compressibility must be known in order to apply the
notion of dimensionless pressure by analogy with the interpretation of well tests [Bourdarot,
1998]:
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Figure 2.1.3-12: Schematic diagram of the "Pulse" method. [Zinszner and Pellerin, 2007]
This method can be applied with no major additional experimental difficulties to samples
subject to an effective stress close to that existing in the reservoir. This point is essential in
view of the fact that permeability is highly sensitive to stress, in case of poorly permeable
samples.
2.1.3.4.2 Geometric parameters affecting permeability and simple models
For a better understanding and modelization of the permeability variations observed in natural
materials, it is useful to understand the relative importance of certain parameters of the porous
space on permeability. One can use simple models
2.1.3.4.2.1 The straight capillary or parallel crack model: relative effect of porosity and pore
dimension
As regards permeability, the simplest model of a porous space is that of a bundle of straight
capillary tubes of the same radius. Using Poiseuille's law, we can calculate the flow rate in a
capillary of radius R and length l:
(2.1.3-26)
Q = (R4/8)(p/l)
It is easy to estimate the porosity of this type of model which would have n capillaries per unit
area:  = nR2
Considering a block of unit dimension and for a unit pressure gradient, we can use simplified
expressions of Poiseuille's law and Darcy's law:
(2.1.3-27)
Q = n (R4/8) = K/ hence K = n (R4/8) and bringing in 
(2.1.3-28)
K = R2/8
Although this model is quite remote from the reality of geological materials, it may be
worthwhile expressing the above formula in "usual units". If we use micrometres for the radii
and percentages for the porosity we obtain, in mD:
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(2.1.3-29)

K = 1.25R2

This easy calculation on a very simple model leads us to a conclusion which we will find on
numerous occasions during our study of the -K relation: The capillary dimension has a
much greater effect on the permeability (in this case raised to the power 2) than on the
porosity.
The flat parallel open fracture model is considered symmetrically. In this case, the laminar
flow formula must be used:
(2.1.3-320)

Q = (e3/12)(p/l)

where e is the fracture opening. In this case, the unit block porosity is  = ne and hence:
(2.1.3-31)
K = e2/12
The result is therefore identical to the previous one: the fracture aperture thickness, raised to
the power 2, plays the major role.
Taking the "usual units" already used above (micrometres for the thickness and percentages
for the porosity) we obtain, in mD:
(2.1.3-32)
K = 0.833e2
The flat fracture model is more appropriate to a real case: that of fractured reservoirs.
Considering a single fracture per metre, with an opening of 500 µm and inducing only 5.10-4
porosity, we observe that the permeability exceeds 10 D, obviously in the direction parallel to
the fracture plane.
On this very simple example, we measure the effect of an open fracture on the total reservoir
permeability.
2.1.3.4.2.2 Carman-Kozeny equation and normalisation by the square of the grain diameter
The Carman-Kozeny equation is frequently mentioned since it can be used for permeability
estimations, for example in modelling calculations, although introducing the tortuosity ()
makes it harder to use in practice than one might think.
In a network of cylindrical capillaries, we obtained the relation K = R2/8. For a network of
tortuous capillaries of any cross-section, we obtain a similar formula by introducing the
hydraulic radius (Rh, equal to area/perimeter ratio of a capillary cross-section), the tortuosity
of the current lines (t) and an almost invariable shape parameter A:
(2.1.3-33)

K = (A/ t ())Rh2

However, Rh is proportional to /√s, where s is the specific area of the porous space. Since √s
is itself inversely proportional to the grain diameter (d), Carman and Kozeny [Carman 1939]
determined for the permeability of an intergranular space:
(2.1.3-34)
K = B3 (d2/t())
where B is a constant for a given medium.
We see that the permeability of an intergranular space (isogranular) is proportional to the cube
of the porosity, this point being fairly well corroborated for the Fontainebleau sandstones. It is
also proportional to the square of the grain diameter, and this point is discussed below.
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We must nevertheless return to the notion of tortuosity which, in a capillary model, quantifies
the mean developed length of a current line (ld) joining the two ends of the model, with
respect to the true length of the latter (lm): t () = ld/lm. According to the authors, the exact
expression of t () may vary. Note also that one of the disadvantages with the notion of
tortuosity is its dependence on porosity. For a given "porous architecture", the tortuosity is not
a constant.
b) Normalisation by the square of the grain diameter (d2)
The square of the grain diameter (d2) is a useful parameter to normalise the permeability of
the intergranular spaces. If we use the dimensionless number K/d2, the relations with porosity
become independent of the granulometry.
This K/d2 normalisation may be extremely useful in reservoir characterisation studies, since,
for a given facies, it allows us to plot -K relations independent of the granulometry.
When considering relatively isogranular media (e.g. sand), an approximate estimation of the
permeability may also be obtained by applying the K/d2 normalisation to the -K formula
derived from measurements in Fontainebleau sandstones (fig. 2.1.3-13).
2.1.3.4.3 Porosity/Permeability relations in rocks
The porosity/permeability relations in rocks are extremely useful in practice, mainly since
permeability is a "no-logging parameter": despite all attempts (and the corresponding
publications), there is no reliable log analysis method to continuously measure the
permeability of the reservoir rocks in the borehole (cf. Chapter 3, §3.3)
The complexity of the -K relation is related to the complexity of the porous space itself. We
will therefore start by describing the simple case of the "ideal" intergranular porous medium
as encountered in the Fontainebleau sandstones.
2.1.3.4.3.1 Fontainebleau sandstones (Fig. 2.1.2-13)
The Fontainebleau sandstones (Paris region, France) are a rare example of simple natural
porous media (intergranular porosity) exhibiting large porosity variations (from about 0.02 to
0.28) with no major change of grain granulometry. This is an ideal example on which to study
the porosity/permeability relation.
Numerous studies have been conducted on the porosity/permeability relation. A first
publication [Jacquin, 1964, in French], concerns a small number of samples (about 60) but
includes accurate measurements of grain dimensions in thin section, thereby allowing
normalisation by the parameter K/d2. A study on 240 samples of diameter 40 mm and length
between 40 mm and 80 mm [Bourbié and Zinszner, 1985] indicates a double trend for the K-
relation. For high porosities (between 0.08 and 0.25), all the experimental points lie fairly
well on a curve of type K = f(3). Note that the power 3 corresponds to that of the CarmanKozeny equation (eq. (2.1.3-34). For low porosities (<0.08 ), we may observe large
exponents suggesting a percolation threshold).
Experimental permeability below 100 mD have been corrected for the Klinkenberg effect
according to the semi-empirical formula
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Figure 2.1.3-13: Porosity-Permeability relation in the Milly la Forêt "normal" Fontainebleau
sandstones. The porosities are presented in the two usual ways: linear scale (semi-log graph
on the left) and logarithmic scale (on the right). The subdivisions (MZ2, etc.) correspond to
different blocks.
On Figures 2.1.3-13 the permeability axis uses a logarithmic scale (corresponding to the lognormal distribution of permeability). We describe both types of axis used for porosity. On the
left hand figure, we use a linear axis (normal distribution of porosities) and on the right hand
figure a logarithmic axis to show the power laws.
In semi-logarithmic representation, which is generally used for reservoir characterisation, note
the exceptional quality of this -K relation. To our knowledge, this is the only example of its
type.
In logarithmic representation, we can see the slopes of the power laws: for the porous samples
(>0.09), a slope of about 3.25 gives a fairly good picture of the K=f(n) relation. The value
of the exponent is similar to that observed in the earlier studies. For low porosity samples
(0.04 to 0.06), the Klinkenberg correction increases the value of this exponent even more,
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reaching 10. Such high exponents can only be explained by a percolation threshold (about
0.05 porosity).
To profit from the exceptional quality of the results on the Milly la Forêt sampling, we
calculate the polynomial regression best fitting the experimental values, in order to obtain a
basic datum for estimation of the -K laws of intergranular porosity media.
A polynomial regression of order 3, on logarithmic values of and K, of type
logK = a(log)3 + b(log)2 + c(log) + d,
a
11.17

b
-40.29

c
51.6

d
-20.22

with the above values (corresponding to the case of porosities expressed as percentages) gives
excellent results for porosities between 4 % and 25 %. The polynomial regression on Milly
values (mean grain diameter d = 250 µm) could be extended to different granulometry by
using the K/d2 normalisation. The percolation threshold at about 0.05 porosity is also clearly
determined.
2.1.3.4.3.2 Carbonate rocks
The situation with carbonates is strikingly different from that observed in Fontainebleau
sandstones. Figure 2.1.3-14 shows the -K relation (air permeability) for a set of about 1500
limestone and dolomite samples (diameter 4 cm) corresponding to a large variety of
petrogaphic textures. Note that in line with standard practice, and in spite of the fact that it is
poorly adapted to the power laws, we have adopted the semi-logarithmic representation which
makes the graphs much easier to read on the porosity axis. The permeability dispersion is very
high since, on the porosity interval most frequently encountered in reservoir rocks (0.1 to 0.3),
the values extend over nearly four orders of magnitude. Put so bluntly, it is clear that there is
no -K relation! Considering the microtexture of the rocks, some general trends may
nevertheless be observed. ). In limestone rocks (apart from mudstones), at least two types of
porosity affect the petrophysical characteristics, in quite different ways.
 The microporosity (microconnected porosity) always present in the allochems and matrix
(mud)
 The macroconnected porosity sometimes found between the allochems (intergranular),
and also - rarely - in the dissolution vugs if they are present in sufficient numbers to be
interconnected.
Only macroconnected porosity plays a significant role in permeability. We would therefore
need to plot the macroconnected vs. K relations to obtain a rough estimation.
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Figure 2.1.3-14: Porosity-Permeability relation in carbonate rocks (air permeability,
Klinkenberg effect not corrected, about 1500 samples of diameter 4 cm).
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2.1.4 Experimental precautions: damage to rock sample, saturation, etc.
2.1.4.1 Damaged samples
Several types of phenomena may contribute to damaging the samples (i.e. change their
mechanical or chemical characteristics) and thus render them unfit for representative
measurements. In particular, these can include:
2.1.4.1.1 Relaxation of cores:
This refers to the mechanical alterations caused by the sudden relaxation of in-situ stress
when core samples from drilling (or from very deep mining operations) are exposed. This
relaxation results in the reappearance of mechanical defects (grain-joins, intercrystalline
joints) and artificially increases the “micro-fissure” content of the porous space in the sample.
Such relaxation can have very significant consequences for the acoustic properties. While one
might hope that this relaxation effect is reversible and disappears under the effects of
differential pressure, in fact measuring variations in wave propagation velocities in relation to
differential pressure (Hertz coefficient, Chapter 3, §3.5.2.1) demonstrates that this is not
always the case. We must keep this observation in mind.
2.1.4.1.2 Damage to the clay fraction
The clay fraction of a rock sample may be heavily damaged by drying or by the effects of
certain liquids (fresh water, alcohols, glycols, etc.), which severely disrupt the ionic balance
in the interlayers of clay minerals. It is crucially important never to use these types of liquids
when experimenting on rocks with a significant clay fraction. In this case, it is essential to use
brines with a minimum salinity of 15 g of KCl or NaCl per litre. Failing to meet this
requirement can have extremely harmful consequences when working with certain
sandstones.
In terms of drying, clay sandstones and shale must be treated as separate cases.
2.1.4.1.2.1 Sandstone:
Drying in an oven at a moderate temperature (70° to 80°C) keeping the intra crystalline
“bounded” water intact, is not considered damaging to shaly sandstone; saturating it afterward
with brine is deemed to restore it to its previous state. Nonetheless, we must remember that
some reservoirs may be saturated with very high-salinity brine, and that careless drying will
leave that salt inside the sample.
2.1.4.1.2.2 Shale
The problem posed by shale is delicate in a different way. Even partially drying shale is not
always reversible, although multiple protocols have been developed for re-saturating it using
water in the gas phase.
Ideally, it is best to work only on non de-saturated shale. This is possible when using drill
cores that are preserved (in fiberglass, for example) or samples taken in underground works
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and preserved immediately after they are exposed. We must naturally use special methods for
machining the samples (fast air sawing, etc.) and preserving them (plastic sheets, waterproof
varnish). Despite the considerable practical difficulties that result from using samples in
"preserved saturation,” we consider highly preferable to use this method for petroacoustic
measurements whenever possible.
2.1.4.1.3 Checking damage to shale using ultrasonic measurements.
When applying rapid variations in uniaxial stress in parallel with the direction of P wave
propagation, the velocity does not vary much in unaltered shale (very low Hertz coefficient).
Velocity variations may approach measurement uncertainty (fig. 2.1.4-1, un-weathered). Even
if alteration is suspected, when propagation is considered in the stratification plane, variation
remains low (direction Y). When stress is applied perpendicularly to the stratification plane,
however (direction Z in the figure), the response may be uneven:
- in many samples, variation in P velocity, although detectable, remains very low
- some samples may show substantial variations in velocity (weathered Z, fig. 2.1.4-1). This is
the case when samples have microfissures.
Many measurements of surface samples confirm that damage to the shale, even slight, results
in greater sensitivity to variations in uniaxial stress for P velocity perpendicular to the
stratification [Zinszner et al., 2002]. Possibly, the shape of the curve (high variation under
very low stress or progressive variation) is another indicator. We have observed this
phenomenon on many types of shale. It could be beneficial to use this criterion of the
relationship between vertical Vp vs. stress for systematic investigations of shale damage.
Tournemire Shale
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Figure 2.1.4-1: Checking damage to shale using ultrasonic measurements.
Evolution of P velocities propagating in parallel (Z) or perpendicularly (Y) to the direction of
the uniaxial stress according to the axis (direction Z) of transverse isotropy (see chapter 4LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS
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Anisotropy) in two types of samples (damaged or not). Two velocity values for the same
stress correspond to more than 12 hours of consolidation.
2.1.4.2 Sample saturation methods
In all petroacoustic experiments, a sample’s saturation state is of crucial importance. First, we
must clarify the case of samples that are considered “dry,” because it can lead to confusion.
2.1.4.2.1 Various room or vacuum saturation states.
2.1.4.2.1.1 Room dry saturation
At first glance, this state appears to be a simple and useful one for Gassmann experiments
(Chapter 3, §3.4.1) since the saturating fluid incompressibility modulus (K(fl)). is equal to zero.
Unfortunately, this is in no way true since in a ground-level atmosphere, a "dry" rock always
contains adsorbed water, which may have a considerable influence on the capillary forces at
the grain-joints. These capillary forces modify the rigidity of the rock in a way that absolutely
cannot be incorporated in an approach of the Gassmann type.
2.1.4.2.1.2 Air wet saturation
To minimise these particular capillary effects, the rock has to have sufficiently high water
content (saturation of several percent?).
To reach this stage, the sample may be stored for a long time in a 100% humidity chamber, at
ambient temperature. We may, in a first analysis, consider that in doing this, the capillary
effects mentioned above are minimised.
2.1.4.2.1.3 “Vacuum dry” saturation
This state is obtained after a long process of gas evacuation in a sustained vacuum (overnight
to several days preferably). Although a simplistic assumption might suggest otherwise,
adsorbed water does remain in this saturation state. The majority of this remaining water is
located in the thinnest menisci, where the capillary forces are strongest. Theoretically, results
from this saturation state are never considered when calculating petroacoustic parameters.
2.1.4.2.1.4 “Moon dry” saturation (sample with no adsorbed water)
This expression is sometimes used in laboratories in reference to the problems encountered
during initial petroacoustic experiments on samples from the moon’s surface [Schreiber,
1977]. The velocity/attenuation results were incompatible with the interpretations of lunar
seismographic records. Because they were manipulated in the Earth’s atmosphere, these
samples had been “contaminated” by adsorbed water, whereas in situ they contained no trace
of water. To achieve this state, samples are first heated to several hundred degrees, using
infrared radiation for example, and then maintained in an ultra-high vacuum (e.g. 10-9 torr)
[Tittmann, 1977]. In a “moon dry” saturation state, microfissured materials may have
petroacoustic characteristics that are very different from those they present in a “room dry” or
“vacuum dry” state (e.g. very low velocity and attenuation).
2.1.4.2.2 Liquid saturation
2.1.4.2.2.1 Initial saturation
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To saturate a dry sample in liquid, it is essential to go through a “vacuum” phase, because
contrary to a widely held but incorrect opinion, all of the gas present in the porous space must
be evacuated before injecting the liquid, in order to prevent the sample from remaining in the
residual gas saturation state (§2.1.3.3.3). When processing samples several centimetres in
diameter, several hours in a vacuum are generally sufficient. If the samples are large (multiple
decimeters), experimenters must always remember that the diffusion of residual gas, under
low pressure, may take a very long time. In this case, the vacuum may need to be maintained
for several days.
If the sample is to be saturated with water, one can take advantage of the high solubility of
CO2 in water to accelerate the saturation process. After an initial vacuum evacuation, the
sample is saturated with CO2. After a second evacuation, the residual gas will be CO2, which
will dissolve quickly in water.
2.1.4.2.2.2 Liquid substitution
It can be useful to take measurements on the same sample while varying the saturating fluid.
This method is particularly suitable for routine ultrasonic measurements to define Gassmann
parameters (Chapter 3 §3.4.1, Chapter 6). Substituting in this way is easy: simply displacing a
liquid with another liquid miscible with the previous one.
For this type of miscible displacement, the quantity of fluid to be displaced for complete
substitution depends on the complexity of the porous space. If the geometry is simple
(integranular porosity, for example; §2.1.3.1), two pore volumes are sufficient to achieve
complete displacement. In complicated porous medium, however (such as vuggy porous
medium), it is necessary to displace several pore volumes (e.g. [Bear, 1988; Sahimi, 2008]. In
experimental practice, it is often easiest to inject large volume (e.g. 10 pore volumes) to
ensure complete displacement. If in doubt, it is generally relatively easy to measure the traces
of the displaced product in the effluent and ensure that these traces have disappeared
completely.
The characteristics of several liquids used in petroacoustic laboratories are given in Table
2.1.4-1.
Remember that the saturating fluid must be prevented from interacting with certain fractions
of the rock matrix. This is a basic requirement. None of the liquids in Table 2.1.4-1 interact
with calcite or dolomite. Theoretically, we could therefore use them to study carbonate rocks.
Some of them, however, do react strongly with clays. This means that a different technique
must be used for sandstones, which, with rare exceptions, always contain a clay fraction that
may have a very strong influence on their mechanical properties (and not necessarily in
proportion to the relative volume of the fraction).
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Liquid

K(fl)

Density Viscosity Velocity Impedance Misc. Misc.

(Gpa) (kg/m3)
Pentane
0.72
625
Heptane
0.88
683
Hexane
0.9
675
Ethanol
1.12
795
Soltrol
1.16
752
Kerosene
1.4
804
Bromoform 75% Ethanol 1.55 1720
Trichlorethylene
1.73 1461
Albelf
1.9
863
Polyal
1.92
845
Ethanol(40%) Ethy-Gly.) 2.11
957
Water
2.25 1,000
Brine 25g/l
2.3
1020
Bromoform
2.45 2800
Aniline
2.9
1019
Ethylene-Glycol
3.23 1112
Glycerol
4.8
1263

(cP)
0.25
0.4
0.3
1.2
1.5

170
1100
5
1
1
5
19
1500

m/s
1073
1135
1155
1187
1242
1320
950
1088
1484
1507
1485
1500
1502
944
1687
1704
1949

kPa.s/m
671
775
780
944
934
1061
1634
1590
1281
1273
1421
1500
1532
2596
1719
1895
2462

React.

Water Ethanol with clay
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
?
No
Yes
?
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes +
Yes
Yes +
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
?
No
Yes
Yes +
Yes
Yes
Yes +
Yes
Yes +

Table 2.1.4-1: Characteristics of several liquids used in petroacoustic experiments, classified
by increasing bulk modulus (K(fl).) values. Indication of miscibility with water and ethanol and
the effects on clay minerals (qualitative). Values under room conditions.

To protect the clay fraction, it is preferable to maintain “irreducible” brine (Swi, §2.1.3.2.2)
during all displacement experiments. To do this, we first perform an immiscible displacement
by injecting a viscous liquid not miscible with water, under pressure (to overcome the
capillary pressure). This liquid can then be displaced via miscible displacement, assuming of
course that no water-miscible liquid is ever used.
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Box 2.2.1-1
Comment on the identification and orientation of samples
It can often be productive to compare results obtained from the same rock using various
methods. Work on the same block may continue for decades, and obviously it is important
in a laboratory to apply best practices for archiving measurement results. However, because
of the variability in natural materials (even those considered homogenous; cf. Chapter 1),
and to account for the omnipresent possibility of anisotropy, the position of each test
sample in the sample block must be precisely identified. Ideally, its position in the original
quarry should also be identified, but that information is generally very difficult to obtain.
Below, we give a simple example of a protocol for the location and orientation of samples.

Sample orientation protocol
For each block, an XYZ coordinate system is identified. If known, vertical direction
corresponds to the Z axis. A sample is defined by the coordinates of its centre. Concerning
orientation:
- For parallelepipeds, indicate on each side the letter for that side’s normal axis, plus
“O” for positive sides and "" for negative sides.
- For cylinders, use the same conventions on the plane surfaces. For curved surfaces,
draw the generatrix that corresponds to the positive side of the axes in question.
Whenever possible, use the color blue for the X axis, green for Y, and red for Z.
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2.2 Measurement of rock acoustic properties

Wavelength

100 m

10 m

1m

0.1 m

Frequency

10 Hz 100 Hz 1 kHz 10 kHz
Decahertz
Kilohertz band
band

Applications

Seismic
prospecting

Sonic logging

Laboratory
measurement
principles

Strain/stress
device

Standing waves
Resonant bar

1 cm

1 mm

100 kHz 1 MHz
Ultrasonic
band
Laboratory petroacoustics,
Non-destructive testing
Propagating waves
Ultrasonic transducers

Table 2.2.1-1: Order of magnitude of frequencies and wavelengths corresponding to
the three frequency bands used in field geophysics and in the laboratory

The acoustic properties of rocks are studied in the laboratory in three broad frequency bands
(Table 2.2.1-1). These measurement methods use different physical principles for each
frequency band and must be described separately. As shown in the table, these various
frequency bands correspond to different practical applications. One important point (and we
will come back repeatedly to it) is that ease of measurement in the laboratory is inversely
proportional to the scope of the geophysical applications. Indeed, measurement in the
laboratory becomes substantially more difficult when moving from ultrasound to the sonic
band (resonant bar), and increases again when moving from the sonic band to the seismic
band (stress-strain system). Naturally, in geophysics, the seismic band (seismic reflection)
plays the major role. The sonic band (sonic log) still has definite importance for well logging,
but ultrasound has practically no relevance; its major applications are in medical sonography
and non-destructive testing, putting them far outside the scope of our interest.
We will present experiments in the three major frequency bands, in succession.

2.2.1 Measurement at ultrasonic frequency using transducers
In petroacoustics, the ultrasonic frequency band corresponds to the frequencies between 0.25
and 2.5 MHz. In rocks, at higher frequencies, scattering effects on the grains prevent wave
propagation, whereas for lower frequencies it is difficult to manufacture high-quality
transducers in dimensions that are compatible with laboratory samples.
Laboratory experiments in this frequency band are greatly facilitated by using piezoelectric
transducers.
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2.2.1.1 Transducers and Acoustic Cell
2.2.1.1.1 Piezoelectric transducers
2.2.1.1.1.1 Piezoelectricity
This is a property of certain anisotropic crystals that distort when subjected to an electrical
field and inversely, create an electrical field when strained. In practice, piezoelectric materials
are obtained by subjecting these crystals to an intense electrical field that aligns the electric
dipoles (poling).
2.2.1.1.1.2 Transducers used in petroacoustics
Two types of transducers are used in petroacoustics:
2.2.1.1.1.2.1 Non-damped transducers (bare ceramic) (fig. 2.2.1-1b).

These are piezo ceramics, often baryum titanate and lead (Pb) zirconate titanate (PZT), in the
form of disks or plates, with two opposite sides covered with an electricity-conducting coating
that makes it possible either to apply an electrical field in order to cause mechanical distortion
(ultrasonic waves) or to measure the field variation produced when a distortion passes
through. The ceramics serve as an emitter in the first case, and a receiver in the second case.
Depending on the characteristics of the crystal and the sides in question, both P-waves and Swaves can be generated/detected.
The material being used creates very little intrinsic attenuation, such that once it is excited, the
ceramics vibrate for a long time at their own resonance frequency. This is a non-damped
transducer.
These simple transducers are inexpensive (a few dollars apiece). They can be used in liquid
under high pressure (e.g. 100 MPa), since the only effect of the pressure is to counteract the
strain of the crystal. The stress values implied by piezoelectricity, however, are several orders
of magnitude higher than the pressure generally used in petroacoustic experiments.
The piezoelectrical effect disappears above a certain critical temperature (called the Curie
temperature). For the usual ceramics, the Curie temperature is generally between 200°C and
350°C. The maximum normal use temperature for a transducer should correspond to
approximately half the Curie temperature (expressed in °C).
This makes these transducers extremely useful for experiments requiring a large number of
transducers with a reduced volume (e.g. devices under pressure). They can be used to measure
velocities with the first break technique or other derivative techniques (§2.2.1.1.2.3). They
can also generate periodic continuous signals when subjected to periodic excitation at a
frequency near their resonance frequency.
At the same time, because of this resonance, they are not suitable for the “broadband” signal
analyses that are so useful in frequency domain (quality factor, phase velocity). These
analyses require damped transducers.
2.2.1.1.1.2.2 Damped transducers (fig. 2.2.1-1a)

These transducers are simply constructed: successive layers of an attenuating material (such
as plastic or rubber) are piled over a ceramic of the type described above, which dampens the
vibrations and limits reflections with their variable impedance. Applying these principles is a
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delicate process, and it takes a great deal of experience to manufacture high-quality
transducers.
For P-wave transducers to be used in water (acoustic tank), the ceramic is covered with a
quarter-wave plate such that the transducer output faces contrast of impedance with the water
is decreased and reflections within the plate are phase-opposed with the signal from the
ceramic (destructive interference).
Because of the risk of various elements becoming detached, damped transducers cannot
withstand pressure or temperatures that depart from room conditions, which means that they
must be protected in airtight cases for use in pressurized devices. In temperature-based
experiments (low or high temperature), repurposed “delay lines” must be used. These are
metal bars that can be as long as several decimetres, which protect the transducer from the
temperature zone while still allowing for high quality acoustic coupling.
Damped transducers are 10 to 100 times more expensive than bare ceramics. Despite these
drawbacks, they are an essential element of measurements that involve a somewhat developed
signal analysis. P-wave, S-wave, and P- and S-wave transducers (coupled half-moon P and S
ceramics) can be purchased from manufacturers. S1S2 transducers with perpendicular
polarization can also be obtained.
Note that to produce good quality damped transducers, the diameter of the ceramic must be in
the same order of magnitude as the wavelength. This makes it difficult to manufacture good
transducers with dimensions that depart a great deal from the rough empirical formula
d= 10/f, where d is the diameter in mm and f is the frequency in MHz.
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Figure 2.2.1-1: Piezoelectric transducers and corresponding acoustic signals
a) Cross-section of a damped transducer (manufactured by Panametrics), with the ceramic
visible (1); the backing, a stack of multiple layers of plastic material of variable impedance
(2); and the quarter-wave plate (1bis) (P-wave transducer designed for use in an acoustic
tank)
b) Bare ceramic (3) and examples of a simple mechanism constructed using similar ceramics
(4)

2.2.1.1.2 Electronic devices to excite/receive signals from transducers.
This device consists essentially of:
- an electric impulse generator to excite the emitting ceramic.
- a conditioner/amplifier for the electrical signal transmitted by the receiving ceramic,
- an oscilloscope connected to a micro-computer used to process and record signals.
Only the first two components are acoustically specific. There are many commercially
available devices for non-destructive testing of materials, and the specifications of these
commercial devices are generally far superior to those required for petroacoustic
experimentation.
We will limit our discussion to a few general remarks.
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The electronic emitter sends very brief, high-voltage (several hundred volts) electrical
impulses to the emitting transducer. Based on experience, we believe that it is not necessary to
use particularly powerful or sophisticated emitting devices.
The electronic receiver amplifies and if necessary filters the electrical signal produced by the
receiving transducer. As with the emitter, we do not consider it particularly necessary to use
highly sophisticated devices, because it is more effective to have the signal processed during
specific petroacoustic processing, on a microcomputer.
On the other hand, it is extremely important to note the transmission/reception setup for each
experiment, to be sure that the recording conditions were the same when comparing signals.
For example, failing to account for filtering during processing can have catastrophic
consequences.
It cannot be emphasized enough that apart from simple amplification, which is often
indispensable, any processing of the signal outside of the specific petroacoustic program can
do more harm than good.
Generally, the transmission/reception functionalities are grouped together on the same circuit,
which means that the high voltages used for excitation can result in a certain “electrical
permeability” even in high-quality devices, causing interference to appear during reception
when the signals received from the transducers are particularly weak and require strong
amplification. Although this phenomenon is harmless for non-destructive testing, it can
sometimes be troublesome in petroacoustics.

2.2.1.1.3 Acoustic cell
In order to be representative, petroacoustic measurements on rock samples must usually be
taken under differential pressure. This obligation of working under pressure requires specific
devices to be used; one example is given in fig. 2.2.1-2. The general guidelines for this type of
experiment are as follows:
- The transducers are placed in test heads to protect them from the confinement
pressure.
- The sample, placed between the test heads, is protected from the confinement fluid
(oil) by a jacket made from a plastic material (e.g. viton) that can withstand the fluids
used to confine and saturate the sample.
- The extremity of the test heads that is in contact with the sample has a permeable,
sintered metal ring, which allows the saturation fluids to flow from the exterior
through the test heads via a tubing system.
- This hydraulic equipment, combined with a system of pumps, is used to control the
pore pressure and substitute the saturation fluid if necessary.
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20cm

Pore
pressure
tubing

P&S
Transducer

Viton
Sleeve

Transducers
electric
wires

ROCK

P&S
Transducer

Figure 2.2.1-2: Example of a petroacoustic cell
Left photo: overview, open cell (cell body suspended above). Centre photo: detailed view of
the ultrasound measurement mechanism; explanatory diagram at right.

2.2.1.1.4 Ancillary
A few practical details, which experimenters often neglect in their reports, can have a
significant impact on the success of an experiment. We will address a few of these specific
points below:
2.2.1.1.4.1 Polarity of S-wave transducers
This comment is so self-evident that it may seem superfluous. Experience, however, has
proven that it is worth making. The polarity of S transducers is parallel with a given direction
marked on the exterior of the transducer (in rare cases, transducers may have circular
polarization). It is important to ensure that in any experimental setup, with the notable
exception of the polarimeter (§2.2.4.3), the polarization directions for the emitter and the
receiver are in fact parallel and fixed. In isotropic materials, any non-zero angle between these
directions considerably weakens the signal.
2.2.1.1.4.2 Machining of samples
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It is important that the sides of samples coming into contact with acoustic buffers or
transducers be flat and parallel to one another. For hard and coherent rocks, this is easy to
achieve with appropriate equipment. Friable or incompletely consolidated rocks, however,
may pose real problems; in this case, “glazing” the sides may offer a partial solution;
2.2.1.1.4.3 “Glazing”
This operation consists of covering the sides of a test sample with a very fine layer of epoxy
resin so that the couplant can be placed more successfully. It is a simple operation: a small
quantity of epoxy resin paste is put on the side of the test tube and then crushed using a Teflon
sheet that does not adhere to the resin after polymerization. Since traditional epoxies do not
polymerize at all in the presence of water, this is generally done with dry samples.
Nonetheless, it is easy to acquire resins that polymerize in contact with water (for plumbing
applications). These can be extremely useful for measuring materials under “protected
saturation” (clay, unconsolidated sediments, etc.).
2.2.1.1.4.4 Acoustic coupling materials "couplants"
Any experimental device must always be checked to ensure that there is acoustic continuity
between the moving parts (transducer, buffer, rock, etc.). Couplants are used for this purpose.
The problem is different for P-waves and S-waves:
For P-waves, the situation is simple. Any liquid can be an excellent couplant. The choice can
be made based solely on simplicity of use. One often uses water or glycerine, which is viscous
but water-soluble. To work on porous samples while minimizing the risk of contamination by
a liquid, a fine paraffin film ("parafilm") can be employed; these are used frequently in
laboratory for a variety of uses, making them easy to obtain. Simply exerting slight pressure
makes this film an effective P-wave couplant.
For S-waves, the situation is more delicate, because the couplant must have relatively low
viscosity so that it can be spread and yet remain “solid” enough to transmit shear strain.
The most commonly used S-wave couplants are based on caramel (cooked sugar), and
sometimes even honey. For once, the popular description of laboratory work as “cooking”
makes perfect sense! These couplants are water-soluble and therefore easy to clean. This same
solubility can become a major disadvantage in long experiments, however, because these
couplants gradually lose their mechanical characteristics as they absorb atmospheric moisture.
In such cases, the couplants must be water-insoluble yet soluble in alcohol and organic
solvents (trichloroethylene, toluene). Transducer suppliers sell a variety of couplants.
When preparing for experiment, always account for the fact that S-wave couplants lose their
effectiveness with heat, which decreases their viscosity. For the common couplants,
effectiveness declines markedly at 35°C (a laboratory without air conditioning during the
summer), and disappears completely at 50°C. This makes it much more difficult to run
experiments studying S-waves at high temperatures. The only solution is to glue together the
parts and the transducer, which can pose a problem for very expensive S transducers.
2.2.1.2 Velocity measurement
2.2.1.2.1 General comments about measuring ultrasonic wave velocities
Using piezoelectric transducers seems to make it very easy to measure the propagation
velocity of waves with ultrasonic frequencies (0.5 - 2 MHz) in a laboratory. Performing these
measurements becomes complicated, however, when a certain precision and rigor is desired.
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In fact, they are only easy to perform in homogenous materials (at the scale of the wavelength
– Chapter 1 §1.3.3.5) and perfectly elastic (1.2.3.5 and Chapter 5), i.e. when the velocity is
independent of the wave frequency and the form of the signal does not change notably during
propagation. For example, in aluminium (which is nearly perfectly elastic), the propagation
velocity can be calculated via regression by measuring, on samples of different lengths, the
transit time for a signal emitted by a piezoelectric transducer. This approach makes it easy to
obtain extremely precise results (with uncertainty in the thousandths). This is how velocity
standard samples are defined (see below). Most materials pose two major types of problems:
anelasticity and heterogeneity.
2.2.1.2.1.1 Anelasticity: Signal distortion
If a material is not perfectly elastic, which is true of rocks, the acoustic signal used for
measurements, which is not monofrequency, is distorted during propagation through selective
filtration of the high frequencies. For propagation over different distances, this signal
theoretically cannot, in the time domain, be compared to itself or to an elastic reference.
More sophisticated signal analysis methods are required (e.g. phase velocity).
2.2.1.2.1.2 Heterogeneity: Diffraction, scattering (path dispersion)

Figure 2.2.1-3: Path Dispersion modelling. Example of a single sample of limestone in two
different saturation states. The difference between the saturation states is due not to the
average values (which are the same in both images), but to the method used to place the
fluids. Ultrasonic propagation model by [Cadoret, 1993]
If the material is no longer homogenous at the scale of the wavelength (), which is often the
case when using ultrasounds (centimetric ), then the legitimacy of the measurement may be
questionable. The most notable implication for measuring velocities is a diffraction/scattering
effect, described as “path dispersion” (e.g. [Cadoret et al., 1995]). The simple (and perhaps
somewhat misleading) explanation for this phenomenon is that part of the acoustic energy
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(which is generally weak) takes faster or slower paths, related to the heterogeneous nature of
the rock (fig. 2.2.1-3).
Unlike in a homogenous medium, an acoustic signal propagating in a heterogeneous medium
undergoes temporal de-focusing: some of the energy arrives before (precursors) or after
(secondary arrivals, codas, etc.) the “main packet of energy.” First break measures the arrival
time of the precursors. This path dispersion may be encountered even in rocks whose
“petrographic” granulometry is relatively small compared to the wavelength, which would
seem to be safe from scattering. The reason is that the “physical” granulometry (impedance),
which is what counts for wave propagation, can be very different from “petrographic”
granulometry (fig 2.2.1-4). This phenomenon is common in limestone rocks (e.g. [Lucet and
Zinszner 1992]).

Brauvilliers Oomoldic Limestone
a

b

1 cm

Thin Section

Cone Beam Microscanner
Filtered Image

Figure 2.2.1-4: Example of the difference in scale between a petrological characteristic (grain
granulometry) and a physical characteristic (density granulometry) in the same rock
a) thin section
b) microscanner filtered image

2.2.1.2.2 Propagation velocity standard samples
It is easy to make ultrasonic wave propagation velocity standard by taking advantage of the
nearly perfect elasticity of aluminium. In short, since a signal propagating in aluminium does
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not undergo any distortion (the relative proportions of the various frequencies in the signal are
conserved), it is easy to measure velocities by picking the transit time for a particular point of
the signal (first break, maximum, etc.). To obtain reliable standards, samples of varying
lengths can be cut from an aluminium bar (preferably annealed). To avoid the unlikely risk of
heterogeneity, several samples of the same dimensions can be cut at random from the bar and
compared
This can be done by simply measuring the transit time for the ultrasonic signal in the system
formed by the measurement device (transducer) and the various samples, and report the

First Break ( µs )
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Figure 2.2.1-5: Calculating P and S propagation velocities in aluminium standard samples
results based on the lengths of those samples (Fig 2.2.1-5). The various points of
measurement align on a straight line (correlation coefficient of nearly 1) whose slope is equal
to the inverse of velocity (slowness) in the material and the y-intercept to transit time through
the measurement system (head to head).
The accuracy of the results depends only on the accuracy of the oscilloscope (excellent), the
device for measuring lengths (better than 0.2%), and the precision which with the signal is
picked (better than 0.2%). The measurement uncertainty is less than 0.5%. When taking
comparative measurements with the same device and the same operator (repeatability), the
standard deviation is less than 0.2%.
2.2.1.2.3 Various measurement methods
2.2.1.2.3.1 First break measurements: “impetus velocity”
Impetus velocity is the simplest way to measure a velocity. It consists of picking the arrival
time of the beginning (first break or impetus) of an acoustic signal that has propagated in the
medium (fig 2.2.1-6). If the experimenter also has a standard in which the propagation time
(“transit time”) of the signal is very precisely known, then it is easy to precisely calculate the
transit time in the sample being studied, and thus the propagation velocity. If the signal that
travelled through the sample is very close to the one that travelled through the standard, the
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measurement uncertainty factors are limited to the measurement of sample length and of
transit time, which is a very low level of uncertainty. If the signal is distorted for the reasons
described above, however, the first break may be very imprecise, and the measurement could
lose any physical meaningfulness.

Figure 2.2.1-6. Example of first break. True impetus (FB) and "false" impetus picked at 2%,
5%, and 10% of the total amplitude of the first pseudo-period. The point corresponding to the
phase velocity transit time is marked (Phase). This example for limestone illustrates the
substantial difference between the results of these two measurement methods (approximately
7%).
In practice, it is always easier to pick P-wave, which by definition is the first to appear in the
generally very weak background noise. Conversely, it can be very difficult to pinpoint the
precise arrival of the S wave section (S impetus) over the noise created by reflected P waves
and converted P-S waves. To improve the method, we could choose to pick not the impetus
itself, but rather the point where the amplitude of the signal reaches a fixed proportion (e.g. 2,
5, or 10%) of the total amplitude of the first pseudo-period (fig. 2.2.1-6).
First break measurements are particularly imprecise in the case of path dispersion, when early
arrivals can falsely increase velocities by several percentage points.
2.2.1.2.3.2 Measurement via signal correlation: “correlation velocity”
Unlike the first break method, where a single point chosen from the signal determines the
velocity value, in the correlation method the entirety of the selected signal is used to
determine velocity. This method uses temporal correlation to compare the signal to a
reference signal with a known transit time. The time delay that corresponds to the best
possible correlation can be used to calculate the transit time associated with the signal being
studied. Once again, the result is highly dependent on the morphological similarity between
the signal and the reference. Whenever the forms of the two signals are significantly different,
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the results are highly debatable. The correlation method is very useful for taking many
automated measurements based on limited number of signals chosen for reference and
carefully measured for their velocity. It is also very useful for measuring S-waves, since it
avoids the problem of the S-wave first break.
2.2.1.2.3.3 Measurement via phase spectral ratio: “phase velocity” (fig. 2.2.1-7)

Figure 2.2.1-7: Measuring velocity and attenuation (Q factor) using spectral ratio on phase
and amplitude
2.2.1.2.3.3.1 Principles

The phase velocity method minimizes the problems related to the waveform deformation and
path dispersion encountered with the first break picking method.
We give here a simple introduction to the method. For a precise calculation, it is easy to
develop the formula. If a monochromatic wave of frequency f is propagating in a sample N°1
of velocity V1(f), the phase shift 1(f) -0(f) between the input signal and the output signal in
the sample is directly related to the ratio between the wavelength 1(f) and the sample length
L1.
1(f) -0(f) =2L1/1(f) = 2 L1f/V1(f)
In a sample No. 2, we have similarly
2(f) -0(f) = 2 L2f/V2(f)
If the signals are recorded with the same experimental setup, 0(f) (phase of the input signal)
is the same for the two samples, at the same frequency.
We can then calculate the phase difference f = 2(f)-1(f) as a function of the frequency :
f) = 2f ( L2/V2 (f) – L1/V1(f) ).
L2 and L1, the lengths of the samples are constants and are independently measured. If we
suppose that we know the velocity in one sample (e.g., V2(f) "the reference", in general the
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reference velocity is practically independent of the frequency for reference material like
aluminium), the deduced value of the expression (L2/V2(f) – L1/V1(f)) allows us to calculate
the phase velocity V1(f) of the tested sample. This expression is directly related to the local
slope of the curve  as a function of the frequency f, which is easily derived from the phase
values of the Fourier transform of the signal. In most cases the evolution of  as a function
of the frequency f is close to a straight line in a wide frequency band around the central
frequency of the output signal, which means that velocity dispersion within the investigated
frequency band is negligible. As a consequence, an average slope can be estimated and leads
to an average phase velocity of the tested sample.
This method yields excellent results as long as the acoustic signal is of "good quality”. Hence,
it demands the use of damped transducers, and this can sometimes complicate the
construction of measurement systems under confining pressure. Naturally, the result obtained
is conditioned by the quality of the spectra calculated, i.e., in practice, by the way the portion
of the signal to be analysed is selected; it makes this phase velocity method slightly less
suitable than other methods for automated measurements.
We have used this technique in the laboratory for many years and we reached the conclusion
that the result of this calculation is remarkably and, at first glance, surprisingly "robust". The
contrast with the semi-quantitative attenuation values obtained from the amplitude spectral
ratio technique (see §2.2.1.3.2) is striking.
According to the goal of the velocity measurements, this method can even be improved by
selecting different references samples.
2.2.1.2.3.3.2 Types of standard
2.2.1.2.3.3.2.1 Aluminium standard for absolute measurement

The best reference for absolute measurements is aluminium, because it is practically non
attenuating and thus very convenient for absolute velocity measurements.
2.2.1.2.3.3.2.2 Internal standard (e.g., air wet saturation) for relative measurement (S-wave)

The waveform propagating in a rock sample of relatively high attenuation differs strongly
from the aluminium reference signal to the point that at first glance the frequency spectra
seem incomparable; in this case, it seems interesting to use a reference with an amplitude
spectrum closer to the sample waveform. To do that, one can choose as reference a waveform
from the sample itself (internal standard) obtained in a less attenuating saturation state, where
the velocity has been computed from the aluminium reference. Such a saturation state is for
example the "air wet" (see §2.1.4.2) state where the sample is dry, and in equilibrium with
water vapour saturated atmosphere. In that case the error in the estimation of the internal
standard is propagated to all the measurements and this method cannot be used for absolute
measurement. On the other hand, slight velocity variations between two different saturation
states can be precisely estimated. This is exactly what we need for some experiments (e.g.
when dealing with the problem of the non dependence of the Shear Modulus () vs. the
saturation; see Chapter 3, §3.4.1.3).
2.2.1.2.3.4 Comparing the results of various velocity measurement methods
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The correlation method, which is very useful for quickly measuring relative velocity
variations (e.g. anisotropy, §2.2.4) is not suited to taking absolute measurements, because it
requires the signal being studied to very closely resemble the reference, which is rarely the
case in practice. In sandstones with low to moderate granulometry, the results generated by
first break or phase velocity are generally very similar (no “path dispersion”). Therefore, we
will focus our analysis on comparing first break and phase velocity in the case of limestone
rocks. We have the results of high-quality measurements taken from a set of limestone
samples whose porosity was less than 0.3 (the same set of measurements is used in the
discussion on experimental validation of the Gassmann theory, Chapter 3, §3.4.1).
- Directly comparing Impetus and Phase velocities shows that for P-waves, the Phase velocity
is always slower, and the difference, which can reach as much as 10%, presents a modal value
of around 6% (fig. 2.2.1-8). The situation is different for S-waves, where the distribution of
this difference is clearly bimodal. Several samples show a very sharp difference (>10%), but
for most of them, the difference is less than that observed for the P-waves (mode of around
4%). These differences can be easily explained by looking back at the path dispersion
hypothesis. The very weak precursors of the arrival of P energy are easy to discern and thus
assimilated to the impetus. The S wave section arrives later, over a level of background noise
that masks the weak precursors. This means that the first break is less disrupted by path
dispersion. A few samples show very pronounced differences which correspond to clear errors
in identifying the arrival of S; this type of error is always possible with extremely noisy
signals. For these particular samples, we can compare the ratio of VP/VS generated by the two
methods. Generally, the phase velocity produces the relatively high ratio (1.8-1.9)
characteristic of limestone. This gives us a persuasive argument in favour of the phase
velocity method.

Figure 2.2.1-8: Relative differences between first break velocity (FB) and phase velocity for a
set of 22 limestone rocks of medium porosity.
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- Taking this analysis further would require calculating a parameter of the rock that is
theoretically known. The incompressibility module (K(gr)) for the minerals that make up the
rock is definitely known in the case of limestone (calcite 70 – 80 GPa). Therefore, we can use
Gassmann's formula (Chapter 3, eq.3.4.1-5) to calculate this parameter from the impetus and
phase velocity results, and compare the results (Fig. 2.2.1-9). It is quite clear that the phase
velocity results are superior. Nonetheless, we must note that the impetus result is not as
catastrophic as it might at first appear, because the formula that gives K(gr) as a function of VP,
VS is decidedly nonlinear, and small errors in the experimental values have far-reaching
repercussions on the result (see Chapter 3, fig. 3.4.1-8).

Figure 2.2.1-9: Comparing the result of computed values of K(gr) based on Gassmann's
formula and using the moduli derived from the first break and phase velocity methods. Same
samples as fig 2.2.1-8.

2.2.1.3 Attenuation coefficient, quality factor Q measurement
First, let us clarify that the attenuation we wish to measure is the intrinsic attenuation, and not
the many forms of extrinsic attenuation (geometrical divergence, multiple reflections). This
point is important and tricky to define. It is developed in Chapters 1 and 5
Contrary to the situation for velocity, it remains very difficult to measure ultrasonic
attenuation, and in all honesty, the results are rather imprecise. Let us first state that there is
no method for directly measuring attenuation by comparing the amplitudes or energies of
signals that have propagated over different distances. There is so much uncertainty caused by
coupling between the medium and transducers, or by reflection/transmission over interfaces
and by wave conversions, that there is no reliable direct method. In the realm of ultrasound,
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when using piezoelectric transducers, there are only two methods available: spectral ratio and
rise time. The second method is beginning to fall out of favour.

2.2.1.3.1 Difficulty of obtaining ultrasonic attenuation standard samples
Even in terms of obtaining a measurement standard, the contrast between velocity and
attenuation is stark. It is difficult to obtain standard for this frequency range that is the most
interesting in laboratory experimentation. While it is easy to obtain materials with zero
attenuation (aluminium) or very low attenuation (1000<Q<10000 for bronze, glass, etc.),
materials with greater attenuation (Q<100) are plastics (and rubber for the highest levels of
attenuation, Q<10), which are susceptible to acoustic heterogeneity and aging, even when
they are completely optically homogenous (e.g. Lucite). The frequency dependence may be
high, even if we limit ourselves to the usual ultrasonic range for petroacoustics (between 0.05
and 5 MHz).
The main difficulty, however, is that we have no sufficiently reliable measurement method
(see below) to characterize these standard. Using laser/ultrasonic methods (§2.3.3) based upon
point-sources and receivers can help resolve this measurement difficulty. But development in
this direction seems to be advancing more slowly than hoped.
If we lower our quality standards, we can use polycarbonate or PVC whose quality factor is
between 50 and 200.

2.2.1.3.2 Spectral ratio

2.2.1.3.2.1 Principle
The simplest way to quantify wave attenuation (a) is to use the dimensionless parameter
called the quality factor Q (cf. Chapter 5)

Q= (f / a V)[1- aVf
1/Q is proportional to the energy dissipated during one oscillation cycle. The smaller the Q,
the larger the attenuation.
The interest of using "Q" in laboratory measurements is related to the fact that in rocks, Q is
assumed to be constant or nearly constant for a wide frequency band. Thus, the amplitude
diminution during wave propagation in a sample is simply related to the number of cycles of
vibration, or equivalently, to the number of wavelengths travelled by the wave. For a fixed
sample length and a constant-Q model, the higher the frequency, the smaller the wavelength,
and the larger the number of wavelengths contained in a sample length, the larger the
dissipated energy and finally the higher the amplitude loss.
The spectral ratio method is described in detail in Bourbié et al., [1987]; Mavko and Nur,
[1979]. We just give here a simple description of the principle.
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If we assume, - and this point is most probably the source of the "weakness" of the method-,
that all the causes of amplitude (A) losses other than intrinsic attenuation acan be quantified
by a frequency independent coefficient, we have:
 A(f, L)  exp(-a (f)L)
If we consider two different samples (1, 2) of identical geometry we have
 ln (A1(f)/A2(f)) = [a 2(f) – a 1(f)]L
By performing the Fourier transform of a waveform propagated in a reference sample (sample
2) of known attenuation, or in a simpler way, in a non attenuating sample (e.g. aluminium),
we easily get the relation amplitude vs. frequency of the propagated signal (amplitude
spectrum).
We can similarly get the amplitude spectrum of the signal propagated in the sample to be
measured (sample 1), and thus the theoretical relation in (A1(f)/A2(f)) as a function of f
Using the previous definition of Q eq. 
Q(f) = (f/ a V(f))[1- aV(f)ff/ a V(f) (for Q>>1)
it is easy to directly relate the slope of the line ln (A1(f)/A2(f)) vs. f to Q1, the quality factor of
the tested sample (see 2.2.1-7).
In laboratory practice, it is well known that the spectral ratio method is much less reliable than
expected from its "physical simplicity". The method is actually plagued by various perturbing
effects, diffraction by transducers being one of the most important among them.
2.2.1.3.2.2 Transducer diffraction effects
Diffraction is the main drawback to the spectral ratio method. The transducer opening (e.g. 1
inch) is not small in comparison to the wavelength. Earlier, we mentioned that the diameter of
a damped transducer was on the order of the wavelength. That means that a point source
(short signal) is perceived as an extended signal by the receiver (and vice versa when
emitted).
This purely geometric effect is clearly illustrated by the dependency, within the same
homogenous material, between the raw value Q obtained via the spectral ratio method and the
length of the measurement sample [Tarif, 1986]. Shorter samples (i.e. less than 2
wavelengths) produce very low Q values.
This purely geometrical effect must be corrected, which can be done using traditional inverse
operator computations. These methods produce satisfactory results in acoustic case (for P
waves only). However, calculating operators is much more difficult in solid media (S-waves).
For elastic cases, these corrections cannot be used in practice.
Theoretically, ultrasonic laser methods (see §2.3.3) can circumvent this difficulty, because
they allow for the use of point sources and receivers. On the other hand, they work well only
on materials with a very fine granulometry, which limits their use on rocks [Pouet, 1991].

2.2.1.3.2.3 Practical conclusion
The practical impossibility of elastic diffraction correction strictly limits use of the method.
There is no way to obtain a “true” measure of the ultrasonic quality factor. If we take the
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precaution of using devices (including buffers) that are relatively long, in terms of the number
of wavelengths travelled, we can obtain duplicable results reflecting the relative value of
attenuation between various samples with similar geometries, or between the same sample in
various physical states.
We think it more reasonable to consider the method as giving a semi quantitative indication of
intrinsic attenuation in term of quality factor Q (the scale is absolutely "non linear" e.g. the
difference in attenuation is very high between Q =5 and Q=10 and very faint between Q=50
and Q=100).
We can suggest the following scale:
4 extremely high attenuation (most often non interpretable waveform)
6 very high attenuation
10 rather high attenuation
20 moderate attenuation
50 low attenuation
200 very low attenuation (actual limit of the method)
999 no attenuation at all.

2.2.1.3.3 Rise time
The rise time technique is based on an empirical equation of Gladwin and Stacey [1974]:

r
(2.2.1-8)
Where Q can vary in space but does not depend on frequency and
r wave rise time (see fig.2.2.1-10), t : travel time, 0 and C two constants dependent on the
source.
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Figure 2.2.1-10: Possible definition of the rise time
[Kjartansson, 1979] showed that a similar theoretical equation could be derived for the
Constant Q model and for a Dirac pulse:
(2.2.1- 9)
Q = C Tsig /r
Tsig pseudo period of the wave, C: constant for a given source.
As a general rule for any source, equation (2.2.1-8) remains empirical. In general, the time
integrated form is used:
(2.2.1-10)
r= 0 + C t /Q
Blair and Spathis [1982] showed that the quantity 0 is a function of the source, but cannot be
related simply to its rise time. The pseudo-constant C is a slightly variable function of Q (for
Q >230) and also depends on the source. Stewart [1984], theoretically calculated equation
(2.2.1- 10) for a large number of artificial sources (widow, Dirac and intermediate source) and
showed that the constant C could vary from 2 for a Heaviside to 0.5 for a Dirac delta function.
Hence, assuming a relationship of the type (2.2.1- 10) between rise time and Q, an attenuation
measurement can be obtained from the rise time if the value of 0 and C are known by an
experience on a reference sample. Unfortunately, the relationship between rise time and Q is
not as simple as equation (2.2.1- 10) implies. Figure 2.2.1-11shows a synthetic example [Tarif
and Bourbié, 1987]. The relationship between r and Q is clearly a one-to-one correspondence
and approximately linear, but a change occurs in the slope C and in the ordinate intercept (0)
with decreasing Q
Q< 15  =0.072 + 0.295 t Q
Q> 15  =0.156 + 0.187 t /Q
In practice, this makes the application of the method difficult. It is necessary to know the
entire curve  = r (Q) to be able to obtain an absolute value of Q in all cases. Naturally, it is
always possible to compare the quality factor Q for two measurements: the greater the rise
time, the greater the attenuation.
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Figure 2.2.1-11: Synthetic example of rise time r as a function of t /Q. [Bourbié et al., 1987]
Upper: theoretical reference signal used for the computation. Time domain left,
frequency domain right
Lower: r vs. t /Q. The different rise times were computed using the constant Q model
[Tarif and Bourbié, 1987] point out a possible solution to this problem. They show that the
curve r = r (Q) can be simulated point by point using a constant Q model and that the
simulation is closely comparable to the true curve, the essential point being that the initial
source in the simulation must be as close as possible to the source used in the experiment. In
the field, a good knowledge of the source is often difficult to obtain. Nevertheless, in the case
of acoustic logging tools with several transmitters and receivers, it is always possible to use,
for example, the arrival corresponding to the shortest offset as a source signal. In this case, the
attenuation measured is related to the attenuation of the reference offset. Although it appears
that in the field, the rise time technique could yield better results than the spectral ratio
[Arditty et al. 1982] this method seems to be presently not popular.
2.2.1.3.4 Conclusions on measurements within the ultrasonic range
Let us first specify that these conclusions apply only to measurements taken with
piezoelectrical transducers, since applications of laser techniques (§2.3.3) in petroacoustics
are still relatively underdeveloped. Piezoelectric transducers are extremely easy to use and
relatively inexpensive (extremely inexpensive if raw ceramics are used). Although there is
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substantial research in medical acoustics, it has done little to advance petroacoustics, which
requires methods that are “elastic” (i.e. P- and S-waves) and not strictly acoustic (see Chapter
1). On the other hand, elastic piezoelectrical techniques do benefit from the developments
generated by a large market for non-destructive testing of materials. It is indisputable that
ultrasonic measurements are very easy to take (even under differential pressure). It is no
surprise that they should be by far the predominant laboratory method for petroacoustics.
And yet these measurements only appear easy on the surface. When working on geological
materials, that is to say materials always potentially heterogeneous and generally having a
granulometry not completely negligible in comparison with ultrasonic wavelengths, the risks
of measurement bias are everywhere. Ultrasonic methods always produce “an answer,” and
operators may not always be aware of the low quality of their measurements.
If we exclude the more or less trivial wave picking errors that can occur with S-waves, the
remaining difficulties have two primary causes: diffraction on transducers with dimensions
that are relatively large in comparison with the wavelength and scattering on heterogeneities
that may or may not be visible in the material.
- For velocities, the specific type of scattering called "path dispersion" (§2.2.1.2.1) is
sufficiently disruptive to velocity measurements to generate many incorrect
interpretations in the relationships between acoustic velocity and petrographic facies.
Using phase velocity measurements can avoid this problem, however, producing
excellent results. The quality of these results, from velocity measurements taken
according to engineering best practice, can be demonstrated in light of the precision of
values derived when verifying Gassmann’s formula (Chapter 3, §3.4.1).
- For attenuation (or more specifically, measuring the quality factor Q), diffraction in
transducers combines with the scattering effect to prevent a high-quality quantitative
measurement. The limitations of the spectral ratio method (although it is so effective
for velocities) become clear when taking attenuation measurements. At best, the result
for Q values is semi-quantitative.
As such, performing laboratory measurements within the ultrasonic range is the opposite of
performing them within the sonic range. In the ultrasonic range, velocity measurements can
be excellent but attenuation measurements mediocre. In the sonic range, on the other hand, it
is the attenuation measurements that may be very high quality.

2.2.2 Measurement at sonic frequency using Resonant Bar device
2.2.2.1 Experimental aspects
2.2.2.1.1 Experimental principle
The resonant bar is a device well suited to studying the properties of materials within the
kilohertz frequency range. It operates on a very simple principle: a rod of rock is excited by
forced vibrations resulting in the establishment of standing waves (figure 2.2.2-1). When the
excitation frequency corresponds to a multiple of the half-wavelength of a standing wave, the
bar resonates; with this method, we can know the wave propagation velocity, by the resonant
frequency, and the attenuation, by studying the width of the resonance peak or by measuring
the decrease in the vibration amplitude after the excitation stops.
Three types of vibrations can be excited:
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-

-

-

The longitudinal mode, by subjecting the bar to extension/compression forces. The
characteristics of the resonance address the Young’s modulus of the material (E, cf.
Chapter 1 §1.2.1.3) and the quality factor of the extensional waves (QE)
The flexural mode, by applying at one end of the bar a force perpendicular to the bar’s
axis. The resonance depends on the extensional properties, as it does for the
longitudinal mode, but interpretation is more complicated. This mode is rarely used
for petrophysical measurements.
The torsion mode, by subjecting the bar to shear forces. This mode can be used to
measure the torsion modulus () and the quality factor QS.

-

Figure 2.2.2-1: Principle of the resonant bar experiment
2.2.2.1.2 Experimental device
2.2.2.1.2.1 General remarks
The methodological principle is:
- To excite the bar with vibrations of variable frequency
- To record the vibrations that result, depending on the frequency
The experimental diagram illustrates these two points (fig. 2.2.2-2).
In the simplest case, (room conditions), the bar is maintained in its middle using an
arrangement of screws. For odd harmonics, the middle of the bar is a vibration node, which
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means that attaching it using screws will not affect the measurements; however, for even
harmonics, the middle represents a vibration antinode. In other words, the even harmonics are
affected by this attachment and cannot be used for the measurement.
2.2.2.1.2.1.1 Excitation system (left side of fig. 2.2.2-2)

Several solutions have been proposed to create vibrations at one end of the bar, such as
piezoelectric disks glued to one end and excited using a variable frequency current [Quimby
1925; O'Hara, 1985]. The most commonly used system, however, consists of using a coil to
excite a magnet glued to one end of the bar [Winkler, 1979]. For the extensional mode, the
magnet is a ferrite disk, and the axis of the coil is parallel to the axis of the bar. For the torsion
mode, a smaller magnetic bar is glued diametrically and excited by two coils whose axes are
perpendicular to the bar (see details in photo 2.2.2- 4).
The electrical system consists of:
- a computer running a function generator whose frequency is monitored by an electrical
voltage (wobulation). A frequencymetre records that frequency. The same generator may be
run in on/off mode at a fixed frequency to measure decreasing resonance amplitude (decay).
- a power amplifier to power the coil. For the linear mode measurements that interest us, a
moderate power amplifier (of a few watts) is completely sufficient. Nonlinear experiments
(see §2.2.5) require more power (as much as several kilowatts).

Figure 2.2.2-2: Sketch of the experimental system
2.2.2.1.2.1.2 Vibration measurement device (right side of fig. 2.2.2-2).

This device is located at the other end of the bar. The main element is a vibration detector.
Several systems have been proposed. The first systems used gramophone heads with the
needle placed in contact with the bar [e.g. Winkler 79). Magnetic detectors have also been
proposed, but the most effective system clearly appears to be a mini-accelerometer (low mass,
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e.g. 0.5 g) that is well suited to the kilohertz frequency range. For the extensional mode, the
accelerometer is glued to the end of the bar, with its axis parallel to the bar. For the torsion
mode, a small plate glued to the bar is used to position the accelerometer tangentially (see
detail b in photo 2.2.2- 4). A low-pass filter improves the quality of the recorded signals;
Note that laser vibration detection systems (see §2.3.3), which have become considerably less
expensive, can offer an alternative worth considering.
2.2.2.1.2.1.3 Results presentation system

The computer records the signals and produces the two basic documents: the resonance
diagram (see fig. 2.2.2-1 or 2.2.2-5: amplitude of vibration vs. frequency) and the decay
diagram showing the decrease in amplitude when the excitation stops (figure 2.2.2-8).
2.2.2.1.2.2 Measurement in room conditions
If the principles described above are followed, it is relatively easy to build a system
functioning in room conditions. However, geological materials are particularly sensitive to
differential pressure (see Chapter 3, §3.5), and the practical limitations of such devices are
soon revealed. They are useful for artificial materials not particularly sensitive to pressure, or
for specific experiments. The device presented in figure 2.2.2-3 was used by Cadoret, [1993]
to study the effect of variations in water saturation on velocities and attenuations. The porous
limestone that was used had little sensitivity to pressure, and the large dimensions of the bar
made it possible to minimize the heterogeneity of saturation and the effect of added masses
(see §2.2.2.2.2.1 below) on velocity calculations. Note that the bar is placed on a scale so that
saturation can be known precisely during drying.

Figure 2.2.2-3: Example of a resonant bar system in laboratory conditions
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2.2.2.1.2.3 Measurement under differential pressure
Studying rocks requires the use of systems for measurement under differential pressure. As
early as 1938, Birch, [1938] demonstrated that it was possible to construct such systems. They
are much more difficult (and thus more costly) to build: the vibration excitation and detection
devices must be miniaturized as much as possible so that they can be installed in a pressure
cell (Figure 2.2.2-4) and one have to design the corresponding electrical crossings through the
cell wall. In order to exert differential pressure, the rock bar must be protected from the
confinement fluid (gas) by a jacket made of plastic material that can withstand the fluids used
to confine and saturate the sample. Generally, heat-shrink sleeves are used. In addition, to be
able to control the pore pressure, the porous space in the bar must be connected to the
exterior. A pipe with a small diameter is embedded in the bar (see fig. 2.2.2-4) and connected
to a hydraulic crossing. When the rocks are permeable, the small dimensions of the pipe
embedded in the bar do not obstruct the pore pressure from equalizing, which occurs almost
instantaneously. However, when working with very low permeability rocks (e.g. marble), it
can take a very long time to equalize the pressure all the way to the extremities of the bar.
Placing a metal braid (which can be seen on the right-hand bar in figure 2.2.2-4) around the
bar before placing it in the jacket considerably improves the situation without overly
disrupting the measurement.
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aa

b
Figure 2.2.2-4: Example of a resonant bar system under differential pressure
a) Detailed view of the excitation mechanism. The longitudinal excitation coil is covered
with metallic shielding. The upper coil in the transversal excitation pair is clearly
visible.
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b) Detailed view of the vibration measurement device. One can see the miniaccelerometer for measuring transversal vibrations, with its axis perpendicular to the
bar.
To minimize the interference that can be produced by the vibrations echoing in the walls of
the cell, which by necessity are very close to the bar, a gas with low impedance must be used
(helium) (e.g., O'Hara [1985].
The system in figure 2.2.2-4 can be used up to 45 MPa. The (analog) laboratory recordings in
figure 2.2.2-5 show both the quality of the experimental results obtained using this type of
system and the extraordinary effect of differential pressure on the acoustic properties of
certain rocks, in this case Fontainebleau sandstones.
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Figure 2.2.2-5. Example of variation of resonance peaks under the effect of differential
pressure.

2.2.2.2 Velocity calculation
2.2.2.2.1 General remarks
Sources such as Bourbié et al. [1987] give the calculation that combines the wave equation in
a unidimensional medium (see eq.1.2.2-3) and the expression for displacement in the form of
U(x,t) =Re[U(x)exp(it)] (Re real part of [ ]) to achieve the intuitive result for the expression
of velocity
(2.2.2-1)
V  2 Lf / n Where L is the bar length, f is the resonance frequency, and n is
the harmonic number.
We have already mentioned that since the bar is attached at its centre, the even harmonics are
disrupted and should not be considered for the measurement. In §2.2.2.2.2.3 below, we will
see that the higher order harmonics are disrupted by the non-unidimensionality of the actual
bar. In practice, only the first harmonic is used.
We saw in chapter 1 (§1.2.2.1) that the velocities of extension and shear waves, respectively
(VE, VS), are expressed as:
(2.2.2-2)

 VE2  E /  , VS2   / 

So we can calculate the various elastic parameters using the well known formulas (see fig.
1.2.1-6). For example, Poisson’s ratio 
1
(2.2.2-3)
  (VE / VS )2  1
2
In turn, it is easy to calculate velocity P based on the results obtained for extension and
torsion, for example:
(2.2.2-4)

(VE / VP )2 

1  2 1   
1   

In practice, however, we may come up against a difficult problem: calculating uncertainty
based on the formulas giving VP as a function of VE, VS, shows that for high Poisson’s ratios,
relatively small errors in VE, VS, generate high levels of uncertainty for VP. For example, an
uncertainty of 2% in VE induces 15% uncertainty for VP if  = 0.35 [Lucet, 1989]. This makes
the measurement of VP unreliable. As a result, it is highly preferable to use VE velocities for
comparative studies. Calculating VE from VP and VS (e.g. ultrasonic measurements) is not
impacted by this phenomenon: the uncertainty for calculated VE is on the same order as the
uncertainty for measured VP and VS.
2.2.2.2.2 Disruptive effects and corrections
These remarks are especially important, since a number of phenomena do disrupt velocity
measurements. We will not deal specifically with the effect of heterogeneity (we can refer at
Bourbié et al, [1987] for results on a composite aluminium/leucite bar). In practical terms, it
should be assumed that a heterogeneous sample cannot be used for a representative
laboratory measurement (§1.3.3.5) and that ultimately, there is no reason to hope to
overcome this major obstacle.
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2.2.2.2.2.1 Mass correction
Measurement requirements force us to fix various objects (magnets, accelerometers, etc.) to
the ends of the bar, and although every effort is made to minimize their mass, they still
artificially increase the inertia of the system, resulting in lower resonance frequencies and
thus lower measured velocities. If elements of mass m are added to each end of a bar with
mass M, the modified boundary conditions at the ends of the rod can be written as
 2u
t 2
where ij is the stress of magnitude  , and assumed to be uniaxial in the x direction:
u
  ij n jdS ni   S  ES x . E is the Young’s modulus, u the displacement, nj is the
normal to the end of the rod and x is the rod axis. Solving this system of two equations (one at
each ends of the rod) and assuming displacement to be of the form

(2.2.2-5)

  ij n j dS ni   m

(2.2.2-6)

u( x, t )   A sin kx  B cos kx  eit

The solution can be written as
kl  n 1  a 

(2.2.2-7)

Where k is the wave number, l the length of the rod, n the order of the harmonic and a =2m/M
the ratio of the added masses to the mass M of the rod; The measured frequency fexp is related
to the corrected frequency fcor by the equation
(2.2.2-8)

f exp  f cor 1  a 

For shear waves, a similar line of reasoning, which accounts for moments of inertia and sets b
equal to the ratio between the added moments of inertia and the moment of inertia for the bar,
leads to a corrective formula:
(2.2.2-9)

f exp  f cor 1  b 

[Lucet, 1989] (summarized in Lucet et al., [1991] contains experimental data that prove the
formulas above in a very satisfactory way.
2.2.2.2.2.2 Jacket correction
The plastic jacket used to apply differential pressure to the bar also disrupts the resonant
frequencies. We will take the hypothesis (experimentally proven) that only mass/inertia
effects need to be accounted for, and that there is no viscosity/friction effect.
If we consider a bar element with length dx, surface area S, and density  sheathed with a
sleeve of linear density c, the equation for the bar’s movement is:
(2.2.2-10)

  d     S    Sdx   cdx  u

Velocity of extensional waves in the rod can be written as
(2.2.2-11)

Vexp 

E
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VE 

where E is the Young's modulus. As

(2.2.2-12)

VE  Vexp

E



is the velocity of interest, we obtain

M m
M

where M is the rod mass and m the jacket mass
In the same way the corrected torsional velocity VS can be written as
(2.2.2-13)

VS  Vexp

I  I jac
I

Where I and Ijac are respectively the rod and the jacket inertial moments, relative to the rod
axis
For these corrections as well, Lucet, [1989] shows experimental data on polycarbonate bars
with varying diameters that effectively proves the formulas.

2.2.2.2.2.3 Problem with higher order harmonics: Pochhammer equation
When working with a high quality experimental device on materials with moderate
attenuation, a large number of harmonics may be recorded (up to 10, for example). This could
make it tempting to take advantage of the odd harmonics to acquire data for a wide frequency
range. In fact, this approach is very difficult for extensional waves: since the bars do not have
a zero radius, if the Poisson’s ratio is not strictly equal to zero, radial movements are added to
the axial movements that are the only ones accounted for in the simple theory. At the extreme,
if the bar were very long in comparison with the wavelength of the higher order harmonics,
then those harmonics would be Rayleigh modes. One explanation of this theory can be found
in Achenbach, [1973]; Meeker and Meitzler, [1964]; Redwood, [1960].
In 1876, Pochhammer [1876] published the equation describing the propagation of elastic
waves in a cylinder with radius a and infinite length. It was only much later (e.g. Bancroft,
[1941]) that the first curves deduced from this equation were published. We can clearly see on
the theoretical curve (fig. 2.2.2-6a) that the effect is especially strong with a high Poisson’s
ratio, and that with a large a/l, the velocity tends toward the velocity of Rayleigh waves.
The experimental results (fig. 2.2.2-6b) show semi-quantitative concordance with the
theoretical data, looking only at the odd harmonics. Note that the curve for limestone (high
Poisson’s ratio) is below the curve for sandstone. Quantitatively, for a given rock, the
experimental curve does not strictly follow the curve that corresponds to the Poisson’s ratio
calculated based on VE and VS, measured using the first harmonic and corrected. This
discrepancy is not particularly surprising, since there are at least two likely causes: first, the
assumptions (including unidimensionality) underlying the formulas to correct for added
mass/moment lose their validity proportionally as the order of the harmonics increases. And
second, rocks do not meet the assumption of strict elasticity for Pochhammer’s equation.
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Figure 2.2.2-6. Apparent velocity variation for higher-order harmonics (according to Lucet,
[1989])
a) Solution to the Pochhammer equation: ratio (V/V0)2 vs. r /. V0 is the phase velocity of
the longitudinal waves, V is the velocity corresponding to the wavelength  plotted
against the radius of the bar (r). The 6 curves correspond to increasing Poisson’s ratios
(from top to bottom): 0 (horizontal curve), 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.495.
b) b2), experimental results for sandstones and one limestone (dotted lower curve), all
dry; because the bar is fixed in its centre, the even harmonics are not representative.
b1), presentation of the theoretical curve (cf. a) on the same scale.
In practice, only the first harmonic is used. The third (and possibly the fifth) may be taken
into account only to test the homogeneity of the bar. Indeed, the proportionality of the
frequencies for these lower-order harmonics is a criterion for homogeneity.

2.2.2.2.2.4 Measurements on bars with a non-circular cross-section
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Because it is easy to machine bars with polyhedral cross-sections (for fragile rocks such as
shale, for example), we may wish to work on non-cylindrical bars. Several authors have
studied this problem from a theoretical or experimental perspective (e.g., Lucet [1989];
Spinner and Tefft [1961]; Winkler [1979]. The general conclusions are that for extensional
waves, the geometrical effect of the cross-section is of little consequence, and thus, it is
possible to obtain reliable results for longitudinal wave velocities on bars with a square crosssection. This is not true for shear waves, however: the presence of peaks of “noise” resonance
(mode uncoupling?) makes measurements difficult. Even if a peak is identified, the velocity
result often differs from the true VS by 10-20%.
Even though using them can simplify the practical aspects of preparing measurements, noncylindrical bars should be avoided.
2.2.2.3 Calculating attenuation, quality factor Q
2.2.2.3.1 General remarks: principles of calculation
With the resonant bar, attenuation can be measured in two ways: using forced vibrations
(width of the resonance peak) or free vibrations, taking into account the damping envelope.
2.2.2.3.1.1 Forced vibrations
For the resonant bar, as for all resonant circuits (e.g. electricity), the quality factor can be
calculated from the “bandwidth at -6 dB,” that is, by measuring the difference in frequencies
f, on the recording of the resonance peak, at 1/√2 times the maximum amplitude (AM) of the
peak (fig. 2.2.2-7)

Figure 2.2.2-7: Measurement principle for the Q factor with forced vibrations: “bandwidth at
-6 dB”
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2.2.2.3.1.2 Free vibrations
The resonance phenomenon can be modeled by comparing the bar to a damped harmonic
oscillator [Bourbié et al., 1987; Winkler, 1979]. For free vibrations, the movement equation is
written as
(2.2.2-14)

x(t )  2 x(t )  02 x(t )  0

And the solution is given by
(2.2.2-15)

� x(t )  x0e

 t

1
 2

2 2
cos 0    t   



The form of the solution is presented in figure 2.2.2-8. The references above give the
development used to calculate the quality factor Q= f/

Figure 2.2.2-8: Measurement principle for the Q factor with free vibrations: envelope of the
decay curve.
In practical terms, we stop the excitation of the bar at its resonant frequency and record the
decay signal (or photograph it using an oscilloscope). This decay is characterized by the
logarithmic decrement  defined by the following formula:

  ln  Ai / Ai 1 
Where Ai and Ai 1 are the amplitudes of two successive oscillations, and we have:
Q = /
The definitions of Q for free or forced vibrations are equivalent for moderate and low
attenuation (Q>10). In practice, the experimental results are highly comparable.
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2.2.2.3.2 Disturbance related to the bar’s permeability: Biot-Gardner-White effect
2.2.2.3.2.1 Modeling.
Biot developed the theory of poroelasticity that describes the propagation of elastic waves in
porous media saturated with fluid. This theory is discussed in Chapter 6. We understand that
under certain conditions, relative liquid/solid movements in a resonant bar can cause a
dissipation of energy resulting in “artificial” attenuation, disrupting the measurement of
intrinsic attenuation, which is our only focus in this chapter.
Biot’s theory was expanded to the specific case of cylinders by Gardner [1962]. However, it
was White [1986] who noticed the analogy between the theoretical conclusions in BiotGardner and the experimental results presented by Spencer [1981] concerning low-frequency
measurements (see §2.2.3.2, below). For this reason, it is commonly called the "Biot-GardnerWhite (BGW)” effect. This effect was confirmed in experimentation by Dunn [1987]; Mörig
and Burkhardt [1989] in the field of low-frequency press experiments. Lucet [1989]
(summarized in [Lucet, et al., 1991]) provides extensive evidences for the case of the resonant
bar.

Figure 2.2.2-9 Model of the Biot-Gardner-White effect. Extensional velocity and attenuation
for a bar of sandstone, (after Lucet [1989]).
Top: sealed interface; bottom: open interface.
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The crucial factor in calculations and experiments is the state of the interface between bar and
ambient air. If the interface allows for relative movement of the fluid (enabling the pressure to
be equalized with the ambient air), it is called “open.” If relative movement is prevented by
the application of a barrier (for example, in experiments, a layer of watertight paint), the
interface is described as “sealed.” As one would intuitively expect, the absence of movement
relative to a sealed interface prevents the dissipation of energy and thus the creation of
extrinsic attenuation.
Figure 2.2.2-9 presents a model for a bar (diam. 12.5 mm) of permeable sandstone (k=3 D)
with a porosity of 0.21. The main parameters are: tortuosity 3, VP water saturated 3360m/s, VS
water saturated 1951 m/s, K(gr)= 35 GPa.
The diagram for the open interface shows a minor attenuation peak (fc) around the lowest
frequencies (3 kHz). This is Biot’s attenuation peak, which is observed in infinite saturated
media (Chapter 6). By far the highest peak (Fc), however, represents the edge effects (BGW)
that we are interested in here. The propagation of an extensional wave in a porous medium
creates compression/depression areas, and the saturating fluid may move in response to
variations in pressure. When the interface is open, the pressure of the fluid on the edge of the
bar is always equal to atmospheric pressure, such that a pressure gradient tends to develop
between the centre of the bar and the edge. At relatively low frequencies, the pressure has
time to equalize, and there are relatively low levels of relative fluid/solid movement (and thus
attenuation). At relatively high frequencies, the mechanical energy is concentrated near the
surface of the bar. It is at intermediate frequencies (Fc) that the radial movement of the fluid
becomes greatest, moved by the difference in pressure between the centre and surface of the
bar.
Other, smaller peaks are observed at high frequency. These are unquestionably higher-order
resonances of Fc.
On the curve for the sealed interface, the peak Fc has disappeared, but there is a minor peak fc.
One major feature of the velocity curves is the transition to the Rayleigh velocity for the high
frequencies. The same velocity seen in Pochhammer’s graph appears (fig. 2.2.2-6a). Also note
the velocity variations associated with each attenuation peak (dispersion)

2.2.2.3.2.2 Experimental evidences
The principle behind this experimental evidence is simple: first, measure the attenuation in a
saturated bar, and then perform again the measurement after coating the surface with
watertight paint. Cadoret [1993] and Lucet [1989] present many measurements. Lucet’s
results are presented in fig. 2.2.2.-10. The first observation we can make is that the attenuation
of the shear waves is not influenced by the surface state. The waves propagate with no
variation in volume, and thus without causing pressure variations between the various parts of
the bar. It makes sense that the BGW effect does not exist here.
With regard to extensional waves, for limestone rocks (which have a lower viscoelastic
attenuation at zero confinement than sandstones), it appears that the greatest BGW effect
occurs at permeability of several hundred mD (fig. 2.2.2-10 left). The bars all have the same
dimensions. In certain sandstones (fig. 2.2.2-10 right), the effect is very pronounced. Since the
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intrinsic attenuation of unconfined sandstones is very high, however, it is difficult to see
whether there is in fact a maximum around permeability of several hundred mD, which
corresponds to the calculation of Fc for a bar with these dimensions. Lucet [1989] suggests
taking into account the difference between open interface and closed interface values to
pinpoint the greatest effect for this range of permeability.

Figure 2.2.2-10 Experimental evidences of the Bio-Gardner-White effect. Left: limestone;
right: sandstone. From [Lucet, 1989].
2.2.2.4 Conclusion regarding resonant bars
Resonant bars can be used to measure the acoustic properties of rocks within the sonic
frequency range (103,104 Hz). Using them under differential pressure requires a relatively
sophisticated system, but produces highly reliable results.
- for velocities, the velocities of E- and S-waves are measured, but the experiment is rather
complex. Above all, the method has limited use for velocities because of the need to correct
for added masses, and because of the extreme sensitivity to uncertainty of the result calculated
for P-waves, in the case of high Poisson’s ratios. Still, it is a very effective method for
specific experiments; for example it allows for the use of very large samples (which also
require only minor corrections).
- for attenuations, this is the primary (and only?) method that can be used to measure intrinsic
attenuations with high reliability. The experiment can be performed under differential
pressure. The results, obtained using two calculation methods (free vibrations, forced
vibrations) are extremely replicable. The most pronounced disadvantage is that samples must
be prepared in the form of bars at least 15 cm long, which can be problematic when studying
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rocks difficult to machine, such as clays. This difficulty in preparing samples (as well as the
cost of pressurized setups: cell, helium compression machine, etc.) explains why resonant bars
are used infrequently.
Concerning the type of samples, it must be noted that methods are available for
unconsolidated rocks. These techniques are mainly used on soils [Aubry, 1982; Hardin and
Music, 1965; Richart et al., 1970]. Vibration chambers are arranged vertically, with the
material inside of them subject to vibrations according to the principle described earlier for
resonant bars. Some of the results presented in Chapter 3, §3.5.2.2.2 were obtained using this
method.

2.2.3 Measurement at seismic frequency
Two types of experiments are conducted using one of two approaches: a device that vibrates
with resonance, following a principle very similar to the resonant bar described above, or a
system with forced vibrations, where the elastic modulus and attenuation can be calculated
directly by measuring the modulus and phase of the strain-stress relationship.
2.2.3.1 Device using vibrating systems (standing wave)
The experiment consists of subjecting a vertically placed rod of rock to harmonic excitation; a
mass with a high moment of inertia may be attached at its lower end (or upper end in the case
of an inverted pendulum that can be used to exert an axial preload on the bar) in order to
increase the period of the resonance in the bulk system (the sample and the masse) (fig. 2.2.31). There are two possible vibration modes: torsion and flexion.
In the torsion mode, the fundamental frequency of resonance r/2 for the entire system is
inversely proportional to the square root of the moment of inertia (I):
(2.2.3-1 )
2f = r = √(C / I)
where C is the torsion constant. The moment of inertia and torsion constant are related to the
dimensions of the sample (length, diameter). Speed is measured using the shear modulus ()
which, for a cylindrical bar that is embedded at one end and free at the other, with length L
and diameter d, is equal to:
(2.2.3-2)
= 512IL2f2 / d4.
The velocity, measured by V= √(/) is the phase velocity at frequency f.

Expressing the resonant frequency for flexion modes is more complicated. Interested readers
should refer to Schreiber and Anderson [1973].
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As for resonant bars, attenuation can be measured either by recording the decrement of the
vibration when the excitation is stopped, or by measuring the width of the resonance peak.
This device is sometimes called a torsion pendulum, but the same term is also used for
different devices (forced vibration see below). It can be used to take measurements down to
very low frequencies, and is used largely in mineralogy and materials science for frequencies
below 10 Hz. It can be adapted for high temperatures and pressure. With regard to pressure,
however, it is very ill suited to work under effective pressure (confinement AND pore
pressure), which limits its utility for porous materials.
As such, it has few applications in petroacoustics. The device by Peselnick and Outerbridge
[1961] (fig. 2.2.3-1) is often cited as an example. It operates in a vacuum. Excitation is
created by a coil that exerts an alternating magnetic field on one of the inertia masses, and the
vibrations are recorded by a capacitive transducer (plates Wb and Wc in fig. 2.2.3-1),
monitored and scaled using an optical device (S,M,G on the figure).
While present electronic methods could clearly improve the recording, this experimental
approach seems less suited to studying rocks than forced-vibration devices.

Figure 2.2.3-1: Example of torsion pendulum (resonance mode).
[Peselnick and Outerbridge, 1961]
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2.2.3.2 Forced-vibration devices measuring the modulus and phase
of the stress-strain relationship.]
These devices can directly measure the hysteresis of the stress-strain relationship for
uploading/downloading cycles far from the resonant frequency of the system. As the area of
the loop is proportional to the energy losses (see [Bourbié et al. 1987]) we can directly deduce
the attenuation.
As Spencer [1981] puts it, "Conceptually, the experiment is simple. An analogous approach is
commonplace in electrical properties measurements. Technically, the experiment is extremely
difficult. Measurements need to be made at strains less than 10-6, so that the results are
germane to seismic wave propagation away from the source. One has to measure milliradian
phase angles....."
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Table 2.2.3-1: Main types of devices for measuring stress-strain with forced vibrations
As such, this approach requires not only sources of excitation, but also and especially highquality sensors to measure force, displacement, and strain. Several systems have been
proposed, and their characteristics are summarized in Table 2.2.3-1. We will limit ourselves to
a brief description of the latest to date [Batzle et al, 2006], which seems to be the most
sophisticated.
The sample to be measured is placed in a column that includes an aluminium standard (fig.
2.2.3-2). This system is placed in a sort of press comprising an electromechanical shaker to
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generate sinusoidal vibrations. Highly sensitive strain gages (semi-conductor gages) are glued
to the aluminium standard and to the sample, vertically and horizontally (to measure the
Poisson effect and access the shear modulus). The sample is placed in a jacket so that pore
pressure can be monitored when the entire device system is confined in nitrogen. An
electronic device (fig. 2.2.3-3 a), including a system with very strong amplification and long
signal summation, is used to record the strain in the rock and in the aluminium serving as a
reference (fig. 2.2.3-3 b). This way, we can obtain the phase shift directly.

Figure 2.2.3-2: Diagram of the lowfrequency press device to directly
measure stress-strain. [Hofmann,
2006]
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Figure 2.2.3-3: a) Diagram of the electronic system for the low-frequency device.
b) Example of recorded signals, [Batzle et al, 2006].

2.2.4

Measurement of ultrasonic Anisotropy

Characterizing acoustic anisotropy relies on measuring velocity (and sometimes attenuation,
e.g., Tarif [1986]) in multiple directions of propagation (and possibly polarization) within the
same sample. This requirement of measuring multiple directions imposes various constraints;
for example, only measurements in the ultrasonic range can be used. Certainly, it would be
possible in theory to take low-frequency stress-strain measurements (cf. supra) on cubes and
thereby track measurements in three directions (which is not many), but we have no
knowledge of any practical work actually done in this way.
2.2.4.1 Shape of samples
Attempts to measure the anisotropy of a petrophysical property (for permeability, see Bieber
et al. [1996]) always raise the question of how many directions are to be measured, that is, the
shape of the sample.
According to theory, the minimum number of independent measurements required is a
function of the form of anisotropic symmetry being studies (21 for elastic anisotropy, for
example, in the most general case). But of course, in most cases, these symmetries are not
known. In addition, measurement uncertainty must be taken into account. The solution is to
measure in as many directions as possible and attempt to strike a compromise between
experimental difficulty and sample shape.

Figure 2.2.4-1: Example of samples used for anisotropic measurements.
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Moreover, two cases must be considered.
- P-waves, where it is sufficient to measure propagation velocity, which can be done using
small undamped transducers ( § fig. 2.2.1-1b) that can adapt to curved surfaces,
- S-waves, where polarization must be measured (requiring the use of damped transducers)
on a plane surface.
Samples can be produced in different shapes (fig. 2.2.4-1):
2.2.4.1.1 Rectangular parallelepipeds (which may be truncated)
This volume is the easiest to produce but enables measurement in only three directions, which
is obviously insufficient, unless observing a particular sediment structure has provided an
initial clue (transversely isotropic argillite, for example). For example, we can produce
rectangular parallelepipeds with two axes along the sediment plane. A 45° truncation allows
for measurement in the bisecting direction. In this particular, favourable scenario, the
anisotropy of a transversely isotropic medium can be completely characterized.
2.2.4.1.2 18-sided polyhedron (truncated cube, octadecahedron).
The 18-sided polyhedron, which is relatively easy to machine by simply truncating a cube,
has been used in multiple studies (e.g., Arts [1993]). Because it allows for S polarimetry, it
can be used to almost completely characterize a medium with no prior information. Polyhedra
with many more faces have also been used (e.g., Sano et al. [1992]). Their dimensions must
be large enough to allow for S polarimetry and, for P-waves, it is not clear that the
compromise they represent between an 18-sided polyhedron and a sphere is actually useful.
2.2.4.1.3 Sphere
The sphere is the ideal sample form, because in theory it can be used for measurements in an
infinite number of directions [Pros and Babuska, 1967; Thill et al, 1973; Vickers and Thill,
1969]. For consolidated rocks, it is much easier to produce than one might expect. In fact,
commercial interest in manufacturing spherical rocks for decorative purposes has led to the
development of proven, relatively low-cost techniques.
Still, it must be noted that even in the case of spheres, the volume of rock involved in the
measurement varies between directions to such an extent that the only shared volume in
measurements using a very narrow beam would be the centre of the sphere. Also note that for
S-waves, the area of contact with the transducers is extremely limited, which makes for very
weak signals. It is difficult to use spheres for S-wave measurements.
2.2.4.2 P-wave velocity anisotropy
Measuring P-wave velocity anisotropy consists of applying the traditional method for
measuring velocity and adapting it to the particular geometries mentioned above and to the
requirement of taking many measurements, which calls for the simplest possible automated
signal processing. Experimental difficulties arise only when attempting to apply confinement
pressure to the porous medium being studied. This is why the relatively simple case of
measurements without pressure must be discussed separately from the much more
complicated case of measurements under confining pressure.
2.2.4.2.1 Measurements without confining pressure.
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2.2.4.2.1.1 Measurement principle
A small acoustic tank is sufficient for these measurements. Two P transducers mounted on a
motorized rotary table (fig. 2.2.4-2), controlled by a computer, rotate around the sample
immersed in water (or in brine, for clay rocks). There is perfect acoustic coupling. The only
experimental precaution to take consists of confirming the concentricity of the acoustic
mechanism and the sample. This can be very easily done by measuring reflection on the
surface sample (sonogram). In addition, even without perfect concentricity, real tolerance is
created because for small eccentricity, the length of the chord is relatively close to the
diameter. Two sample geometries are used. Cylinders can be used to measure anisotropy in
planes perpendicular to their axis, and spheres can be used to measure various diametral
planes, allowing us to approach a complete description of the anisotropy.

2

1

3

Figure 2.2.4-2: Example of a device for measuring P anisotropy in an acoustic tank:
1) Sample; 2) Rotary table moving the transducers (3). Sample diameter: 10 cm
The massive support helps allow the device to be placed in a press to study the changes in
anisotropy under uniaxial stress.
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Figure 2.2.4-3: Example of signals recorded in an acoustic tank for measuring P anisotropy.
a) Example of velocity anisotropy with no notable attenuation anisotropy.
b) Example of highly anisotropic apparent attenuation.

Since the sample is immersed, we are theoretically studying it in the saturated state. Another
possibility is to cover it with a very fine watertight film that does not disrupt the acoustic
measurements but does allow us to measure the sample in a dry state.
In practice, the method used to measure velocities is the correlation to a reference signal
(which corresponds to direction zero, for example). This method is very simple and generally
produces good results (fig. 2.2.4-4). However, it does not work anymore when the apparent
attenuation is highly anisotropic and the pseudo-period of the signals varies widely depending
on the direction (fig. 2.2.4-3b).
In most cases, the correlation method still gives a relatively accurate idea of the main
directions of anisotropy, but it is possible to greatly overestimate the absolute value of that
anisotropy. Ideally, the phase velocity method (§2.2.1.2.3) should be used, which
considerably complicates the process of automating the measurement.
2.2.4.2.1.1.1 Presentation of results

The results are generally presented in polar coordinates as a function of the measurement
angle . A characteristic anisotropy value is reported, for example (V-Vmin)/Vmin for
velocities or (tmax-t)/(tmax-tmin) for transit times (fig. 2.2.4-4).
In the case of a cylinder, the analysis generally ends there. For a sphere, the results can be
inverted using the method described below.
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Figure 2.2.4-4: Example of a raw analytical presentation of the results of P velocity
anisotropy measurement, in an acoustic tank, on a sphere of rock. Silty limestone in the dry
state.
The value on a scale of 0 to 1 is: (tmax-t)/(tmax-tmin) where tmin and tmax represent the minimum
and maximum transit times in the plane studied (and not for the entire sphere).

2.2.4.2.2 Measurement under differential pressure
2.2.4.2.2.1 Measurement principle
Methods for measuring anisotropy on a sphere of rock by placing the transducer in direct
contact with the rock were proposed by Thill et al, [1973] and Pros et al, [1998]. Below, we
will present a different technique that was developed at IFP.
2.2.4.2.2.2 General principles
The method is based on using a sphere of rock covered with a watertight resin film and
immersed in the oil of a confinement cell (fig. 2.2.4-5). It requires a variety of devices:
- to monitor pore pressure inside the rock sphere
- to vary the relative position of the sphere and the transducers in order to record
acoustic signals in as many directions as possible
- to measure the velocity of the P-waves, for each stage of pressure, in the confinement
oil, where that velocity varies considerably (see for instance Chapter 3, §3.5.1.2).
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Sonography must also be used to determine the concentricity of the sphere and the device
bearing the transducers.
In the device presented in Figure 2.2.4-5, the sphere of rock is placed on a hollow shaft so that
the pore pressure can be monitored from outside the cell. It is then placed on a rotary support
so that the sphere can be rotated. Four pairs of bare piezoelectric ceramics immerged in the
confinement oil are used to record the acoustic signals in four diametral directions. Because
the sphere is rotating around its axis, we can record the signals for a very large number of
diameters. We routinely measure 36 angular directions times 4 pairs of transducers, for a total
of 144 signals.
2.2.4.2.2.3 Calculating transit times
Although the goal of the experiment is to measure the propagation velocities in many
directions, it must still be emphasized that the most important aspect is measuring the relative
variations in propagation time, since the precise absolute value in a given direction can be
measured using simpler methods (conventional acoustic cell).
With this in mind, we will take the following approach:
- The P velocities within the sphere (in the dry state and saturated with water) in the
directions that align with the pairs of transducers will be measured precisely outside of
the cell using high-quality transducers at atmospheric pressure. Inside of the cell, at
zero MPa, we can therefore “calibrate” the transit time values measured using various
methods: correlation, time of the zero value corresponding to the first period or halfperiod. This operation assumes that two conditions are met. The first is obvious: it
must be possible to take the measurement in the cell at zero MPa (which is not always
true for attenuating samples, because of the low quality of the signals described
above). In addition, however, the attenuation anisotropy must be sufficiently low to
prevent the signal from being overly deformed between one measurement angle and
the next, because it is nearly impossible to pick the first break in the cell.
- For higher pressures, we can measure variations in transit time just as we do at zero
MPa; in fact, it is even easier, since as attenuation declines under the effect of
confinement pressure, the quality of the signals transmitted tends to improve
substantially. The results can be recalibrated to absolute values by comparison with
the previous pressure, taking into account the variation in pseudo-period related to the
declining attenuation. For a more precise recalibration, we can measure the values of
VP = f (p) in a particular direction using a conventional cell. In the case of “normal”
samples, i.e. samples that can be measured in cells at zero MPa and do not show
strong attenuation anisotropy, we can apply this measurement principle. For difficult
samples (that do not meet the two conditions above), the method must be adapted on a
case-by-case basis.
2.2.4.2.2.4 Prior measurements
Taking measurements under differential pressure is a relatively complicated operation. As
such, it is worth checking the quality of the sample during each phase of preparation.
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The spheres are cut from cylindrical sample, which should ideally be measured for P-velocity
anisotropy in the diametral plane (see above). The most important function of this quick
measurement is to confirm that the sample is homogeneous, because an anisotropic
homogenous sample should produce an anisotropy diagram with no turn point (like those
shown in fig. 2.2.4-4), whereas the diagram for a heterogeneous sample will usually show
turn points. As such, it is best to discard heterogeneous samples before beginning
measurements on a sphere. In addition, taking this measurement creates an opportunity to
empirically assess the attenuation and estimate the quality of the signal that will be observed
on the sphere in the cell. At this stage, we could choose not to conduct the experiment on the
sphere.

3

1

2

4

5

Figure 2.2.4-5: Photograph of a device for measuring anisotropy under confinement pressure:
1) Spherical sample (diameter 6 cm); 2) Hollow support rod for hydraulic continuity with the
pore pressure; 3) Piezoelectric transducers; 4) Rotary table; 5) Base of the confinement cell.
Once the spheres have been cut, it is essential to precisely measure the P velocities along
several specific axes in order to calibrate the measurements in the cell at zero MPa.
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Because it is easy to measure P anisotropy in an acoustic tank, this anisotropy must also be
measured along multiple diametral planes to ensure that enough measurements have been
taken to reliably invert the elastic tensor, if only to eliminate isotropic samples that generally
do not need to be measured in cells. Conducting this measurement on the sphere in an
acoustic tank (which, again, is very simple) also provides a quality control on the in-cell
measurement (figure 2.2.4-6).

Pressure Cell
Atmospheric pressure

Acoustic tank

Figure 2.2.4-6: Comparison of the results of P-velocity inversion obtained from two different
series of measurements at atmospheric pressure:
- in-cell measurement along 1 equatorial plane and 3 different aperture cones
- measurement in an acoustic tank along 5 diametral planes (see fig. 2.2.4-4)

2.2.4.2.3 Conclusion regarding P anisotropy measurements: interest of measurements under
confinement?
Taking measurements under confinement is a long and sometimes difficult process, because it
is nearly mandatory in practice to use undamped transducers, which often results in mediocre
signals. The question is, then: is there any value to taking measurements under pressure? This
may appear to be a surprising question, since this work repeatedly emphasizes the constant
need to measure rocks under confining pressure. In this case, however, it is important to note
that the goal is to measure relative variation between directions, in which case, we might ask
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if it is sufficient to characterize the anisotropy under room conditions supported by one or two
measurements under confinement in a standard cell.
- The answer is no, if we consider that confinement, by gradually closing off the
mechanical micro-defects, modifies the primary directions of anisotropy. This point
has serious practical ramifications, because some authors propose (in vain, from our
perspective) this method as a way to work out the directions of in situ stress by
measuring on a core sample, following the same reasoning used in DSA (differential
strain analysis (e.g., Stephansson [1985]). Despite much testing on sedimentary rocks,
however, we have never observed any convincing evidence that the main directions of
anisotropy rotate when differential pressure is gradually applied.
- During measurements without differential pressure, the effects of micro-fissures
present in a material are very different in different saturation states. When the material
is saturated with water, the liquid, which is an excellent P-wave couplant, “minimizes”
the effect of the micro-fissures, which is most pronounced in the dry state. It is easy to
take measurements on the sphere under room conditions in the dry state. Therefore, we
might suggest first comparing these results (dry and water saturated, room condition),
and taking measurements under confinement only if symmetry axis rotation is
suspected.
2.2.4.2.4 Procedure for inverting the complete set of coefficients of an arbitrary anisotropic
elastic tensor and estimation of the accuracy of the inversion.

2.2.4.2.4.1 Summary of some previous work
Many experimental and theoretical works have been done in order to determine the elastic
coefficients of different materials. With a few exceptions (e.g., Arts et al [1991]; Arts [1993];
Dellinger et al [1998]; Hayes [1969]; Jech [1991]; Vestrum [1994]; Buskirk et al [1986]), in
most cases an assumption on the symmetry class and on the orientation of the symmetry
elements (axes, planes) has been made in order to reduce the number of measurements and
constants to be inverted, or just to simplify the computations. Especially in natural media, as
rocks, such assumptions can be very premature and may lead to unreasonable approximations
and even to wrong results. In the most general case, the anisotropy type may be arbitrary
(triclinic) and characterized by 21 independent coefficients (see Chapter 4 on Elastic
anisotropy).
Some relevant references are listed and shortly described below:
-

Neighbours and Schacher [1967], later extended by Klima [1973], developed an
approximate method in which they couple the measured phase velocities to the elastic
properties by a perturbation method. They solve the equation of motion for the
direction under consideration and determine the elastic constants by “transformation”
formulas. According to their conclusions, the method is very sensitive to round-off
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-

-

-

-

and a high accuracy in the computation is necessary. The method has been used on
crystals with phase velocity error around 0.2%.
Hayes [1969] approached the problem in a static way. The 21 elastic constants are
determined in a simple systematic manner using a static homogeneous deformation
field. To obtain these deformations he used at least two samples, which requires a high
homogeneity of the tested rock.
Buskirk [1986] developed a general dynamic inversion of the complete set of 21
elastic coefficients from measurements of phase velocities and polarizations. The
method requiring the knowledge of the exact polarizations, unfortunately unavailable
in practice, Arts [1991] [1993] proposed a sophisticated variation of the method using
only the approximate polarizations.
Jech [1991] proposed a nonlinear dynamic inversion based on the measurement of the
travel times of qP-waves. The advantage of the method is that no knowledge is
required on the polarizations. As in the two last references an iterative optimization is
done on the polarizations. However, the computations are time-consuming and a
second iterative method must be used to determine the ray velocity vector in a
prescribed direction.
Vestrum, [1994] designed numerical inversions for the complete set of elastic
coefficients from either phase or group velocities. The group velocity inversion
overcomes the difficulty of calculating the group velocity in a prescribed direction,
especially near shear wave singularities, in contrast with the previous reference.
Stability problems arise if the input velocity measurements are of poor quality. Using
Kelvin’s parametrization (e.g., Helbig [1994]; Dellinger [1998] refined the method
and avoided non-physical parameter values in least-squares inversion by adding
damping to the algorithm.

Here we detail the inversion of phase velocity measurements on polyhedron rock with 18
faces (see §2.2.4.1) proposed by Arts [1991; 1993].

2.2.4.2.4.2 Procedure for inverting the complete set of coefficients of the elasticity tensor
The inversion proposed by Arts [1991; 1993] is performed iteratively as sketched by Figure
2.2.4-7 and is based on Christoffel equation (see Chapter 4 on Elastic anisotropy):
(2.2.4-1)

2
(Cijkl n j nl  Vphase
ik ) ak  0

where Cijkl , n j and ak designates the components of, respectively, the stiffness elasticity
tensor, the unit normal to the wavefront and the unit polarization vector. The components of
the Kronecker tensor are denoted  ik , with  ik  1 if i  k and  ik  0 if i  k . The density
and the directional-dependent phase velocity are respectively designated by  and Vphase .
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Note there are implicit summations on repeated indices. By multiplying the previous equation
by the unit polarization components ai and by noting that the polarization vector is a unit
vector we obtain:
2
2
Cijkl ai n j ak nl  Vphase
ai ai  Vphase
.

(2.2.4-2)

This is a multilinear equation with 21 unknown elastic coefficients Cijkl in the most general
case (see § 4 for details). So, the density being independently measured, if we have at least 21
independent measurements of the phase velocity Vph with the corresponding components n j
and ak of, respectively, the unit normal to the wavefront (or in the direction of propagation)
and the unit polarization vector, we should be able to invert the 21 elastic coefficients Cijkl .
From a practical point of view redundant measurements in additional direction of propagation
notably improve the quality of the inversion result. Hence if more than 21 velocity
measurements are available we can determine the best fitting coefficients of the elasticity
tensor, for instance by a least square method. To this end we will rewrite the previous
equation in the more convenient matrix form:
21

C

(2.2.4-3)

I 1

I

X IJ  M J

I

where C are the 21 unknown elastic coefficients of the elasticity tensor:

(2.2.4-4)

 C1 C15 C14

2
16
 . C C
 .
.
C3
CI  
.
.
 .
 .
.
.

.
.
 .

C13

C12

C 21 C 20
C17

C19

C4

C18

.

C5

.

.

C11 

C10 
C9 

C8 
C7 

C 6 

corresponding to the elasticity matrix of which components are written in the contracted twoindices notation of Voigt (e.g., Auld [1990]; Dieulesaint and Royer [1974]; Helbig [1994];
Nye [1985])

(2.2.4-5)

 C11 C12

 . C22
 .
.
C 
.
 .
 .
.

.
 .

C13

C14

C15

C23 C24

C25

C33

C34

C35

.

C44

C45

.

.

C55

.

.

.
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In Equation (2.2.4-3) M J is the J-th measurement of the wave modulus, that is the product of
the density  and the J-th measurement of the phase velocity Vphase squared. Lastly X IJ are
the coefficients of the matrix X depending on the components of the J-th propagation vector
and the corresponding polarization vector. The detailed explicit expressions of the
components of the matrix X are:

(2.2.4-6)

X 1  n1n1a1a1 ; X 2  n2 n2 a2 a2 ; X 3  n3n3a3a3


X 4  2n2 n3 a2 a3  n3n3a2 a2  n2 n2 a3a3


X 5  2n1n3a1a3  n3n3a1a1  n1n1a3a3

X 6  2n1n2 a1a2  n2 n2 a1a1  n1n1a2 a2


X 7  2  n1n1a2 a3  n2 n3a1a1  n1n2 a1a3  n1n3a1a2 

X 8  2  n2 n2 a1a3  n1n3a2 a2  n1n2 a2 a3  n2 n3a1a2 


X 9  2  n1n3a2 a3  n2 n3a1a3 

X 10  2  n1n2 a2 a2  n2 n2 a1a2 


X 11  2  n1n1a1a2  n1n2 a1a1 


X 12  2  n1n1a1a3  n1n3a1a1 

X 13  2  n1n2 a2 a2  n2 n2 a1a2 

 X  2 n n a a ; X  2n n a a ; X  2n n a a
14
1 3 1 3
15
1 2 1 2
16
2 3 2 3

X

2
n
n
a
a

n
n
a
a



17
2 3 3 3
3 3 2 3

X 18  2  n3n3a1a2  n1n2 a3a3  n1n3 a2 a3  n2 n3a1a3 

X 19  2  n1n3a3a3  n3n3a1a3 


 X 20  2  n1n3a2 a3  n2 n3a1a2  ; X 21  2  n2 n2 a2 a3  n2 n3a2 a2 

Now suppose that we have m measurements M J (J=1, …, m) of wave moduli with m  21 in
order to guarantee a minimum redundancy. This means that we can treat the problem in the
least square sense (linear least square inversion) by minimizing the following error function
E defined by (e.g., Draper and Smith [1981]):
2

21


E    M J   C I X IJ 
(2.2.4-7)
J 1 
I 1

In this error function all the measurements are considered to have the same accuracy. If we
want to take into account the fact that some measurements are more accurate than others, we
have to introduce some kind of weight factors in the minimization function E . This gives
more importance to accurate measurements than to imprecise measurements. By considering
that all the measurement errors are mutually independent and have a Gaussian distribution, we
can simply take for these weight factors the variances of the different measurements (e.g.,
Tarantola [1987], which writes:
m
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m

(2.2.4-8)

E
J 1

21


1
I
J 

  M J   C X I 
I 1

 Var  M J   

2

For the minimization of E with respect to the elastic constants C I we impose:

(2.2.4-9)

E
0
C K

for K=1, 2, …, 21 .

This implies that the C I must satisfy the equations:
m

(2.2.4-10)


J 1

21


1
I
J 
X KJ 
  M J   C X I   0
I 1

 Var  M J   

or, in other words, by changing the order of appearance of the terms:
21

(2.2.4-11)


J 1

m

 J


1
1
J
C  X 
 X I   X K 
 M J
J 1
J 1
 Var  M J  
 Var  M J  
m

I

J
K

This equation can be written in a simpler way in matrix notation by first introducing the
matrices X , M t and Ct defined by:

(2.2.4-12)

 X 11

 .
X .

 .
Xm
 1

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

X 21

. 
. 

. 
X 21m 

,

(2.2.4-13)

Mt   M1 M 2 . . . M m 

(2.2.4-14)

Ct   C1 C 2 . . . C 21  ,

(2.2.4-15)

 Var  M 1 

.

Cov  M   
.

.

 Cov  M , M 
m
1
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where the exponent t designates the transposed of the considered matrix.
As previously stated, since our measurements are assumed independent from each other, the
covariance matrix Cov  M  is a diagonal matrix. Considering Equations (2.2.4-12) to (2.2.415), Equation (2.2.4-11) can be written in the simpler matrix form:
(2.2.4-16)

1

1

Xt Cov  M  X C  Xt Cov  M  M

Which straightforwardly leads to solution:

(2.2.4-17)

C 

X Cov M  X
1

t

1

1

Xt Cov  M  M .

In other words, if we know exactly the matrices X and M , we can solve the problem and
compute the 21 components of the matrix C . However, in practice it is difficult to know the
exact value of the matrix X . As a matter of fact, as shown by Equation (2.2.4-6), the
coefficients of the matrix X directly depends on the components n j and ak of, respectively,
the unit vector in the direction of propagation (perfectly known) and the unit polarization
vector (roughly measured). In most cases only an approximation of the polarization vector is
available, that is to say a projection in a plane (in general the plane on contact of the emitter
and receiver transducers) or on a direction (often the longitudinal direction).
Therefore Arts et al [1991]; Arts [1993] have developed an iterative refinement procedure,
sketched by Figure 2.2.4-7, for which only approximate polarizations are needed.
measure
With these approximate polarizations aapprox and with the measured phase velocities Vphase

and density a first estimation of the elasticity matrix C is computed using Equation (2.2.4theory
17). The second step is to compute the “theoretical” phase velocity Vphase
and polarization
atheory in the considered direction of propagation using this first estimation of the elasticity
matrix C and Christoffel equation (2.2.4-1). If there is a big difference between the
“theoretical” phase velocities and measured ones, the authors consider that this is essentially
due to the error in the estimation of the polarization. Therefore, in a third step, they use the
computed “theoretical” polarizations and restart the inversion procedure with these updated
polarizations and with the measured phase velocities. The iterative process is continued until
the "theoretical" and the "measured" phase velocities are close enough, more precisely when
the following inequality is fulfilled:

(2.2.4-18)

 V

( measure )
phase

( theory )
 Vphase
 
2

all
measur .
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where  is the threshold of tolerable error.

Figure 2.2.4-7: Flowchart for the inversion of the complete set of the 21 components of the
arbitrarily anisotropic elastic tensor, according to the method of Arts et al. [1991; 1993]
2.2.4.2.4.3 Estimation of the accuracy of the inversion
In the first place the “quality” of the inversion can be measure by the square root of the
standard deviation between the m measured velocities and the theoretically predicted
velocities computed from the inverted elasticity tensor:

m

(2.2.4-19)

 measur .  

V

( measured )
phase

k 1

(Theoretical )
 Vphase


2

N measur .  1

Furthermore it is important to notice that we can actually distinguish two kinds of “errors” on
the evaluation of the elastic coefficients C I :
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- In the first place there is the degree up to which the model can describe the observations
(here the velocity measurements) considering these observations as perfect. Up to what degree
the experimental points can be described by the proposed regression equation (2.2.4-3). To
this end the sum of the squared “distances” between the experimental points and the plane
defined by the regression equation is minimized.
- In the second place there are the inaccuracies on the measurements and their influence on
the inverted result. In practice, due to the finite accuracy of the measurements, exact values of
the velocities are unavailable. Obviously the larger the measurement errors on the velocities,
the larger the error on the estimation of the elastic coefficients.
In the case of a Gaussian distribution of the measurement errors, these two types of errors can
combine and their effect on the covariance matrix Cov  C  of the elasticity matrix C is given
by the following expression (e.g., Tarantola [1987]):

(2.2.4-20)

Cov  C 

X Cov M  X
t

1

1

where the covariance matrix Cov  C  of C is of dimension 21 21 . Its I th diagonal element
Cov  C   I , I  is the variance (that is to say the square of the standard deviation) of the
elastic coefficient C I . As a consequence the relative error on each coefficient C I is given
by:

(2.2.4-21)

 C I 
 I 
 C model



Cov  C    I , I 
100%
CI

 C 
Thus the matrix 
 of the relative errors corresponding to the matrix of the elastic
 C 
coefficients defined by Equation (2.2.4-4) can be defined by:
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(2.2.4-22)

 C1
 1
 C

 .


.
 C  


 C  
 .

 .


 .



C15
C15
C 2
C2
.

C14
C14
C16
C16
C 3
C3

C13
C13
C 21
C 21
C17
C17
C 4
C4

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

C12
C12
C 20
C 20
C19
C19
C18
C18
C 5
C5
.

C11 

C11 
C10 
C10 
C 9 
C9 
 100%
C 8 
C8 

C 7 
C7 

C 6 

C6 

We illustrate the procedure by the experimental results of Arts [1993] on dry Lavoux
limestone (fig.2.2.4-8), a callovian age oolitic and bioclastic grainstone of porosity 0.23 and
density   2090kg / m3 .

Figure 2.2.4-8: Thin section of Lavoux limestone. The oolite grains (dark) are almost
spherical and partially cemented by white calcite crystals between the grains. Two types of
porosities can be distinguished, namely the well connected intergranular pores (yelloworange) and the intragranular pores in the oolites.
The elasticity tensor C was inverted after only an extra iteration step:
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(2.2.4-23)

 22.4 7.5 7.0 0.1 0.9

22.1 6.4 0.5 0.1
 .
 .
.
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.
.
8.5
0.1
 .
 .
.
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.
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.
.
.
.
 .
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0.4 
0.1
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0.3 
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7.6 

The relative error in percentage on each elastic coefficient defined by Equation (2.2.4-22) is
equal to:

(2.2.4-24)

3

.
 C   .


 C  .
.

.

231 

3 11 106 390 123 
. 3 276 88 2719 
 %
. .
3 308 125 
. .
.
4
112 

. .
.
.
3 

8 10 663

60

Note that the relative errors of the most meaningful constants, that is to say the diagonal terms
and the off-diagonal coefficients C12 , C23 and C13 are much smaller than the relative errors on
the remaining coefficients. These latter being substantially smaller, typically at least one order
of magnitude smaller (even 3 orders of magnitude for the coefficient C36 !), a large relative
error on these coefficients has no substantial effect on the theoretically predicted velocity. The
corollary being that these coefficients are poorly inverted by the chosen experimental
procedure.
The mean deviation between the measured velocities and the velocities predicted by theory is
34m/s (< 1.5% of the mean velocity) which is less than the relative accuracy on the velocity
measurements (typical relative error on S-wave velocity are roughly 2% to 3% and about 1%
on P-wave velocity).
Figure 2.2.4-9 compares the theoretically predicted slownesses, that is to say the inverse of
the velocities) and the measured slownesses. The size of the error bars being of the order of
the size of the symbols for the experimental data, the agreement between experimental data
and theoretical prediction is good in all the investigated directions. Note that the elastic
anisotropy strength is moderate and no obvious symmetry element can be found, which a
posteriori justified the anisotropic inversion with no a priori assumption on the anisotropy
type of the rock sample.
Additional similar results can be found in Arts [1991; 1993].
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Figure 2.2.4-9: Cut of the inverted slowness surfaces of the qP-wave (dashed-dotted curve),
of the qS1-wave (solid line), and of the qS2-wave (dotted line) by the xy-plane (top figure),
by the xz-plane (middle figure), and by the yz-plane (bottom figure) compared with the
experimental data (qP-wave are circle symbols, qS1-wave crosses and qS2-wave squares)
[Arts et al, 1991; Arts, 1993].
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2.2.4.3 Shear wave birefringence and the measurement of the complete set
of the 21 complex stiffnesses
2.2.4.3.1 Experimental set-up

a

b

Figure 2.2.4-10: S wave birefringence measurement principle and example of observed
signal

As shown on the left-hand part of Figure 2.2.4-11 the set-up is a conventional ultrasonic
pulse-transmission experimental set-up (cf. 2.2.1) but under controlled uniaxial stress. The
experimental set-up shown on the figure is put inside an uniaxial press (not seen on the
figure). The rock sample (label 6) is placed in the middle between two aluminium buffers
(labels 5 and 5'), each 10cm long (actually, the sample on the picture is a cylindrical plug, for
this experiment the sample is a cube with bevelled edges as shown on the right hand side of
the figure). At the top and at the bottom of these buffers are the ultrasonic-wave
emitter/receivers, namely the piezoelectric transducers (labels 3 and 3'). These are
Panametrics broadband transducers for P- and S-waves. Typical diameter is 2.54 cm (1 inch)
and central frequency is 500 kHz. The transducers are mechanically coupled to the buffers
with a viscous liquid, this couplant is non water-soluble, avoiding the risk of modification
during long stay in wet atmosphere. Manufacturing has been stopped and the references or the
exact type of this substance is unknown, to our regret. Buffer and sample are coupled with a
conventional water soluble S-wave couplant.
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Figure 2.2.4-11: Example of experimental device for S wave birefringence measurement
- "Acoustic polarimeter", (left)
- Photograph of the samples, (right)
In the case of S-waves the polarization of the transducers can be individually rotated in the
horizontal plane around 360° by a system of pulleys and driving belts (labels 4 and 4'). A
uniaxial stress is exerted in the vertical direction by a piston (label 1) to the rock/buffers
system put on an anvil (label 2). Because we did not deal with stress-induced effects on
velocity and attenuations, in this study we used a minimum uniaxial stress just to couple the
buffers with the rock sample. A single direction of propagation is auscultated, namely the
vertical direction. As a consequence, to change the propagation direction we had to remove
the rock sample, manually rotate it and put it in the press such that the new direction of
propagation to be investigated coincides with the vertical direction.
2.2.4.3.2 Inversion procedure
The procedure is from Arts [1991; 1993] At least 21 independent measurements of attenuation
and velocity are needed to invert the complete set of 21 complex stiffnesses. The chosen
technique leads to the measurements of the attenuation and the velocity of the qP-, qS1 and
qS2-waves in 9 different directions on cubes of rock with bevelled edges as shown on the
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right-hand part of Figure 2.2.4-11. More precisely, the following directions are investigated:
the coordinate directions (i.e., X-, Y- and Z-direction), the directions of the "first diagonals"
in the coordinate planes (i.e., the directions (1,1,0), (1,0,1) and (0,1,1)) and the directions of
the "second diagonals" in the coordinate planes (i.e., the directions (-1,1,0), (-1,0,1) and (0,1,1)).
In the field, group velocities are measured because the measurements are done with emitters
and receivers that can be considered as much smaller than the seismic wavelengths (e.g.,
Helbig [1994]). The quality factor Q is also measured along rays in the field (direction of the
group velocity), not in the direction perpendicular to the wavefront (e.g., Gajewski [1992]. In
contrast, in our laboratory experiments, because the transducer diameters (typically of pluricentimetric size) are much larger than the ultrasonic wavelengths in rocks (typically of plurimillimetric size), phase velocity and phase attenuation are measured (see Arenberg [1950];
Neighbours and Smith [1950], for physical considerations, and Dellinger [1994], for
numerical considerations in the case of non-attenuating media).
The phase velocities and the phase quality factors are measured using the well-known
"spectral ratio technique" (§2.2.1.3) and the rock density, measured independently using
conventional techniques (cf. §2.1.3.1). The velocity and the attenuation measurements are
converted to the complex wave moduli, as detailed in chapter 4; §4.7.2. The measured 27
wave moduli allow a slight redundancy for the inversion of the complete set of the 21
complex stiffnesses.
The inversion is performed iteratively as sketched by Figure 2.2.4-12 and is based on the
complex Christoffel equation adapted to viscoelastic media using the correspondence
principle, as explained in chapter 4; §4.7.2. By multiplying this equation by the complex
*
polarization U 0i
, we obtain a multilinear relation between the complex viscoelastic moduli



*
*
C ijkl
and the complex phase wave modulus  V phase

(2.2.4-25)



*
*
Cijkl
U 0*i n j nk U 0*l   V phase





2

:

2

*

Note that the product of the scalar product of the complex polarisation vector U 0 i with itself
equals unity because this vector is a unit vector.
The resolution of the multilinear equation (2.2.4-25) in terms of the 21 unknown complex
*
viscoelastic moduli C ijkl
is straightforward if the polarizations are known, which is
unfortunately not the case here. Thus the chosen strategy is to iteratively compute the
eigenvalues of the complex Christoffel matrix by updating the polarization as illustrated by
the flow-chart of Figure 2.2.4-12. The input parameters are
the measured density





*
, the 27 measured complex phase velocities V phase



measured

and their

associated approximate polarizations U 0* .
Regarding the approximate polarizations, we cannot measure the exact polarizations of
the different waves in three dimensions with our experimental set-up. However we can make

rough approximations for the initial polarizations U 0* 
. Although complex initial
polarizations can be used, here we assume that all the initial polarizations are real. For the qPwave we assume that the approximate polarization is exactly parallel to the propagation
approximate
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direction (longitudinal wave approximation). Similarly, the approximate S-wave polarizations
are assumed purely transversal, that is to say contained in the plane of the emitter/receiver
transducer. Since we can experimentally rotate the polarizations of the emitter and of the
receiver each independently around 360°, we are able to measure the approximate horizontal
components of the real part of the two qS-waves polarizations. To this end, first we place the
receiver polarization perpendicular to the source polarization, as sketched by the left part of
Figure 2.2.4-10 (crossed-polarisation technique). Keeping the orthogonality of the two
polarizations, we simultaneously rotate both polarizations over 360°. When the energy of the
received signal is minimized, this means that the source emits a qS-wave that roughly has a
minimum component in the direction of the receiver polarization. In other words, the source
polarization roughly corresponds to the polarization direction of one of the qS-waves. Over
360° we find four of such minima directions approximately 90° spaced from each other. The
input approximate polarizations for the two qS-waves are chosen to coincide with these
minima directions.
Coming back to the inversion procedure sketched by Figure 2.2.4-12, with these approximate
polarizations and with the measured complex phase velocities and density we make first
*
estimation of the complex viscoelastic moduli C ijkl
by solving equation (2.2.4-25) with the
*
approximate polarizations. The second step is to calculate from this first estimation of the C ijkl





*
the "theoretical" phase velocities V phase
and polarizations U 0* 
in the investigated
directions of propagation with the complex Christoffel equation. If the difference between the
"theoretical" phase velocities and the measured ones is too large, we assume that this is
mainly due to the error of the estimation of the polarization. We therefore use in a third step
theory

theory

the calculated "theoretical" polarization U 0* 
, instead of U 0* 
, as the new input
approximate polarization and restart iteratively the inversion procedure. We continue the
iterative process until the theoretical and the measured velocities are close enough.
theory

approximate

Figure 2.2.4-13 illustrates a comparison between the experimental data and the theoretically
calculated curves of the real and imaginary parts of the complex slownesses of the three bulk
waves in the XY-plane of a sample of water-saturated Vosges sandstone (see thin section on
the right-hand part of the Figure). The inverted real part C' and the imaginary part C" of the
complex stiffness matrix C*, as well as the corresponding complex anisotropy parameters, of
the sample of Vosges sandstone are given in Chapter 4 §4.7.2. Note that the moduli of all
these anisotropy parameters are rather small (typically smaller than 0.09) justifying the
perturbation approach introduced in the previous section and checked in the next sub-section.
All the theoretical curves of Figure 2.2.4-13 are deduced from the inverted complex
stiffnesses. The errors on the measured real part of the slowness (top left curves) are of the
order of the size of the measurement points on the plots. The corresponding errors on the
imaginary parts of the slowness are roughly three times larger. We clearly see that the
theoretically calculated curves fall within the accuracy-range of the measurements which
illustrate the quality of the inversion. We also see the lack of symmetry of the theoretical
curves illustrating the triclinic symmetry of the studied rock sample.
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Figure 2.2.4-12: Flow-chart for the inversion of the complete set of the 21 complex
components of the arbitrarily anisotropic viscoelastic tensor, according to the method. [Arts et
al., 1991; 1992]
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Figure 2.2.4-13: (Left-hand side) section by the XY-plane of the surface (top) of the real
part and (bottom) of the imaginary part of the complex slowness of the qP-wave in dashed
lines, of the qS1-wave in solid lines, and of the qS2-wave in dotted lines deduced from the
inverted complete set of the viscoelastic complex moduli, compared to the corresponding
measured slownesses (experimental points are circles for the qP-wave, crosses for qS1-wave
and squares for qS2-wave. (Right-hand side) Thin section of the considered rock, namely
water-saturated Vosges sandstone
2.2.4.4 Resonant Ultrasound Spectroscopy (RUS)
For the record, we would like to mention a useful method for characterizing a material’s
overall elastic properties with ultrasound, which was developed in the 1980s (e.g., Migliori
and Sarrao [1997]) and has been the focus of many developments: this technique is called
Resonant Ultrasound Spectroscopy (RUS). Despite its many benefits, this method is not often
applied in petroacoustics, that is, to porous rocks. The reasons for this are practical ones:
generally, characterizing rocks is useful only when done under differential pressure, and this
method is very ill suited to that application (we have no knowledge of any published results).
Moreover, the grains forming many rocks measure in the hundreds of microns, another factor
that creates an obstacle to practical applications. In Zadler and LeRousseau [2004], an
example is given for measurements on a small (30 mm height and 6 mm radius) cylindrical
sample of granite, placed in a vacuum chamber.
Unfortunately, because of these experimental constraints, it is likely that applications on rocks
will remain very limited.
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2.2.5 Experiments in nonlinear elasticity
The definitions and theoretical development for nonlinear elasticity are presented in Chapter
7. In this section, we will present several experimental aspects divided into two fields:
- Acoustoelasticity, which studies the effects of high static stresses on dynamic elastic
properties
- nonlinear elasticity, which deals with the consequences of the modification in elastic
parameters caused by the wave itself
The experimental approach is two-fold: first, demonstrate the existence of nonlinearity in the
material considered, and second, quantitatively estimate the nonlinear parameters. This
second aspect can be difficult in the case of nonlinear acoustics.
2.2.5.1 Acoustoelasticity
The basic experimental approach consists of measuring velocity (or attenuation, in a few
special cases) in a sample subjected to high static pre-stresses. Let us first note that studying
velocity variations when differential pressure is applied to sub-isotropic materials is not
generally considered to fall within the domain of acoustoelasticity; instead, it is simply
deemed an indisociable part of velocity measurement. We have treated it the same way in the
previous sections on the experimental approach and in Chapter 3, §3.5 on interpreting the
results.
Acoustoelasticity, then, concerns non-isotropic prestress states, and to our knowledge, it has
not been studied in any laboratory experimentation outside of the field of ultrasonics.
Theoretically, the experimental approach is quite simple, consisting of placing a sample in a
device that generates stress (often uniaxial stress) and placing piezoelectric transducers on the
sides of the sample and in the uniaxial device. An example is given in figure 2.2.5-1 [Zamora,
1990; Zamora et al., 1990]

Figure 2.2.5-1: Example of an acoustoelasticity measurement device [Zamora, 1990]
a) General overview of the device around a parallelepipedic sample to be placed in an uniaxial
press.
b) Cross-section showing the transducer placement.
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It is actually possible to conduct “true triaxial” experiments on cubic samples [Sayers et al,
1990]. Although such experiments may appear simple, however, they can be very difficult in
practice, if only in terms of machining perfect cubes to effectively apply triaxial stresses.
2.2.5.2 Nonlinear acoustics
Demonstrating and measuring nonlinear elasticity in a laboratory takes advantage of two
consequences of nonlinearity that are discussed in Chapter 7: harmonic generation and wavewave interaction.
2.2.5.2.1 Ultrasonics
2.2.5.2.1.1 Unidirectional propagation of high-amplitude ultrasonic waves.
The aim here is to measure the spectral evolution of an ultrasonic impulse propagating in a
rock. Considering how difficult it is to quantitatively interpret the results produced by the
resonant bar (see below), we might expect experimentalists to prefer this method. They do
not. The reason is that while the principle of this experiment is very simple, it is much more
complicated to implement than the resonant bar (to cite just one example, it is very difficult to
eliminate the diffracting effects of the micro-sensors). We will summarize one experiment
conducted by Meegan Jr et al. [1993]. A piezoelectric source whose amplitude is measured
by an optic vibration sensor (cf. §2.3.3) is glued to one end of a long (2 m) rod of Berea
sandstone, into which ultrasonic micro-sensors have been inserted at regular intervals (fig.
2.2.5-2a). This way, we can measure both the source signal (optic sensor) and the signal
propagated in the rock over various distances (micro-sensor).
The clearest manifestation of nonlinearity is the generation of harmonics for high source
amplitudes (fig.2.2.5-2b2). A model of impulse propagation in nonlinear media [Van Den
Abelee and Johnson, 1996] can be adjusted to interpret the results of this experiment in terms
of the nonlinear coefficient  (3rd order) and (4th order). Once again, the estimated values
are substantially different from those calculated based on acoustoelasticity testing. This type
of experiment has been so rare that we cannot currently draw any reliable conclusions as to
the real significance of comparisons between acoustic elasticity measurements, standing
wave measurements and propagation measurements on high-amplitude waves.
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Figure 2.2.5-2: Propagation experiment on waves with high amplitudes. According to
Meegan Jr et al. [1993].
a) Experimental device
b) Wave spectrum at the source (b1) and after propagation (b2).

2.2.5.2.1.2 Interaction of two converging beams of ultrasonic waves
This experiment [Johnson and Shankland, 1989] complements the above experimental
illustration of nonlinear effects on progressive waves. It consists of creating interaction within
a rock between two non-colinear beams of ultrasonic waves with different central frequencies,
f1 et f2, and observing in certain directions the ultrasonic response at frequencies that are not
present in the source beams, particularly the frequency corresponding to the difference f =
f1- f2.
The acoustic portion of the experimental system, presented in figure 2.2.5-3a, comprises two
P-wave emitting transducers with a central frequency of 500 kHz, and one receiving S-wave
transducer with a central frequency of 250 kHz. Throughout the experiment, the central
frequency f1 of the first emitter is fixed and equal to 500 kHz, while the central frequency f2
of the second emitter is variable above that nominal value. The rocks studied are Berea
sandstone and Berkeley granite, in 6-sided right prisms. The emission and reception axes are
coplanar and perpendicular to the axis of the prism. The two emission directions form an
angle  and the reception direction forms an angle  with the first emission beam. In the
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previous experiment, and in the physical description of the wave-wave interaction, we saw
that two collinear beams with frequencies f1 and f2 could produce harmonics (2f1, 3f1, etc.
2f2, 3f2,, etc.) of the 2 sources frequency and generate sum (f1+ f2) and difference (f1- f2)
frequency components for the 2 frequencies. In this case, the problem has two dimensions,
because the beams are not colinear and describing the phenomena is more complicated.
Without going into detail, let us say that in addition to the frequency selection rules described
previously, there are also selection rules by wave type (P or S) and by selective re-emission
direction, which are perfectly described by the theory [Jones and Kobett, 1963]. More
specifically, if two source beams of a given type (P or S) and frequencies f1 and f2 cross at a
certain angle, they cannot interact effectively unless their frequencies are in a given ratio
f2/f1, and the wave types (P or S) generated by this interaction are fixed, as are their
directions of specular emission. This phenomenon is somewhat analogous to what happens
with Raman optical diffraction in crystals, or with the Compton effect in quantum physics.
In the presented experiment, in the case of Berea sandstones, for an angle =34o between the
two source beams and a ratio f2/f1=0.61, a S-wave with frequency f is emitted in the
direction =-34.5o. Figure 2.2.5-3b shows the amplitude of the spectral component f1- f2 of
the signal received by the S transducer as a function of the frequency f2 (lower abscissa) or of
the ratio f2/f1 (upper abscissa). Note that the location of the observed (O) amplitude peak
(maximum effectiveness of the interaction) closely matches the theoretical prediction (P).
Figure 2.2.5-3c, which refers to Berea sandstones and Berkeley granite, represents the
amplitude of the spectral component as a function of the product of the amplitudes of the two
source waves (the amplitudes are expressed in dBV, that is, decibels for a reference of 1 volt).
We can see that the proportional relationship predicted by theory, and reiterated just before
the description of the experimental results, is in fact borne out by the experiment.
Finally, figure 2.2.5-3d presents a type of signal processing whose principle can be transposed
to field geophysics, clearly highlighting the nonlinear effect. The upper diagram shows the
raw signal recorded by receiver S; this is the signal that contains, among other components,
the frequency components f1, f2 (converted S-waves close to the source) and f = f1- f2. The
signals corresponding to the rock’s responses to both the sole source of frequency f1 and the
sole source of frequency f2 have been subtracted from this signal. The results of this
processing are presented in the lower part of figure 2.2.5-3d. If the rock’s behaviour were
perfectly linear, the result of the processing should be no signal, by virtue of the superposition
principle. This is not the case, because we can clearly see that at the arrival time (o), which is
very close to the calculated time (p), a low-frequency component with f = f1- f2 appears as a
result of the nonlinear interaction. Still, it must be noted that the difference in amplitude
between the raw signal and the processed signal is on the order of 60 dB (a factor of 1000!),
which simply underscores the need for rigorous experimental conditions, particularly in terms
of the dynamics, sensitivity, and distortion caused by the receiver system.
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a

d

b

c

Figure 2.2.5-3: Experiment on the interaction of two converging ultrasonic beams According
to Johnson and Shankland, [1989]
a) Experimental device
b) Amplitude of the beam f =f1-f2 as a function of the second emission frequency f2.
c) Amplitude of the beam f =f1-f2 as a function of the product of the amplitude of the two
source signals.
d) Signal recorded by the S-wave receiver (above) and “nonlinear” signal obtained by
subtracting from the above signal the rock’s responses to sources f1 and f2, excited separately
(below).

2.2.5.2.2 Sonics (Resonant Bar): Nonlinear resonance
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This is a conventional resonant bar experiment (see §2.2.2), in which the excitation is
increased until the strain values exceed 10-5 (e.g., Bulau et al [1984]). To our knowledge, the
first work on this topic was done by Winkler [1979]. Under nonlinear conditions, two
characteristic phenomena appear (fig. 2.2.5-4b, c1 and c2):

Figure 2.2.5-4: Example of a recorded resonance peak. According to Johnson et al [1996].
a) Linear resonance peak.
b) Nonlinear resonance in the frequency domain for various excitation amplitudes (sweep
speed frequency: 1 Hertz per second).
c1) and c2) Records of temporal signals and corresponding frequency spectra.
•

•

The resonance peak is no longer symmetrical (fig. 2.2.5-4b): the pulsation value (
which corresponds to the maximum amplitude of vibration is a function of this amplitude.
As such, we can track the function that connects the difference () between this
pulsation and the linear resonance pulsation (0) to the strain ().
The recorded temporal signal is no longer monofrequency (although the excitation does
remain sinusoidal), but instead shows harmonics (fig. 2.2.5-4c). Note that, in rocks, odd
harmonics are often the best represented. We can track the relationship between the
amplitude ratio (n/1) of a given harmonic (n) and the amplitude of the fundamental
(1) as a function of strain.
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In practice, the experiment is complicated by several factors. The shape of the resonance peak
depends on the direction of frequency variation: we can observe a clear hysteresis effect (fig.
2.2.5-4b). Above all, the time for which the vibration is applied influences the observed
result. For a relatively long experiment (typically several minutes), the first resonance peaks
are often different from subsequent peaks. This phenomenon, whose details are complicated
(e.g., Ten Cate and Shankland [1996]), does not have much effect on the result for “normal”
rocks.
Calculating nonlinearity parameters based on experimental results ( curves as a function of
 and n/1 as a function of ), however, is more delicate. Assuming the problem is
unidimensional (and deals with extensional waves only), the movement equation is written:
(2.2.5-1)
(2u(x, t)/t2) = (x, t)/x
where u(x, t) and (x, t) refer respectively to the axial component of particle displacement and
the axial compression stress, which depend solely on one variable for space (x) and time (t).
Limiting our scope to a 4th-order development, stress  is given by the following equation:
(2.2.5-2)
 = E(1 +  +2)
where E refers to Young’s modulus in a linear elastic system and  and  are the respective
3rd and 4th order nonlinearity coefficients. Since the medium is presumed to be highly
nonlinear, we can set aside geometric nonlinearity and consider that  = u/x (quadratic
terms not taken into account). Transferring (2.2.5-2) to (2.2.5-1), we obtain:
(2.2.5-3) 2u/t2 = (VE2u/x)/x where VE 2 = VE 02[1 +u/x + (u/x)2] et VE 02 = E/
As expected, the equation describes the propagation of a wave at a velocity VE that depends
on the level of strain  = u/x. With strain averaging zero over a period, by taking the
averages of each of the terms of the equation (2.2.5-3) over a period, the term  disappears
and the term  is replaced by its average, i.e.
(2.2.5-4) <(u/x)2> ≈ 2
where <.> designates the average, of the quantity in question. If we set aside the terms for 
with a power greater than 2, the equation (2.2.5-3) leads to:
(2.2.5-5) (VE 2 - VE 02)/ VE 2 ≈ (2 - 02)/02 ≈ 2/0 ≈ 2.
Note that more rigorous processing, taking into account the spatial variations (based on x) in
the strain field within the bar, would still lead to nearly the same formula, within 1 order of
coefficients [Guyer et al., 1995]. As such, the usual equation (2.2.5-5) predicts a frequency
offset  dependent on 2.
Usually, the experimental results disagree with this theoretical prediction: the exponent q of
the relationship  q is rarely equal to 2, as this model predicts, and the odd harmonics
often dominate [Guyer et al, 1995].
Above all, the nonlinearity coefficients calculated using this simple theory based on
experimental values often differ by several orders of magnitude from those calculated based
on acoustic elasticity measurements. There are two possible explanations for this:
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•

•

The stress-strain relationship within the rocks shows clear hysteresis. The phenomenon of
hysteresis, which is very commonly observed in static tests, has a strong impact on
maintained nonlinear vibrations (e.g., McCall and Guyer, [1994]).
The stress-strain relationship (and thus the nonlinearity) for a low-amplitude oscillation
around an equilibrium point (nonlinear acoustics) may be very different from that
observed in variations with a high static amplitude (acoustoelasticity).

For all of these reasons, unlike with acoustic elasticity experiments, we are unable at this
point to conduct nonlinear resonance experiments in order to calculate nonlinearity
coefficients that can be directly used in models (except in a few favourable special cases).
Active research that is currently underway could cause this situation to change rapidly.
Nonetheless, nonlinear resonance experiments do provide us with very valuable semiquantitative information, particularly concerning the nonlinear threshold, i.e. the minimum
strain required for the material to show nonlinear elastic behaviour. Naturally, the concept of
a nonlinear threshold is important when considering potential applications. We must attempt
to clearly define it based on two apparently contradictory observations:
• If we adopt a strict definition, it is likely that this threshold does not physically exist. We
might reasonably believe that nonlinear effects are manifest even with very low strain, and
from this perspective, the nonlinear threshold would be a detection threshold dependent on
the measurement device rather than on the material itself.
• Despite this, regardless of the parameter they are studying (velocity, attenuation, etc.),
experimenters always refer to this threshold, generally situating it around 10-6 (e.g.,
Winkler [1979];
An experiment by TenCate et al. [2004] provides a satisfactory explanation. Using an
exceptionally sensitive measurement device on resonant bar of Fontainebleau sandstone, it
effectively detects nonlinear effects for very low strains (10-8). Still, these effects are
extremely weak and remain weak until a certain level of strain is reached, beyond which we
see a clear change in the tendency. This critical strain threshold probably corresponds to the
point at which a new physical mechanism is triggered, generating a much more pronounced
level of nonlinearity. Based on this description, we could consider the nonlinearity threshold
to be a characteristic of the material in a given saturation/confinement state. Below, we
summarize the information gathered from resonance experiments [Johnson et al, 1996]
regarding this nonlinearity threshold:
•

•

In the absence of confining pressure, many dry rocks present nonlinear elastic behaviour
that can be easily identified for strains at (and often substantially below) the conventional
threshold of 10-6.
In a water-saturated state, the attenuation parameter often rises considerably, making it far
more difficult to excite strain at the threshold of 10-6. Nonetheless, it seems that at the
same strain value, the nonlinearity of saturated rocks is at least equal to the nonlinearity
of dry rocks. In certain carbonate rocks, water saturation considerably increases the
nonlinear tendency to the point of causing completely abnormal behaviour; this is true of
chalk.
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•

The effective pressure exerted on the rock produces a very sharp decrease in the tendency
to nonlinear behaviour, even at relatively low pressure values, on the order of 5 MPa for
example [Zinszner et al., 1997]. One extreme example is the case of Fontainebleau
sandstone that, without confinement, presents exceptional nonlinearity for strains below
10-7, but under effective pressure of 30 MPa, becomes just as linear as quartz, which is
the sole constituent of that sandstone. This is a very important observation in considering
potential applications in geophysics, which studies geological formations that are buried
at great depth, and therefore under high effective pressure.
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2.3

Experiment on wave propagation and analog modelling

2.3.1 General remarks
As we stated in the introduction to this second chapter, the goals of these experiments were
very different to those discussed earlier. The aim is no longer to characterize a material under
“realistic” temperature and pressure conditions, but instead to better understand the physical
phenomena that come into play during wave propagation. This is a return to acoustics in the
general sense of the term. The work here is relevant to petroacoustics in a broad sense,
because it looks at phenomena that have a direct influence on geophysical prospecting.
However, we will not discuss analog geophysical modelling on scale models of geological
structures. Since a highly effective mathematical modeling has come into widespread use,
these experiments have no more practical value. Previously, large automated acoustic tanks
were used to model the acquisition of a seismic prospecting campaign with P-waves
(acoustics) but in the 1980s, the emergence of mathematical “acoustic” modelling rendered
these analog models obsolete. Attempts at S-wave (“elastic”) modelling were made using the
"laser ultrasonics" technique [Pouet and Rasolofosaon, 1990]. However, they seem to have
been outpaced in the competition with mathematical “elastic” modelling.
The experimental approach to analog modelling of geophysical campaigns appears no longer
to be in use (except, perhaps, in teaching applications).
We will discuss examples of much more experimentally simple work conducted in “small”
acoustic tanks. The goal of this work being to confirm or improve our understanding of
physical phenomena.
We will conclude by very briefly describing the principles of “laser ultrasonics” used for
high-quality “elastic” measurements (P- and S-waves), although they place heavy constraints
on the choice of materials.

2.3.2 Experiments in acoustic tanks
By using conventional acoustic tanks (even of small dimension and of quite basic design) it is
possible to perform interesting experiments that we describe in this subsection. The
equipment used often consists of damped piezoelectric transducers (§2.2.1.1) as ultrasonic
emitters and receivers. More rarely a point emitter induced by the explosion of a water vapour
bubble generated by a pulsed laser is used. The corresponding point receiver can be a very
small hydrophone (for instance build in a hypodermic needle for veterinary use) in water or a
laser interferometer beam on a solid surface.
2.3.2.1 Physical modeling in porous media
The complete experimental and theoretical description of the propagation of elastic waves
in porous media is detailed in Chapter 6 on poroelasticity.
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In summary, the propagation of a second longitudinal wave, or P2-wave, in addition to the
other ordinary waves is the most fundamental prediction of the well known Biot’s dynamic
poroelastic theory [Biot, 1956a; Biot, 1956b]. The P2-wave is also called the slow wave
because its velocity is smaller than the velocities of the other ordinary wave and even smaller
than the wave velocity in the saturating fluid. The slow wave was first experimentally
observed by Plona [1980] in water-saturated sintered glass beads. Then many experimentalists
expended considerable effort to detect the slow wave in various materials, for instance in thin
slabs of air-filled sandstone [Nagy et al., 1990], in water-saturated, unconsolidated sand
[Boyle and Chotiros, 1992], and even in a natural sandstone sample [Kelder and Smulder,
1997].
Plona's original experiment of ultrasonic pulse transmission through porous plates immersed
in water was duplicated by Rasolofosaon [1988a] but by slightly changing the hydraulic
condition at the rock/fluid plane interfaces (his experiment is detailed in Chapter 6). More
precisely, in the reference experiment the hydraulic transfer is free through the water/rock
plate boundary (open interface), as in Plona's original experiment. In the alternate experiment
the water/rock plate boundary is sealed off with a thin paint coating which impedes any fluid
exchange through the interface (sealed interface). When the interface is sealed, the P2-wave
is no more, or at the most, very weakly generated, and the behaviour of the other waves is
very close to the behaviour of elastic waves.
From a more general perspective, as detailed in Chapter 3, §3.3 on waves and permeability,
many authors have experimentally shown the importance of the hydraulic transfer through the
interfaces on the propagation of elastic waves in porous/permeable media in different
geometries of propagation. A unified physical description of the effect of
porosity/permeability with special emphasis on the importance of the presence of macroscopic
discontinuities and of the fluid transfer through the interfaces has been developed by
Rasolofosaon [1987a] and is detailed in chapter 6 on poroelasticity.
2.3.2.2 Physical modelling of interface effects
Current seismic data inversion algorithms for the mapping and characterization of the earth’s
interior are based on two main rules: (i) the geometric boundaries between formations, that is
to say the reflectors, are the surfaces of discontinuity of elastic impedance, which can be used
for the geometric reconstruction of the underground, and (ii) the seismic energy partition
(reflection, transmission) at these boundaries only depends (for normal incidence) on the bulk
properties (impedance) of the media in contact, which leads to impedance mapping. As a
matter of fact, these basic rules are based on strict physical assumptions, more precisely the
media in contact are assumed to remain perfectly welded (continuity of the wave-induced
stress and particle displacement across the interfaces). Thus, when these conditions are not
entirely fulfilled, the previous basic rules may no longer be valid, so that one must proceed
with caution in the complete inversion procedure. This is the case in two physically similar
laboratory examples that we describe in this sub-section, where the energy partition laws of
the elastic waves at the interfaces are governed not only by the bulk properties (impedance,
porosity, permeability...) of the media in contact but also by the physical properties of the
interfaces (elastic property in the “compliant interface” case and hydraulic property in the
“permeable interface” case).
2.3.2.2.1 The compliant Interface
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The laboratory experimental example of a compliant interface is taken from Rasolofosaon and
Zinszner, [1989] and is illustrated by Figure 2.3.2-1. A sketch of the experimental set-up is
shown on the right part of the figure. It is a transmission/reflection experiment with
piezoelectric transducers at normal incidence through the interface between two identical
blocks of aluminium in contact under variable uniaxial stress.

Figure 2.3.2-1: Transmission and reflection experiment at an aluminium/aluminium interface. Case of
normal incidence under variable uniaxial pre-stress. (modified after Rasolofosaon and Zinszner,
[1989])
a Compressional wave
b Shear wave

According to the conventional theoretical approach (cf. Chapter 1, §1.2.2.2), because of the
absence of impedance contrast between the two media in contact no acoustic energy should be
reflected and the whole energy should be transmitted. In fact, this is at odds with the
experimental observation shown on the left part of the figure, for P-wave on the top part and
for S-wave on the bottom part. Both figures show the variations of the transmitted energy and
of the reflected energy with the applied uniaxial pre-stress. In contrast to the predictions of
conventional theory some part of the wave energy is reflected and, as a consequence, the
whole wave energy is not transmitted through the interface for both waves. Furthermore, the
energy partition depends on the applied stress. More precisely, for small applied stress
practically the whole wave energy is reflected by the interface. As a consequence practically
no energy is transmitted. For large applied stress the situation is reverse that is to say
practically the whole wave energy is transmitted through the interface. At intermediate stress
levels the reflected energy and the transmitted energy are of the same order of magnitude.
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At such levels of stress, typically a few tens of MPa the variation of the elastic properties of
the aluminium samples can be considered as negligible as will be demonstrated in Chapter 7
on nonlinear elasticity. As a consequence, the stress-dependence of the wave energy partition
can only be explained by the stress-dependence of the physical property of the interface of
contact between the two aluminium blocks. A simple qualitative explanation could be the
following. Under too small applied stress the contact between the two aluminium blocks is not
good enough to ensure a perfect mechanical continuity, which result in some visibility of the
contact surface due to the reflectivity of the interface (e.g., Pyrak [1988]). Under high applied
stress the mechanical contact between the two blocks is greatly improved and ensures a good
transmission of the wave energy, as a consequence a poor reflectivity of the interface.
This has been formalized by many authors (e.g., Jones and Whittier [1967]; Tattersall [1973];
Schoenberg [1980]; Pyrak-Nolte et al. [1990]). In this theoretical model the wave-induced
stress is assumed continuous at the interface but the wave-induced displacement continuity
condition is replaced by a postulated elastic behaviour law of the interface, namely:
(2.3.2-1)
 N ,T  K N ,T uN ,T
where  N ,T designates the normal (N) or shear (T) wave-induced stress, u N ,T the normal (N)
or shear (T) wave-induced displacement discontinuity through the interface, and K N ,T the
normal (N) or shear (T) specific stiffness of the interface illustrated by the left part of Figure
2.3.2-2.
When K N ,T infinite, u N ,T must vanish in Eq. (2.3.2-1)

in order to ensure a finite wave-

induced stress  N ,T . The continuity of both the wave-induced particle displacement and of the
wave-induced stress means that the two media are in perfect contact, that is to say welded.
The vanishing of K N ,T in Eq. (2.3.2-1) implies the vanishing of the wave-induced stress  N ,T
In other words, the two media are completely decoupled and their surfaces previously in
contact can be considered as free of any contact.

Figure 2.3.2-2: Imperfectly bonded solids characterized by:
(left) Normal and transverse (or shear) interface stiffnesses K N
Tattersall [1973]),
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(right) Frequency dependence of the energy partition law of a normally incidence elastic wave
(modified after Rasolofosaon and Zinszner [1989].

The transmission and reflection coefficients of such imperfectly bonded interface, also called
slip interface [Schoenberg, 1980], for various combinations of waves (P or S-wave) and
arbitrary angle of incidence have been calculated by different authors (e.g., Schoenberg
[1980]; Chaisri and Krebes [2000]; Margetan et al. [1988]; Pyrak-Nolte et al. [1990]). The
theoretical transmission coefficient TN ,T

2

and reflection coefficient R N ,T

2

in energy for the

P-wave (index N) or for the S-wave (index T), for normal incidence at an interface between
similar materials takes the simple compact form [Rasolofosaon and Zinszner 1989]:

(2.3.2-2)
where  N ,T 

R N ,T
 Z N ,T
2 K N ,T

2



 2N ,T
1 

2
N ,T

and TN ,T

2



1
1   2N ,T

is a normalized angular frequency,  the angular frequency of the

waves, K N ,T the normal (N) or shear (T) specific stiffness of the interface and Z N ,T the Pwave (N) impedance or the S-wave (T) impedance of the considered material. From the
previous equation for

 N ,T  1 one has

RN ,T

2

2

 TN ,T , which means equal partition

between reflectivity and transmissivity of the interface. Moreover, due to the total energy
conservation:
(2.3.2-3)

2

RN ,T  TN ,T

2

1

which means that the incident wave energy is either reflected or transmitted.
The variations of the transmission coefficient TN ,T

2

and of reflection coefficient R

2

in

energy as function of the normalized angular frequency  N ,T in log scale are plotted on the
right hand side of Figure 2.3.2-2. The higher (respectively the lower) the frequency, the
greater (resp. the smaller) the reflected energy and thus the smaller (resp. the greater) the
transmitted energy. Physically an increase of the normalized angular frequency 
corresponds, for instance, to a decrease of the normal (N) or shear (T) specific stiffness K N ,T
of the interface, that is to say to a worse quality of the contact between the two media, and as
a consequence a “larger visibility” of the interface.
Note that, from an experimental point of view, the increase of the normal (N) or shear (T)
stiffness K N ,T (implying a decrease of the normalized angular frequency  ) can be caused
by the increase of the uniaxial pre-stress applied to the two media in contact. This explains the
great similarity between the experimental result shown on the left hand side of Figure 2.3.2-1
and the theoretical predictions shown on the right hand side of Figure 2.3.2-2.
Many authors have extensively corroborated the validity of the slip interface model (e.g.,
Myer et al. [1985]; Pyrak-Nolte et al. [1990]; Rasolofosaon and Zinszner 1989]). Here we
describe an additional experimental verification of the theory.
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An overall view of the experimental set-up is shown on Figure 2.3.2-3. The experimental setup is a very classical system for studying ultrasonic reflection/transmission phenomena on
samples under uniaxial stress and is detailed in the legend of the figure. We essentially did
reflection experiments. The original part of the set-up is the central part including the model
(reference 2) detailed in the inset.
The model (reference 2), is composed of a multi-bevelled half-cylinder (reference 21), two
retaining walls for stress transmission without damaging the acoustical system (reference 2 2),
and the anvil for the contact with the uniaxial press (reference 23). The cylinder is bevelled in
order to perfectly couple the emitter and receiver transducers with the cylinder. Furthermore
the cut angles have been chosen such that the angles of incidence and reflection exactly
comply with the law of reflexion (see § 1.2.2.2), both for non-converted waves in the right
part of the half-cylinder, and for converted-waves in the left part of the half-cylinder. The
half-cylinder model is made of aluminium (of ultrasonic velocities VP  6416 m / s and

VS  3100 m / s , and density   2787 kg / m3 ) and is in contact with a parallelepipedshaped bloc of aluminium. P- and S-wave piezoelectric transducers of two different central
frequencies, namely 0.5 MHz and 1MHz, were used. Different combinations of the
experimental results on converted and/or non-converted P- and S-wave at different incidence
angles allow to measure the normal (N) or shear (T) specific stiffness K N ,T of the interface
between the aluminium half-cylinder and the parallelepiped-shaped bloc of aluminium.
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Figure 2.3.2-3: Overall view of an experimental set-up for the acoustical analysis of imperfectly
bonded interfaces between identical solids in the laboratory under variable uniaxial stress, including:
a. the uniaxial press (reference 1),
a. the model (reference 2), composed of a multi-bevelled half-cylinder (reference 21),
two retaining walls for stress transmission without damaging the acoustical system
(reference 22), and the anvil (reference 23) for the contact with the uniaxial press, all
detailed in the inset,
b. the piezoelectric transducers (reference 3), in position for reflection experiments,
c. the pulse generator for emission and amplifier for reception of the ultrasonic signals
(reference 4),
d. an oscilloscope for visualizing the received ultrasonic signals (reference 5), and
e. a microcomputer for the acquisition and the processing of the data (reference 6)


For this we start from the explicit theoretical expressions the reflection coefficients PP ( slip) of


the P-wave, PS ( slip) of the P-wave converted to a SV-wave, SP ( slip) of the SV-wave
 

converted to a P-wave, SS ( slip) of the SV-wave, and SHSH ( slip) of the SH-wave on a slip
interface (e.g., Chaisri and Krebes [2000]). The notations for the reflection coefficients and
the description of the SV and SH-waves are detailed in Chapter 1 §1.2.2.2. We also used the
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corresponding reflection coefficients PP ( free) , PS ( free) , SP ( free) , SS ( free) and SH SH ( free) for a
free surface (i.e., the half-cylinder and the aluminium bloc are not in contact) given in various
references (e.g., Aki and Richards [2002]; Ben-Menahem and Singh [1998]).
 
Except SHSH ( slip) , all the reflection coefficients on the slip interface depend on the incidence
angle  , on the frequency f , on the physical properties of the model made of aluminium
(i.e. the velocities VP and VS , and the density  , which are measured independently), and on
the normal (N) or shear (T) specific stiffness K N ,T of the interface. This can be written:




PP ( slip) , PS ( slip) , SP ( slip) , SS ( slip)  f ( slip) ( , f ,  , VP , VS , K N , KT )
(2.3.2-4)
where the function f is different for each of the above reflection coefficient.
 
The reflection coefficient SHSH ( slip) of the SH-wave depends on all the above parameters
except the P-wave velocity VP and the normal specific stiffness K N of the interface, which
can be written:
 
SHSH ( slip)  g ( slip) ( , f ,  , VS , KT )
(2.3.2-5)
The explicit expressions of the functions f (slip) and g (slip) for the different cases can be found
in the above references.
The corresponding reflection coefficients for the free surface exhibit simpler functional
relation:




PP ( free) , PS ( free) , SP ( free) , SS ( free)  f ( free) ( ,  , VP , VS )
(2.3.2-6)
and
 
SH SH ( free)  g ( free) ( ,  , VS )
(2.3.2-7)
From a practical point the reflection coefficients cannot be measured directly, mainly because
the signal generated by the source and the receiver and more generally the instrumental
response are not perfectly known. However it is possible, by normalisation, to correct for
these effects. For this the experiments are always done in two steps. In the first step we
measure the ultrasonic signal, of frequency spectrum S ( slip) ( f ) , corresponding to the
reflection of the considered wave on the interface between the aluminium half-cylinder and
the parallelepiped-shaped bloc of aluminium. In the second step, without moving the source
transducer and the receiver transducer from the half cylinder and keeping fixed all the
acquisition parameters (intensity, gain, damping, filtering etc...) we measure the ultrasonic
signal, of frequency spectrum S ( free) ( f ) , corresponding to the reflection of the considered
wave on the free interface of the aluminium half-cylinder. Assuming plan wave
approximation, one can decompose S ( slip) ( f ) and S ( free) ( f ) in the following ways:

 S ( slip ) ( f )  S0 ( f )  ( f )  R ( slip ) ( f )  ( f )  R0 ( f )
 ( free )
( f )  S0 ( f )  ( f )  R ( free ) ( f )  ( f )  R0 ( f )
S
Where S0 ( f ) and R0 ( f ) designates the source spectrum and the receiver filter (all effects
such as coupling, gain, filtering etc… at the source and the receiver are integrated as an
overall operator in these functions), ( f ) and ( f ) the downward and the upward
propagation operators respectively (describing propagation from the source to the interface,
and from the interface to the receiver), and R( slip ) ( f ) and R( free ) ( f ) the reflection coefficient
of the considered wave (P, SV or SH-wave converted or not) on the slip interface and on the
(2.3.2-8)
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free interface respectively. Because the source transducer and the receiver transducer have not
been removed from the half cylinder and all the acquisition parameters (intensity, gain,
damping, filtering etc...) kept fixed, S ( slip) ( f ) and S ( free) ( f ) have the functions S0 ( f ) ,

R0 ( f ) , ( f ) and ( f ) . As a consequence the spectral ratio of S ( slip) ( f ) and S ( free) ( f )
allows to eliminate the effect of all these unknown functions:
(2.3.2-9)

S ( slip ) ( f ) R ( slip ) ( f )

S ( free ) ( f ) R ( free ) ( f )

Lastly, since reflection coefficient R( free ) ( f ) at the free surface of the half cylinder is known
[see Equations (2.3.2-6) and (2.3.2-7) , material is aluminium (of ultrasonic velocities
VP  6416 m / s and VS  3100 m / s , and density   2787 kg / m3 ) and the angle of
incidence  is known by construction of the half-cylinder) ], the spectral ratio

S ( slip ) ( f )
S ( free ) ( f )

, corrected by the known factor R( free ) ( f ) , is a direct measure of the

reflection coefficient R( slip ) ( f ) of the considered wave (P, SV or SH-wave converted or not)
on the slip interface. Using different angles of incidence these measures can be inverted in
terms of the remaining unknowns, that is to say the normal and the tangential specific
stiffnesses K N and KT of the interface.
The two following figures summarize the experimental results.
On both figures we plotted the frequency dependence of the normal or the tangential specific
stiffnesses K N or KT of the interface in two different situations. Figure 2.3.2-4 shows the
frequency dependence of the tangential specific stiffness KT of the interface between the two
imperfectly bonded aluminium blocks measured with three different waves, namely the shear
wave under normal incidence (sub-figure on the left side), the SH-wave under oblique
incidence (= 40°) (sub-figure in the middle), and the converted P-SV wave under oblique
incidence ( = 40°) (sub-figure on the left side). The applied uniaxial stress  N is fixed and
equal to 6 MPa.
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Figure 2.3.2-4: Frequency dependence of the tangential specific stiffness KT of the interface
between two imperfectly bonded aluminium blocks measured with three different waves:
(left) shear wave under normal incidence,
(middle) SH-wave under oblique incidence (= 40°), and
(right) converted P-SV wave under oblique incidence ( = 40°).
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Figure 2.3.2-5: Frequency dependence of: (left) normal specific stiffness K N and (right) the
tangential specific stiffness KT of the interface between two imperfectly bonded aluminium
blocks under variable uniaxial stress:
(bottom)  N  0MPa ,
(middle)  N  7MPa , and
(right)  N  28MPa .
Figure 2.3.2-5 shows the frequency dependence of the normal specific stiffness K N (subfigures on the left side) and the tangential specific stiffness KT (sub-figures on the right side)
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under different uniaxial stress  N , namely K N (sub-figures on the bottom row),  N  7MPa
(sub-figures in the middle row), and  N  28MPa K N (sub-figures on the top row).
Note that each figure is composed by different sub-figures that will be detailed further. Each
experiment was performed with two pairs of transducers, one pair with central frequency 500
kHz and the other pair 1MHz. That is why for each sub-figure the plot of the frequency
dependence of the specific stiffnesses K N or KT is composed of two curves, namely a curve
in dashed line (respectively solid line) corresponding to the result obtained with the
transducers of 500kHz (respectively 1MHz) central frequency.
First of all, we emphasize the two following consistent results.
The tangential specific stiffnesses KT obtained with different waves (SH- or SV-wave) and at
different incidence angles are practically equal, as illustrated by Figure 2.3.2-4. This can be
considered as a first quality control of the experimental procedure and an experimental check
of the slip interface theory.
Furthermore, the results obtained in the frequency band around 500kHz (curves in dashed
line) are consistent with the results obtained in the frequency band around 1MHz (curves in
solid line). More precisely the two curves are practically superposed in the common
frequency band (roughly from 600 kHz to 700 kHz). This can be considered as a second
quality control of the experimental procedure.
The systematic increase of K N and KT with increasing applied uniaxial stress  N shown
by Figure 2.3.2-5 is consistent with the improvement of the quality of the mechanical contact
between the two aluminium blocks under increasing uniaxial stress (see also the detailed
comments of Figure 2.3.2-1). Note that the tangential specific stiffness KT exhibits a weak
frequency dependence (on the investigated frequency band). This is relatively less true for the
normal specific stiffness K N .
These results are surprisingly consistent with the typical results in rocks, such as those
obtained by Pyrak-Nolte et al. [1990] illustrated by Figure 2.3.2-6. On this figure the normal
specific stiffness K N and the tangential specific stiffness KT of a single natural fracture in
two samples of quartz monzonite are plotted as function of the applied uniaxial stress. These
results are rather similar to those obtained with the interface between the two aluminium
blocks.
Firstly, we note a systematic increase of K N and KT with increasing applied uniaxial stress

 N , as already commented above.
Secondly, even quantitatively the results are rather comparable. More precisely, for instance
for a uniaxial stress  N around 30MPa the measured specific stiffness K N is of the order of

25  40GPa / mm and

KT

of the order of 5 15GPa / mm on rock fractures. On the

aluminium/aluminium interface we found K N is of the order of 40  55GPa / mm and KT
of the order of 25  30GPa / mm . In other words the rock natural fracture is slightly more
compliant than the interface between the two blocks of aluminium.
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Figure 2.3.2-6: Uniaxial-stress dependence of the normal interface stiffness KN and the
tangential interface stiffness KT of a single natural fracture in two samples E30 and E35 of
quartz monzonite (after Pyrak-Nolte et al., [1990]).
Lastly, both for the natural rock fracture and for the aluminium/aluminium interface the
normal specific stiffness K N is systematically larger the tangential specific stiffness KT
Note that this result is consistent with the experimental results of Wooldridge (1979) who
found systematic higher reflectivity of S-wave, compared to P-wave, at normal incidence on
steel/steel interface, especially kissing bonds (e.g., Brotherhood et al. [2002]; Ermolov,
[2005]). Kissing bonds are surfaces of contact of solids that are unbonded in the absence of
applied normal stress. This can be demonstrated theoretically from Equation (2.3.2-2). More
precisely, for small normalized angular frequency  N ,T the theoretical reflection coefficient

R N ,T

2

in energy for the P-wave (index N) or for the S-wave (index T), for normal incidence

at an interface between similar materials takes the approximate form:
(2.3.2-10)

2

R N ,T  2N ,T

As a consequence the ratio between the reflectivity of the S-wave and the reflectivity of the Pwave in energy can be approximated by:
(2.3.2-11)

RT
RN

2
2



T2 Z S K N VS K N


2N Z P KT VP KT
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Because the velocity VS of the S-wave is always smaller than the velocity VP of the P-wave in
the intact material [see Equation (1.2.2-20)],

RT
RN

2
2

 1 (higher reflectivity of S-wave,

compared to P-wave) necessarily implies K N  KT , which is observed experimentally.
However note that the assumption 2N ,T  1 in Equation (2.3.2-2) is not strictly verified here.
For instance, in the case of the aluminium/aluminium interface and even for a central
frequency of 500 kHz one finds T2  0.20 and 2N  0.50 .
Another type of bounds encountered in non-destructive testing is partial bonds, constituted by
nearly perfectly bonded surfaces except at cracks, not resolved individually and forming an
array distributed on the surface (e.g., Milne et al., [2011]). In contrast with kissing bonds,
partial bonds are characterized by a ratio KT / K N larger than 1, and as a consequence a
substantially higher reflectivity of P-wave, compared to S-wave at least at normal incidence
clearly identifiable by ultrasonic methods (e.g., Nagy [1992]). Although in the nature both
types of bonds could co-exist in rocks, because in most natural fractures KT / K N is often
smaller than 1 it seems that fractures of partial bond type is probably more rare in rocks. But
this clear needs further investigations.
A set of parallel compliant interfaces of the type of the one shown by Figure 2.3.2-2 in an
initially virgin elastic medium is commonly used in seismics to theoretically describe
fractured geological media (e.g., Schoenberg and Douma [1988]; Schoenberg and Sayers,
[1995]) see details of theoretical description in Chapter 4, §4.5.2 and field applications in
Chapter 8§ 8.1 on seismic anisotropy and fracture characterization.
2.3.2.2.2 The permeable interface
As in the previous sub-section we show here another example of the influence of the physical
properties of the interfaces on the energy partition laws of the elastic waves at a surface of
discontinuity. Here again the scattered elastic field is governed not only by the bulk properties
(impedance, porosity, permeability...) of the media in contact but also by the hydraulic
property of the interface between two porous media or between a fluid and a porous medium
in the case considered in this sub-section., namely the “permeable interface” case.
Without entering the detail of the theory on elastic waves in porous media described in
Chapter 6, in contrast with elastic fields in non-porous elastic media which are completely
defined by the wave-induced stress field  ij and strain field  ij (or alternatively the waveinduced overall macroscopic displacement u ), the elastic fields in porous elastic media need
two additional wave-induced fields in order to be completely defined. These are the waveinduced pore pressure field p and variation of fluid content  (or alternatively the waveinduced macroscopic displacement of the fluid phase U ) defined by     divU  u) in
Chapter 6,  designating the porosity and div the divergence of the considered vector.
In problems of reflection/transmission of waves, surface/interface waves or guided waves at
an interface between two porous media or media or between a fluid and a porous medium in
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general the continuity of all the above fields are in general verified, except in some particular
cases. For instance in the presence of a more or less efficient hydraulic barrier at the interfaces
(for instance the presence of mud cake at the borehole wall in the context of acoustic well
logging, the presence of weakly permeable sediments at ocean bottom, etc…) the continuity
of the wave-induced pore pressure field p is not exactly verified. As in the case of the
compliant interface described by Equation (2.3.2-1), the condition of continuity of the waveinduced pore pressure p at the interface is replaced by a postulated hydraulic behaviour of
the interface, namely:
w n  kS p
(2.3.2-12)
where p designates the pore pressure discontinuity at the interface, k S the permeability of
the interface (e.g., Deresiewicz and Skalak [1963]; Rasolofosaon [1987]; Gurewicz and
Schoenberg [1999]), and w n the component normal to the interface of the filtration velocity
w defined by:
w  U u
(2.3.2-13)





where a dot above a quantity denotes a derivative with respect to time.
Two limit cases are important to consider. Fist, if k S is infinite, p must vanish in Equation
(2.3.2-12) in order to allow a finite value for the filtration velocity w n across the interface.
The two porous networks perfectly communicate, the interface is hydraulically open. In
contrast if kS  0 , Equation (2.3.2-12) implies that w n  0 , which means that there is no
possible fluid exchange through the interface. Thus the interface is said to be hydraulically
sealed.
Figure 2.3.2-7 illustrates the two limit cases from a practical point of view. In order to seal off
the interface between the water saturated rock sample and the surrounding water the surface
of the rock sample is cover by a thin coating of paint or varnish (see the bottom of the figure).
This allows to simultaneously impede any fluid exchange through the interface and to
minimize any additional mechanical perturbation. In the absence of any coating the hydraulic
transfer is free through the water/rock boundary (see the top of the figure).
As detailed in Chapter 3 §3-3 on waves and permeability many authors have experimentally
shown the importance of interface permeability on the propagation of elastic waves in
porous/permeable media in different geometries of propagation. A unified theoretical
description, first developed by Rasolofosaon [1987], is detailed in chapter 6 on poroelasticity.
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Figure 2.3.2-7: The two limit boundary flow conditions at the interface between a watersaturated rock sample and the surrounding water:
(top) open interface with free water exchange at the water/rock boundary, and
(bottom) sealed interface, the surface of the water-saturated rock is sealed off with a thin
coating of paint.
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2.3.2.3 Some aspects of seismic imaging in isotropic and anisotropic media

2.3.2.3.1 The experimental set-up
Martin et al. [1992] reported a study aiming to analyze the effect of anisotropy on wave
propagation and on imaging. Figure 2.3.2.8 shows a sketch of the experimental set-up.

Figure 2.3.2-8: Sketch of the mixed experimental set-up for seismic imaging, with a pulsed laser as a
source and a needle hydrophone as a receiver. The model to be imaged is a modified version of the
ridge and fault 2D model of French [1974]. The dimensions of the models in millimetres are indicated
in the table.

An overall view of the experimental set-up is shown on Figure 2.3.2.9
It is a mixed system, with a pulsed laser as an ultrasonic source and a needle hydrophone as a
receiver. A detailed description of the laser system for ultrasonic generation and detection is
given in §2.3.3.
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Figure 2.3.2-9: Overall view of the mixed system for performing physical modeling in the
laboratory, including:
1) the Nd:YAG pulsed laser as an ultrasonic source,
2) the positioning system for guiding the light beam to the water tank,
3) the water tank,
4) the system for positioning the model in the tank,
5) the detection system and the model, composed of a lens for focusing the laser
beam in water (reference 51), a needle hydrophone (reference 52), and the
scaled-down model (reference 53), all detailed in the inset,
6) the oscilloscope for visualizing the received ultrasonic signals, and
7) a microcomputer for the acquisition and the processing of the data.

At the source, a high-power laser beam is provided by a Nd:YAG infra-red pulsed laser
(frequency doubling has allowed to visualize the source beam as a green beam on the figure).
The beam focused by a lens in a water tank induces the formation of an explosive bubbling of
the liquid and a formation of a rapidly expanding vapor cavity with the generation of a
compressional wave, as for a conventional Vaporchoc source [Telford et al., 1982]. The
source and the receiver are 2mm apart and can be considered as nearly coincident.
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2.3.2.3.2 The scaled physical models
The study is focused on a modified version of the well-known ridge and fault model of French
[1974]. But in contrast to this author who studied the reflection of P-waves in water and the
geometric structure (ridge and fault) drawn on the top of a solid model, here the reflections
are within an (an)isotropic solid. For this purpose the geometric structure is sculpted on the
bottom of the solid model shown on Figure 2.3.2-8, the dimensions are listed in the bottom
part of the figure.
One of the models is an isotropic medium made of aluminium. The two remaining models
shown on Figure 2.3.2-10 are made of Angers slate, a strongly anisotropic rock studied by
Arts et al. [1991]. Following these authors Angers slate exhibits 47% deviation from isotropy,
as defined in chapter 4 on elastic anisotropy, and can be approximated by a thinly layered
medium exhibiting macro-fractures parallel to the layering. As a consequence it can roughly
be approximated by an equivalent Transversely Isotropic (TI) medium with an axis of
rotational invariance normal to the layering and to the macrofracture planes.
The first anisotropic model shown on Figure 2.3.2-10 (a) is such that the planes of layering
(more exactly of schistosity) are horizontal. In the second anisotropic model, the planes of
schistosity are 22.5° from the vertical axis in such a way that the axis of orthotropy is in the
plane of the profile as shown by Figure 2.3.2-10 (b). Some visible cleavage planes
(macrofractures) are indicated by the green arrows. Note that compared to the sketch of the
experimental set-up of Figure 2.3.2-8, both models of Figure 2.3.2-10 are positioned upside
down.
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Figure 2.3.2.10: Photographs of the anisotropic models made of slate.
a) transversely isotropic (TI) medium with a vertical symmetry axis, and
b) transversely isotropic medium with a tilted symmetry axis (67.5° from the vertical axis). Some
cleavage planes in the sample are indicated by the green arrows.
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Figure 2.3.2-11: Physical properties of the models:

(Top) Sections of the phase velocity surface (in dashed line), of the group (or energy) velocity
surface (in solid line) and of the elliptical approximation (in dotted line) of the qP wavefront
by the XZ-plane in the Angers slate. Z-axis is normal and X-axis parallel to the
cleavage/schistosity planes.
(Bottom) Table summarizing the velocities, the density and the elastic constants (in Voigt
notation, defined in Chapter 4 on Elastic Anisotropy).

Figure 2.3.2-11 shows the section of the phase velocity surface and of the group (or energy)
velocity surface (see details in Chapter 4 on Elastic Anisotropy) of the qP-wave by the XZplane, Z-axis being normal and X-axis parallel to the cleavage/schistosity planes. The
elliptical approximation of these surfaces (e.g., Levin [1978]; Helbig [1983]) has also been
plotted. In spite of the strong anisotropy we clearly see that such an approximation is
acceptable.
Figure 2.3.2-12 shows the phase slowness curves of the qP, qS1 and qS2 –waves with respect
to the structure of the TI model (top figure) and of the Tilted TI model (bottom figure) of
Angers slate. The wave vector k and the corresponding group (or energy) velocity vector
VE are shown for different directions of propagation. We can notice that the direction of
propagation of the wave energy (parallel to the direction of the energy velocity vector) is subvertical in the case of the TI model and substantially deviated from the vertical direction in
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the case of the tilted anisotropic model. In this last case the direction of propagation of the
wave energy is roughly parallel to the cleavage/schistosity planes (dipping 22.5° from the
vertical direction), even for quasi-vertical angles of incidence in the water. This will have a
major influence on the blurring of reconstructed images and on the lateral positioning of the
reflectors. The characteristic velocities, densities and elastic constants of the different models
are listed on the Table in the bottom of Figure 2.3.2-11.

Figure 2.3.2-12: Phase slowness of the qP, qS1 and qS2-waves with respect to the structure
of the TI anisotropic model (top figure) and of the tilted TI model (bottom figure) of Angers
slate.

2.3.2.3.3 The unmigrated seismic profiles
The raw data, before the migration processing, corresponding to the isotropic aluminium
model are shown in Figure 2.3.2.-13 (a). The reflection from the top of the model is labelled
AB. The reflections from the horizontal part of the bottom are labelled CD, EF and HI,
respectively. At the point H, the waves are influenced by the anticline and by the horizontal
plane (label HI). The top of the ridge is perfectly located (see label G). The arrivals at F
correspond to the superposition of the waves reflected by the ridge and by the horizontal plane
(label EF), and of the wave diffracted by the border of the fault (label D). The diffracted
energy from the edge of the fault (label D) is easily identified.
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Figure 2.3.2-13: Imaging in an isotropic medium. Case of aluminium.
a) Raw data
b) Migrated data

The raw data corresponding to the TI sample of Figure 2.3.2-10 (a) are shown in Figure 2.3.214 (a). The data contain much more noise than the previous data. The signal from the top
reflection has been attenuated for a better visualization of the remaining parts of the profile.
From a general point of view we see the same effects as in the isotropic model. Each plane
reflector is clearly identifiable (labels AB, CD, EF and HI). The reflection from the anticline
relief is indicated by the labels H and F. The radius of curvature of the wavefront reflected by
the rounded ridge appears larger than in the isotropic case. This is explained by the large
increase of the P-wave velocity from the vertical direction to the horizontal direction.

Figure 2.3.2-14: Imaging in a transversely isotropic medium with a vertical symmetry axis. Case of
Angers slate.
Top: sketch of the model
Bottom: Raw data on the left and migrated data on the right using an isotropic migration software.
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The raw data corresponding to the tilted anisotropic model of Figure 2.3.2-10 (b) are shown in
Figure 2.3.2-15(a). The data are dominated by strong arrivals different from those
corresponding to the reflections on the structural relief at the bottom of the model. These
arrivals are due to the presence of cleavage planes (macrofractures) indicated by the green
arrows on Figure 2.3.2-10 (b). We can distinguish two such types of arrivals. The first ones
correspond to the waves diffracted by the intersection of the cleavage planes with the top
plane reflector. These are labelled J and exhibit an apparent velocity close to the water
velocity. The second type labelled K correspond to reflections, converted or not, inside the
model on the cleavage planes. These types of reflections have been studied elsewhere (e.g.,
Pyrak-Nolte et al., [1990]; Rasolofosaon and Zinszner, [1989]) and are illustrated in
§2.3.2.2.1 in the study of the compliance interface.

Figure 2.3.2-15: Imaging in a transversely isotropic medium with a tilted symmetry axis (67.5° from
the vertical axis). Case of Angers slate.
Top) sketch of the model
Bottom) Raw data on the left and migrated data on the right using an isotropic migration software.

The other arrivals are roughly similar to those of Figure 2.3.2-13 (a); however the character is
much perturbed. We can distinguish the plane reflectors (labels AB, CD, EF and HI) and the
rounded ridge (label G). The direction of propagation of the wave energy is roughly parallel
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to the cleavage/schistosity planes, as illustrated by Figure 2.3.2-16.

Figure 2.3.2-16: Physical interpretation of the apparent mislocation of the reflectors in the tilted
anisotropic model. Ki and Kt designate the wave vectors of the incident and transmitted wave,
respectively, and Vie and Vte the energy velocity (or group velocity) vectors of the incident and
transmitted wave, respectively (after Martin et al. [1992]).

More precisely, a sub-normally (that is to say sub-vertically) incident wave vector in water is
transmitted as a sub-normally (that is to say sub-vertically) wave vector in the slate. In
contrast the corresponding energy velocity in the slate is not sub-normal (or sub-vertical) but
oriented in the direction normal to the qP-wave slowness curve (e.g., Auld [1990]; Chapter 4
on Elastic Anisotropy), that is to say roughly parallel to the cleavage/schistosity planes of the
slate. As a consequence, an “isotropic” interpretation of the phenomenon leads to unavoidable
mislocation of the reflectors. This explains the fact that the apparent locations of the reflectors
are translated to the right.
2.3.2.3.4 The migrated seismic profiles
The above raw seismic profiles have been migrated using a 2D acoustic and isotropic prestack
migration program proposed by Ehinger [1990]. The velocity model consisted of two layers,
one water and the other solid. The velocities were 1500m/s and 6324m/s for the isotropic
solid and 1500m/s and 5000m/s for both of the anisotropic models.
The reconstructed image of the aluminium model results in a perfect representation of the
geometry of the bottom reflector shown by Figure 2.3.2-13 (b). However, the amplitudes
decrease on the sides of the rounded ridge and on the fault structures due to a decrease of the
illumination of these parts of the structure. This is a well-known result: migration in general
does not preserve true amplitudes.
The migration of the data on the TI model (Figure 2.3.2-14(b)) shows good definition of the
horizontal plane reflectors, but a blurred image of the non-horizontal structures (sides of the
ridge and fault). This phenomenon is comparable to the previous situation, but more marked
due to the anisotropy of the medium. When the seismic rays are deviated from the vertical
direction, the energy propagates in the lateral direction. This phenomenon, associated with the
use of an “isotropic” migration program, explains the poor resolution of the ridge and fault
structures.
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Figure 2.3.2-15 (b) shows the migrated profile corresponding to the slate sample with a tilted
symmetry axis. The structural map is unrecognizable: the reflectors are mis-located, and the
rounded ridge and the fault have completely disappeared. These results are in agreement with
theoretical predictions in elliptical anisotropic media (e.g., Levin [1978]; Helbig [1983]; Blair
and Korringa [1987]; Dellinger and Muir [1988]). The effect of anisotropy is amplified so
that, without knowing the geometry of the model, it is very difficult to achieve even an
approximate reconstruction of the geometry of the reflector.
In contrast, using a simplified “anisotropic” migration algorithm integrating the elliptical
approximation, the reconstructed image of the structure is surprisingly improved as illustrated
by Figure 2.3.2-17 in the tilted anisotropic model (to be compared with Figure 2.3.2-15 (b)).
The result is far from being perfect. Two main bad reconstructions still remain:
- the reflector CD is not exactly reconstructed as horizontal but exhibits a wrong
apparent slight syncline shape,
- the horizontal reflectors EF and HI are not completely imaged, although their
horizontality can be guessed.
However the overall geometry of the structure is roughly reconstructed with nearly a
continuity of the reflector geometry. For instance, one clearly recognizes the fault DE and the
ridge FGH. Furthermore additional strongly dipping reflectors, roughly parallel (shown by the
green arrows) are clearly imaged.

Figure 2.3.2-17: Imaging in a transversely isotropic medium with a tilted symmetry axis
(67.5° from the vertical axis). Migrated data using an anisotropic migration software. Some
imaged cleavage planes are indicated by the green arrows. Case of Angers slate.
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These reflectors unambiguously correspond to cleavage planes in the slate clearly shown on
Figure 2.3.2.-10(b).
2.3.2.3.5 Conclusions
The experimental results of Martin et al. [1992] first validate the migration program proposed
by Ehinger [1990] for isotropic media. This validation using experimental data is
complementary to a validation using numerical synthetic data. These results also demonstrate
that, if anisotropy is not taken into account, imaging can be strongly affected. This is wellknown in a more general context, if seismic anisotropy is not correctly taken into account,
many steps of seismic processing, such as velocity analysis, dip move-out, time migration,
time-to-depth conversion or amplitude versus offset can be affected (e.g., Tsvankin [1996]).
Using a minimalistic approach, with a simplified “anisotropic” migration algorithm
integrating the elliptical approximation, a nearly correct image of the structure is surprisingly
recovered, and some cleavage planes in the slate can even be imaged.

2.3.3 Laser ultrasonics
In this sub-section we describe the space-age laser-ultrasonic technique of the 1990s for
performing physical modelling in the laboratory and illustrate some experimental
achievements.
The generation and detection of elastic waves by photoacoustic methods, commonly called
"photoacoustics" or more specifically "laser ultrasonics", is a well known technique of the
mid 1980s, which has quickly evolved from science to engineering applications according to
Hutchins and Tam [1986] in the Special Issue on the topic in the September 1986 issue on the
IEEE Transactions on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics, and Frequency Control.
The application of these techniques to seismic physical modelling has been developed at IFP
Energies Nouvelles in the 1990s by Pouet and Rasolofosaon [1990], Pouet [1991], and Martin
et al. [1992].
The sub-section is divided into three parts. First we explain the reason leading to the choice of
photo-acoustic methods for seismic physical modelling. Second we present the experimental
set-up and briefly describe its physical principles. Then we illustrate the great promises of the
technique by some experimental achievements. Last, we present a critical evaluation of the
technique and some prospective views.
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2.3.3.1 Why using laser techniques?
As described in the sub-section 2.3.2, currently the simulation of seismic experiments in the
laboratory is usually performed on scaled models (typically of decimetric size) made of
synthetic materials (e.g., Lucite, epoxy resins, silicone rubbers, etc…) immersed in a water
tank. The emitters and receivers are piezoelectric transducers of typically a few hundreds of
kilohertz central frequency and of centimetric diameter (e.g., McDonald et al. [1983]. Such
experimental set-up existed in many laboratories, research institutes, or oil companies, and
seemed to be quite satisfactory. But, as pointed out in the introduction of this section, their
practical interest nearly vanished in the mid 1980s with the generalization of very efficient
numerical modelling.
At that time physical modelling suffered from two drawbacks:
- Experiments must be performed in water which means that only marine seismics can
be conveniently simulated. In fact, it is evidently possible to work without any water
by directly contacting the emitter/receiver with the tested model. But problems, such
as coupling reproducibility, induce serious pitfalls if one is interested not only in the
time picking of the arrival times but also in more sophisticated analyses of the shapes
of the waveforms,
- The second drawback is related to the scaling down of the emitter/receiver with
respect to the elastic wavelength. More precisely, in the laboratory typical ultrasonic
wavelengths are millimetric to centimetric which is less than or equal to the diameter
of the ultrasonic emitter/receiver. Transposed to the field, with respect to the seismic
wavelength (typically pluridecametric to hectometric… see details in sub-section
1.2.2.3, especially Figure 1.2.2-8 and the corresponding comments), it would be
equivalent to having geophones of hectometric size…
The available techniques of generation and detection of ultrasound generally can be grouped
into two types, namely the contact methods and the non-contact methods (e.g., Thompson and
Thompson [1985]). The first type mainly includes the piezoelectric transducers, widely used
in Experimental Acoustics (e.g., Auld [1990]), in Rock Physics (e.g., Bourbié et al., [1987]),
or in Physical Modelling (e.g., McDonald et al., [1983]). The inherent limit of the contact
transducers comes from the fact that they have to be coupled to the medium to be tested
through a fluid or a solid bond. The presence of this bond leads to a limitation in nondestructive testing. For instance, the bond greatly reduces the speed of testing and the
allowable temperature of inspection, and furthermore may potentially add sources of
unreliability in the recorded signals. The non-contact probes include electrostatic,
electromagnetic and photoacoustic transducers. If one restricts the applications to seismic
physical modelling, the only methods that can achieve both perfect coupling (because of no
physical contact) and “point source” with respect to the ultrasonic wavelength are the
photoacoustic methods. We can also add the possibility of performing multicomponent
recording at the same point as illustrated in the next sub-sections. These are the main reasons
why we adopted the methods based on photoacoustic principles, which overcame some of the
drawbacks of physical modelling of the end of the 1980s.
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2.3.3.2 The laser-ultrasonic experimental set-up
and the principles of laser ultrasonics
2.3.3.2.1 The laser-ultrasonic setup
As sketched by Figure 2.3.3.-1, for ultrasound generation we use a pulsed laser and for
detection, a laser interferometer. The principles of these techniques are summarized in the
next sub-section. These methods of emission and detection of ultrasonic waves using laser
techniques are quite widely used in non-destructive evaluation, and often grouped under
“photoacoustics” or more specifically “laser ultrasonics” (see Montchalin [1986] and
Hutchins and Tam [1986] for extensive reviews about these methods]

Figure 2.3.3-1: Sketch of the laser ultrasonics experimental set-up adapted to seismic
physical modeling (modified after Pouet and Rasolofosaon [1990]; and Pouet [1991]).
An overall view of the laser system for ultrasonic modelling is shown on Figure 2.3.3-2. The
set-up is composed of a Nd:YAG pulsed laser operating in the infrared wavelength (1.06m)
as an ultrasound source (label 1), a medium of propagation (label 2), namely half a cylinder of
aluminium for source directivity measurements in this case, and a Mach-Zehnder laser
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interferometer (label 3), composed of a Helium-Neon (reference 31), a Dove prism (reference
32), and a photodetector (reference 33), all detailed in the inset, and finally a digital
oscilloscope for visualizing and recording the ultrasonic signals for further processing. The
principles of ultrasound emission and detection by these techniques are explained in the next
sub-section.

Figure 2.3.3-2: Overall view of the laser system for ultrasonic modeling, including:
Label 1: the Nd:YAG pulsed laser as an ultrasound source,
Label 2: the medium of propagation, namely half a cylinder of aluminium for
source directivity measurements in this case,
Label 3: the laser interferometer, composed of a Helium-Neon (reference 31), a
Dove prism (reference 32), and a photodetector (reference 33), (detailed in the
inset).
Label 4: a digital oscilloscope for visualizing and recording the ultrasonic signals
for further processing.

2.3.3.2.2 Principles of laser ultrasonics
2.3.3.2.2.1 The pulsed laser as an ultrasound source
A detailed description of the physical principle is beyond our scope and can be found in
Hutchins [1986 and 1988] and Scruby and Le Drain [1990]. Generally, pulsed lasers are used
for the generation of ultrasound. For instance, Pouet and Rasolofosaon [1990] and Martin et
al. [1992] use a Nd:Yag laser operating in the infrared wavelength (1.06m) with a maximum
energy of 100mJ and a time duration of 20ns, which corresponds to a peak power of 5 MW.
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Figure 2.3.3-3: The two mechanisms of ultrasound generation using a pulsed laser as an
ultrasonic source
Left: Thermoelastic mechanism at low power regime, and
Right: Ablation mechanism at high power regime.
(modified after Pouet and Rasolofosaon [1990] and Pouet [1991])

Figure 2.3.3-4: Ultrasonic directivity diagrams of the pulse laser source used as an ultrasound
emitter. Experimental data in circles and theoretical curves in solid lines
Left: Thermoelastic mechanism at low power regime, and
Right: Ablation mechanism at high power regime.
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Top figures correspond to P-waves and bottom figures to S-waves. Case of aluminium
(Poisson's ratio = 0.32). (Modified after Pouet and Rasolofosaon [1990] and Pouet [1991])

Two different mechanisms of ultrasound generation can be used depending both on the optical
power density and the surface condition (see Figure 2.3.2-3). For the low-power regime the
ultrasonic wave generation occurs by thermoelastic expansion. The equivalent source is a
double dipole without moment (e.g., White [1965]; Aki and Richards [2002]; Ben Menahem
and Singh [1998]) acting parallel to the surface of the sample. The experimental directivity
diagrams corresponding to the P-wave and to the S-wave are plotted on the left part of Figure
2.3.2-4. For the high-power regime, a considerable local increase of temperature of the tested
surface results in substantial material ablation and plasma formation. The material ablation
causes a recoil force normal to the illuminated surface, which is acoustically equivalent to a
point monopole force acting normal to the surface. The right part of Figure 2.3.2-4. shows the
experimental directivity diagrams corresponding to the P-wave and to the S-wave. We note
the good agreement between the experimental data and the theoretical directivity patterns
computed from the two previous references.
2.3.3.2.2.2 The laser interferometer as an ultrasound receiver
Detailed descriptions of the application of laser interferometry to the measurement of
ultrasonic displacement can be found in Monchalin and Heon [1986] and Scruby and Le
Drain [1990]. Many types of laser interferometers are used and two of them are discussed
here. Although based on different principles these interferometers provide absolute and
reliable measurements of the transient vibration of a point at the surface of a physical model
excited by an ultrasonic wave.
Pouet and Rasolofosaon [1990] and Martin et al. [1992] used an interferometer of MachZehnder type, manufactured by B.M. Industries (France) according to the design of Royer and
Dieulesaint [1986], allowing to measure the normal component of the transient ultrasonic
displacement. The physical principle of the detection system, sketched in Figure 2.3.2-5, is
based on the measurement of the optical phase modulation induced by the moving surface to
be auscultated. A coherent light beam of wavelength  emitting a continuous-wave laser is
divided into two beams, a reference beam and a test beam. The reference beam is reflected by
a fixed mirror. Thus its length is l2 is constant during the experiment. The test beam, of length
l1 at rest, is reflected by the tested surface in motion. Denoting (t) the variation with time t of
the normal component of the surface displacement, the length of the test beam varies during
the experiment and is equal to l1(t). As a consequence, the optical phase l2 of the
reference beam is constant whereas the phase [l1(t)] of the test beam l is modulated
by the motion of the reflecting surface. The light energy I of the interference beam is
measured by a photodetector, which delivers a photo-current iP proportional to I. Assuming
that the surface displacement (t) is much smaller than the optical wavelength , one can
demonstrate (e.g., Pouet [1991]) that the alternative-current component i(t) of the photocurrent iP is directly proportional to the surface displacement (t). The quality of the detection
critically depends on the state of the surface to be tested. In order to improve the signal-tonoise ratio the surfaces to be tested were carefully polished and metal-plated (a thin film a few
nanometers thick was deposited by vacuum evaporation) to achieve mirror surfaces in order to
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increase the optical efficiency. With this type of detector it is possible to measure very small
transient displacements (typically from 0.01 nm to 10 nm) of a small inspection area (only
limited by the optical diffraction zone, that is to say a few m) over a large frequency band
(typically from 0.1 MHz to 50 MHz).

Figure 2.3.3-5: Principle of the laser interferometer of Mach-Zender type for the
measurement of ultrasonic displacement (modified after Pouet and Rasolofosaon [1990] and
Pouet [1991])
In the above experiment, because of the high frequency attenuation of the tested materials
(resins, polymers...) and the small dynamic range of the interferometer (typically smaller than
60 dB), the authors achieved measurements over the 0.1 MHz-5MHz frequency band (the
sensitivity being proportional to the square root of the frequency band; e.g., Monchalin and
Heon [1986)]. Nevertheless the frequency spectra of the recorded signals are much broader
than those of signals provided by the standard piezoelectric transducers, as illustrated on
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Figure 2.3.3-6. This greatly facilitates sharp analyses of the signals and allows the study of
ultrasonic properties of the tested materials over a broad frequency band (Pouet and
Rasolofosaon [1989; 1993]; Pouet [1991]).

Figure 2.3.3-6: Comparison between Bottom) typical ultrasonic signals recorded with
piezoelectric transducers signals, and Top) signals recorded with the laser system (i.e., pulsed
laser as ultrasonic source and laser interferometer as the ultrasound receiver). Left figures are
the time domain signals and right figures are the corresponding frequency amplitude spectra.
(modified after D. Martin [1993]).
Bayon et al. [1993) and Bayon and Rasolofosaon [1996] used a speckle interferometer (e.g.,
Monchalin et al., [1989]), allowing multi-component recording of the transient vibration of a
point at the free surface of a solid excited by an ultrasonic wave. The principle of the
detection is based on speckle interferometry (e.g., Dainty [1975]; Ennos [1978]; Jacquot and
Fournier [2000]. As shown in Figure 2.3.3-7a, a light beam of diameter d0 and wavelength
illuminates the rough surface of a solid sample. The beam is scattered and can be visualized
on a screen at a distance D from the sample. The average speckle size on the screen is
approximately D/d0 . Figure 2.3.3-7b shows the principle of detection of the normal
component of the displacement vector u of a point located at the surface of a solid. The angle
 between the incident light (unit vector ni) and the normal n to the surface to be tested is
equal to the angle between that normal and the direction of observation (of unit vector n0).
The scattered light in the direction n0 interferes with a fixed reference beam (not shown in
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Figure 2.3.3-7b). The variation N of the phase difference between these two beams,
modulated by the normal surface motion, is given by the equation:
(2.3.3-1) N =  (ni - n0).u =  uN cos
where uN is the algebraic value of the normal displacement.

Figure 2.3.3-7: Principle of the laser speckle interferometer (modified after Monchalin and
Heon [1986] (a) The speckle phenomenon, (b) detection of the normal displacement, and (c)
detection of the tangential displacement.
Figure 2.3.3-7c shows the principle of detection of the tangential component of the
displacement vector u. The angle  between the first incident light beam, of unit vector n1 ,
and the normal n to the surface is equal to the corresponding angle for the second beam, of
unit vector n2. These two light beams are scattered by the same zone of the surface in motion
and interfere. In a fixed direction of observation, of unit vector n0 , the variation T of the
phase difference between these two beams, modulated by the tangential surface motion, is
given by the equation:
(2.3.3-2) T =  (n1- n2).u =  uT sin
where uT is the algebraic value of the tangential displacement. The two previous equations
show that the phase variation, deduced from the recorded interference pattern, is directly
proportional to the normal component uN or the tangential component uT of the surface
vibration. Bayon et al. [1993] and Bayon and Rasolofosaon [1996] used a speckle
interferometer manufactured by Ultra Optec Inc. (Canada) following the design of Monchalin
et al. [1989]. A detail critical evaluation of the device was made by Bayon [1992].
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2.3.3.3 Some experimental results
2.3.3.3.1 Measurement of broadband intrinsic attenuation and dispersion in solids
We previously pointed out that the complete laser ultrasonic system, that is to say the pulsed
laser as the ultrasound source and the laser interferometer as the receiver, allows achieving
source and receiver of typical size much smaller than the generated ultrasonic wavelengths.
As a consequence the classical aperture diffraction effects (Seki et al. [1956]; Papadakis,
[1967]; Gitis and Khimunin [1969]; Khimunin [1972]; Papadakis et al. [1973]; Benson and
Kiyohara [1974]) are completely avoided and the intrinsic character of the attenuation and
dispersion measurements can be experimentally demonstrated [Pouet and Rasolofosaon,
1993].
The last authors use the experimental set-up shown by Figure 2.3.3-8: The pulsed laser beam
is focused by an optical lens in order to obtain nearly a point source. Broad-brimmed plates of
the chosen material to be tested are used in order to avoid travelling around surface waves. A
laser interferometer records the normal component of the ultrasonic displacement. In order to
compensate for the relatively weak sensitivity of the interferometer the sample surface are
carefully polished and metalized (a thin film of a few nanometers thick is deposited by

Figure 2.3.3-8: Sketch of the experimental set-up (after Pouet and Rasolofosaon [1993])
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vacuum evaporation) to achieve a good plane mirror surface. Doing this the interferometer
can operate in better condition of sensitivity. P-wave attenuation/dispersion are measured
using the spectral ratio technique (Sears and Bonner, [1981]; see also §2.2.1.3.2) by
comparing the frequency spectra of the direct P-wave arrival and of the first P-wave multiple.
Typical experimental dispersion curves and attenuation curves are plotted on Figure 2.3.3-9
and Figure 2.3.3-10, respectively, in different polymers, namely nylon, Polymethyl
Methacrylate (PMMA), polypropylene (PP), polyethylene (PE), polyoxymethylene (POM),
polyvinylchloride (PVC) and polycarbonate (PC). For each polymer, samples of different
thicknesses are used (0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 and 3 cm). The experimental curves with the different
sample thicknesses are on these figures. For a given polymer, the attenuation/dispersion
curves cover slightly different frequency bands due to the high-frequency filtering induced

Figure 2.3.3-9: Broadband intrinsic velocity dispersion measured in various solids using the
laser system (after Pouet and Rasolofosaon [1993])
by the intrinsic attenuation. The thicker the sample, the larger the filtering effect and the
smaller the central frequency of the transmitted signals. However, for a given polymer
material, the experimental curves are superimposable in the common frequency bands, which
is an evidence of the intrinsic character of the dispersion/attenuation measurement. Typical
frequency band covered by the experimental set-up is around 0.1 MHz to 5 MHz, which
represents nearly 6 octaves. For comparison, piezoelectric transducers are doing well when
they achieve 2 octaves. Also, 2 to 3 octaves are the best we can get from typical seismic data
[Liner 2004]. The wide bandwidth of their experiments even allowed Pouet and Rasolofosaon
[1993] to experimentally test the Kramers-Kronig relations of causality [Bourbié et al., 1987]
in all their polymer samples. Last, note that the experimental results compare well with
previous experimental results in polymers [Hartmann and Jarzynski, 1972; Lagakos et al.
1986].
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Figure 2.3.3-10: Broadband intrinsic attenuation measured in various solids using the laser
system (after Pouet and Rasolofosaon, [1993])

Figure 2.3.3-11: Broadband intrinsic attenuation measured in a marble sample using the laser
system (after Pouet [1991])
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The same methodology has been applied to a rock sample. Figure 2.3.3-12 shows
experimental results on attenuation measurements in a marble sample. In contrast to
polymers, the attenuation measurements are not independent of the sample length. In other
words, the intrinsic character of the attenuation is not verified. This is essentially due to the
heterogeneity of the rock. The measured attenuation differs from sample to sample. Another
complicating factor is point emission and point detection in an heterogeneous material at the
scale of the grains (typically of diameter around 150m). It would have been more relevant to
use emitters and detectors of dimension much larger (typically of the order of a millimetre)
than the grain sizes in order to upscale the effects of the grains.
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Figure 2.3.3-12: Same as Figure 2.3.3-11 with the frequencies in natural logarithm scale
Another difference with the results on polymers is the frequency dependence of the
attenuation. This is more evident on Figure 2.3.3-12, same as the previous figure but with the
frequencies in natural logarithm scale. In the marble sample the attenuation can be
approximated as a linear function for low frequencies (exponent of the power law is 1.0089).
For higher frequencies, the attenuation varies as the frequency roughly to the power 5, which
is a bit larger than the power 4 associated with scattering induced spherical heterogeneities in
a solid medium [Ishimaru, 1999; Aki and Richards, 2002]
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2.3.3.3.2 Seismic modelling using laser ultrasonics and numerical modelling using finite
difference method
The second illustration is a comparison between numerical modelling and laser ultrasonic
modeling of a well-to-well seismic experiment [Martin et al., 1992].
The experimental set-up sketched by Figure 2.3.3-13a is the same as in the previous
experiment. Only the model is different and is composed of a piece of plexiglas (medium 1)
perfectly glued to a piece of aluminium (medium 2) along a plane interface. The considered
case (large impedance contrast) is not very representative of actual field experiments but has
been chosen on purpose to illustrate the great complexity and the great number of the seismic
arrivals, in spite of the simplicity of the model geometry.
The point source is located at 2.5 mm from the interface in the plexiglas part. At the opposite
side of the model the distance between successive positions of the point receiver is 0.5mm.
Figure 2.3.3-13 b shows the field equivalent of Figure 2.3.3-13a. The time and scale factor
from the field to the laboratory is approximately 1/100,000. Thus the field source is located at
250m above the plane interface. The distance between the boreholes is 2000m.
The scale-down laboratory data (real data) and the numerical simulation (synthetic data) using
finite differences shown on Figure 2.3.3-14 are in a good agreement. The identification of the
wave types is given on Figure 2.3.3-13, and the codification of the arrivals is the same as on
Figure 2.3.3-14. P-wave, S-wave and Rayleigh wave are designated by the letters P, S and R
respectively with an index i (i=1, 2) corresponding to the considered propagation medium.
Three main types of waves can be observed:
- the bulk waves: including direct waves ( P1 or S1-wave) , reflected waves (e.g., P1 S1,
P1 P1 , S1P1...), or transmitted waves (e.g., P1 S2, P1 P2 , S1P2...),
- the surface waves: including either Rayleigh waves generated at the emitter side and
generating bulk-waves at the intersection between the plane interface and the boundary of the
model (e.g., arrival R1 P1 , ), or bulk waves exciting Rayleigh waves at the opposite
intersection between the plane interface and the boundary of the model (e.g., arrivals P 1 R1 or
P1 R2 ),

-

Head waves or conical waves [Cerveny and Ravindra, 1970]: due to favourable
experimental configuration not less than 15 interface waves can be observed [Pouet,
1991] because all the bulk-wave velocities in medium 1 (Plexiglas-Lucite) are smaller
than the velocities in medium 2 (aluminium). Only some of them are visible on the
recorded data (e.g., P1 p2 P1, P1 p2 S1, S1 p1 R2, P1 p2 S2 ...).
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Figure 2.3.3-13: Physical modelling a cross-well experiment seismic using laser technique
a) Experimental set-up
b) Field equivalent
(modified after Martin et al., [1992])
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Figure 2.3.3-14: Modelling of a cross-well experiment. Horizontal component of the
displacement.
a) real recording using laser ultrasonics, and
b) numerical modelling using finite difference technique.
(modified after Martin et al. [1992])
Note that, in order to facilitate the visualization of the arrivals, different magnifications
have been chosen for the different parts of the signals.
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2.3.3.3.3 Multi-component recording with the laser interferometer
The last examples illustrate the ability of the laser interferometer to record multiple
components of vibration induced by ultrasonic waves.
2.3.3.3.3.1 2-component recording of Rayleigh wave in isotropic and anisotropic media
Rayleigh waves are excited on the surface of an aluminium sample using the wedge technique
[Viktorov, 1967], as illustrated by Figure 2.3.3-15.

Figure 2.3.3-15: Sketch of the mixed experimental set-up for exciting and recording a
transient Rayleigh wave, with a piezoelectric transducer on a solid wedge as a source and a
laser speckle interferometer as a receiver.
A piezoelectric transducer is glued to a solid wedge, such that the incident bulk wave
generated by the transducer is converted at the right critical angle

c  sin 1(Vwedge / VRayleigh ) into a Rayleigh wave in aluminium. The symbols Vwedge and
VRayleigh respectively designate the velocity of P-wave or S-wave (depending on the chosen
piezoelectric transducer) in the solid wedge, and the velocity of the Rayleigh wave in
aluminium. The measured P-wave and S-wave velocities in aluminium are VP  6339 m / s and
VS  3126 m / s , which results in the Rayleigh wave velocity VRayleigh  2918 m / s . For a
Plexiglas wedge, and using a P-wave transducer, with Vwedge  2730 m / s , one finds the
critical angle c 69 .
Figure 2.3.3-16 shows the recorded tangential component (heavy line) and normal
component (light line) of the Rayleigh wave. As predicted by the theory, the in-plane and the
out-of-plane components are 90° out-of-phase, meaning that the particle motion is retrograde
at the surface [Viktorov, 1967; Dieulesaint and Royer, 1974; Auld, 1990]. Furthermore the
ratio of the out-of-plane component and of the in-plane component is equal to
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(2.3.3-3)

1  V

Rayleigh / VP

2 1/ 2 (1  1/ a) /(a  1) , where a 1  VRayleigh / 2VS 2

[Dieulesaint and Royer, 1974]. This gives the theoretical value 1.57, which compares well
with the measured value 1.52.

Figure 2.3.3-16: Tangential component (heavy line) and normal component (light line) of a
transient Rayleigh wave propagating at the surface of an aluminium sample and recorded
with the experimental set-up of Figure 2.3.3.15. (after Varade et al. [1996]).
Similar experiments with Rayleigh waves have been done in a strongly anisotropic rock,
namely Angers slate [Varade et al., 1996]. Angers slate can be approximated as a transversely
isotropic medium with the symmetry axis normal to the schistosity planes. If the symmetry
axis is parallel to the Z-axis, and the XY-plane parallel to the schistosity plane of the slate
sample, the measured elastic constants are C11  139.49 GPa ; C12  32.51GPa ;

C13  18.91GPa ; C33  71.65 GPa and C44  15.88 GPa , which correspond to Thomsen's
anisotropy parameters   0.47 ,   1.18 and   0.24 denoting strong anisotropy. The

measured density of the slate is   2880 kg / m3.
The velocity of the Rayleigh wave depends both on the normal to the free surface of the
sample and on the direction of propagation. If (X1, X2, X3) designates the rectangular axes of
description of the problem, not necessarily aligned with the "crystallographic" axes of the





slate, the Rayleigh wave modulus    VRayleigh 2 of the Rayleigh wave propagating in the
direction X1 on a free surface normal to the direction X2 is a solution of the equation
[Dieulesaint and Royer, 1974; Varade et al., 1996]:
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(2.3.3-4)
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verifying the condition 0    min C66
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/ C22
 , and the constants CIJ are the


components of the elasticity matrix of the slate in the coordinate system (X1, X2, X3) . For
instance, if X1 = Y and X2 = Z (as a consequence X3 = X) then in Equation (2.3.3-4)
'
'
'
'
C11
 C22 , C22  C33 , C12  C23 and C66  C44 . As another example, if X1 = Z and

X2 = X (as a consequence X3 = Y) then in Equation

(2.3.3-4)

'
'
C11
 C33 , C22
 C11 ,

'
'
C12
 C13 and C66
 C55 .

Table 2.3.3-1 compares theoretical values of the Rayleigh velocity (3rd column) with
experimental ones (4th column), for different orientation of the normal to the free surface of
the sample (1st column) and of the propagation direction (2nd column). Once again the
agreement between experimental results and theoretical predictions is good. As expected, note
the strong azimuthal anisotropy of the Rayleigh velocity.
Normal to
the free surface
X
X
Y
Y
Z
Z

Direction of
propagation
Y
Z
X
Z
X
Y

Rayleigh wave
velocity (theoretical)
3918
2309
3918
2309
2314
2314

Rayleigh wave
velocity (measured)
3919
2364
3928
2334
2339
2333

Table 2.3.3-1: Measured Rayleigh wave velocity (4th column) compared to theoretical
prediction (3rd column) in a slate sample considered as transversely isotropic. Symmetry axis
is parallel to the Z-axis, and XY-plane parallel to the schistosity plane of the slate sample.
Columns 1 indicates the normal to the free surface and column 2 the direction of propagation
(after Varade et al. [1996])
The two next figures show the recorded tangential component (heavy line) and normal
component (light line) of the Rayleigh wave in the slate sample for different experimental
configurations. The free surface is parallel to the schistosity plane XY for Figure 2.3.3-17.
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Figure 2.3.3-17: Tangential component (heavy line) and normal component (light line) of a
transient Rayleigh wave propagating at the surface of a slate sample and recorded with the
experimental set-up of Figure 2.3.3-15. The free surface is perpendicular to the symmetry axis
of the slate (after Varade et al. [1996]).
For Figure 2.3.3-18: the free surface is perpendicular to the schistosity plane and, as a
consequence, contains the axis Z of rotational invariance. First of all, note that the data are
substantially more noisy than those for aluminium (see Figure 2.3.3-16). This is due to the
weak reflectivity of the tested surfaces. Note that, in order to improve the speckle signal, the
point detections were covered with a thin aluminium foil previously scratched with sand
paper.

Figure 2.3.3-18: same as Figure 2.3.3-17: with the free surface containing the symmetry axis
of the slate.
(a) Propagation along the symmetry axis of the slate.
(b) Propagation in the direction normal to the symmetry axis of the slate.
(after Varade et al. [1996])
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As in the case of aluminium and as predicted by the theory, the in-plane and the out-of-plane
components are 90° out-of-phase. However, in contrast with aluminium, the measured ratios
of the out-of-plane component and of the in-plane displacement only compare roughly with
the theory. For instance, for Figure 2.3.3.17, that is to say for free surface perpendicular to Zaxis, the experimental value is 2.68 in comparison with the theoretical value 2.92, which
roughly makes 9% error. For a free surface normal to Y and propagations along the Z and Xaxes, the obtained experimental values are 1.84 and 1.67, to be compared with the theoretical
predictions 1.84 and 1.40. The corresponding relative errors are 0% and 19%. Such mediocre
results are mainly due to the severe limitations in the signal to noise ratio.

2.3.3.3.3.2 3-component recording using laser speckle interferometer
According to the previous sub-section, due to the principle of detection of the speckle
interferometer, we can only record two components of vibration for a given position of the
sample and of the interferometer. However Bayon and Rasolofosaon [1993] found a method
to record all the three components (3C) of the transient displacement of a point at the surface
of a solid physical model, using the same speckle interferometer as in the previous subsection.

2.3.3.3.3.2.1 How to achieve 3C recording

For a given position of the sample and of the interferometer it is possible to record two
components of the transient displacement of a point at the surface of a solid physical model.
However, if we rotate the sample 90° about an axis parallel to n and passing through the
detection point (see Figure 2.3.3-7 (b) and (c) and the corresponding comments ) we can
record again two components of the transient displacement, namely the last unknown in-plane
component and (again) the normal component of vibration. Although in theory the normal
component should be equal in the two experiments, this is never strictly the case in practice.
The comparison between the two recorded signals provides a quality control of the
acquisition.
As explained in sub-section 2.3.3.2.2, the surface to be tested must exhibit some roughness in
order to generate the speckle pattern necessary for the reconstruction of the vibration. The
best detection is achieved by carefully scratching the surface to be tested in a direction normal
to the optical plane of incidence. This implies that the surface to be tested has also to be
scratched in the direction perpendicular to the previous one in order to measure the vibration
component in the new position of the sample, that is to say after rotation of the sample 90°
about the normal to the surface to be tested and passing through the detection point.
Unfortunately such a technique critically affects the optical efficiency and thus notably
decreases the quality of the detection. An alternate method consists of gluing a thin piece of
aluminium foil that was previously scratched in one direction of the surface to be tested. With
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this technique the direction can be changed although preparing the sample surface and
performing the whole acoustic experiment requires great care and considerable time.
2.3.3.3.3.2.2 Experimental results

We first check that the presence of the aluminium foil on the surface actually has a negligible
influence on the motion of the surface. This was demonstrated by Bayon and Rasolofosaon
[1996] by propagating Rayleigh waves on a free surface with and without an aluminium foil
glued in place. The good fit of the two signals demonstrated the negligible influence of the
aluminium foil on the motion of the tested surface.
The experimental set-up for the 3C recording is sketched on Figure 2.3.3-19 (a). The medium
of propagation is a wedge of aluminium (wedge angle   38 ). An S-wave piezoelectric
transducer (500k Hz central frequency) is glued on the emission. The first point of detection is
located on the detection plane, close to the ultrasonic beam axis on that plane. The emission
plane is referenced by two perpendicular axes x’ and y’. The polarization of the transducer is
contained in the emission plane and oriented 45° from each of these axes. A reference frame
xyz is associated with the detection plane. The detection points are locate on a regular mesh in
the detection plane xy with x  y  5mm , as shown by Figure 2.3.3-19 (b).
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Figure 2.3.3-19: 3-component recording using the laser speckle interferometer. Source is a
shear-wave transducer exciting an aluminium wedge.
a) Experimental set-up, and
b) Location of the detection points on the detection plane of the top figure. The distance
between two adjacent points is equal to 5 mm.
(modified after Bayon and Rasolofosaon, [1996])

The detection is made first in the xz-plane, which means that the components U x and U z ( xz )
are recorded. Then the sample is rotated 90° about the z-axis in order to allow the
measurement of the displacement components U y and U z ( yz ) in the yz-plane. Typical data
are plotted on Figure 2.3.3-20 (a) to (c). After Figure 2.3.3-20(c) the fit between the
components U z ( xz ) in dashed line and U z ( yz ) in solid line demonstrates the good quality of
the data.
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Figure 2.3.3-20: 3-component recording at a single point located close to the centre of the
detection zone:
a) X-component,
b) Y-component, and
c) Z-component.
and the corresponding projections of the particle trajectory:
d) in the XY-plane,
e) in the XZ-plane, and
f) in the YZ-plane.
(after Bayon and Rasolofosaon [1996])
Furthermore, the difference in the shape of the signals indicates that the particle trajectory is
rather complex. This is confirmed by the projections of the particle trajectory in the
coordinate planes plotted on Figure 2.3.3-20 (d) to (f). These patterns are quite complex
because the motion of the free surface is the superposition of different types of incident and
reflected waves (P-, SH- and SV-waves; see Chapter 1, Fig. 1.2.2-6 and the corresponding
comments). Note that the P-wave is also generated because the S-transducer is not perfectly
polarized in the transverse direction.
The waveforms recorded at the different detection points shown on Figure 2.3.3-19 (b) are
plotted on Figures 2.3.3-21 (a), 2.3.3-21 (b) and 2.3.3-21 (c), corresponding respectively to
the x-, y- and z-components of vibration. On these figures the large circle corresponds to the
limit of the detection zone. The axis of the ultrasonic beam passes exactly through the center
of the zone, and each recorded signal is plotted at the corresponding place of detection.
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Figure 2.3.3-21: Map of the three components of local transient vibration of the aluminium
wedge of Figures 2.3.3-19 (a) and 2.3.3-19 (b)
a) X-component,
b) Y-component, and
c) Z-component.
(after Bayon and Rasolofosaon [1996])
We can distinguish the following waves referred to the xyz trihedron of Figure 2.3.3-19. Since
the incident SH-wave, polarized along the y-axis, is reflected as an SH-wave, both waves are
mainly detected along the y direction. The detected waves along the x- and z-axes are mainly
the projection of the displacement vector associated with the incident and reflected P- and
SV-waves. As a consequence the resulting waveforms recorded on the xy-plane are complex.
Regarding the projections of the particle trajectory in the coordinate planes plotted on Figure
2.3.3-22, we can notice that the polarization of the waves is almost linear in the yz-plane
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(Figure 2.3.3-22 (c)), whereas rather complicate in the xy- and xz-planes (Figures 2.3.3-22 (a)
and (b)).

Figure 2.3.3-22: Projections of the particle trajectory corresponding to the previous figure
a) in the XY-plane,
b) in the XZ-plane, and
c) in the YZ-plane.
(after Bayon and Rasolofosaon [1996])

2.3.3.3.3.2.3 Discussion

From the Figures 2.3.3-21 (a) to (c) we clearly see that the different zones vibrate with
different amplitudes and not in phase. The high directivity of the transducer is the main reason
of the first observation. However, we do not observe a simple decrease of the amplitude from
the center to the edges. The second observation is due to the fact that the corresponding
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raypaths differ. They roughly increase, as do the travel times, from the bottom to the top of
these figures. Although in theory the transducer only emits an S-wave, in practice we can
sometimes observe the arrival of a small precursor, corresponding to the direct P-wave and
the associated reflections. However the highest energy arrivals correspond to the S phases
(SH- and SV-waves, direct and reflected…).
Regarding the polarity of the different arrivals, the P-wave roughly changes of polarity from
the left-hand side to the right-hand side of Figures 2.3.3-21 (a) and 2.3.3-21 (b) (not easily
seen on these figures), whereas the S phases roughly keep a fixed polarity. This is simply due
to the sign of the projections of the associated particle displacement on the x-, y- and z-axes.
If we go back to Figure 2.3.3-20(a) to (c), the first low energy arrival at about 1.5 s
corresponds to the direct P-wave. The corresponding arrivals on Figures 2.3.3-21 (a) to (c)
can sometimes be picked. The experimental apparent velocity of the small first arrival along
the x-axis is approximately 10300m / s , which is in a good agreement with the theoretical
P
P
value Valu
/ sin   6320 / sin 38  10265m / s , where Valu
 6320m / s designates the P-wave
velocity in the aluminium wedge, and   38 the angle of the wedge on Figure 2.3.3-19.

In spite of the fact that the S-waves have a high energy, the same quick analysis is difficult to
be done because the arrival times are difficult to pick since there are mixed events (SH- and
SV-waves, direct and reflected…). However, we have estimated from the peak corresponding
to the maximum energy an apparent velocity along the x-axis of approximately 5000m / s ,
which
is
in
a
rough
agreement
with
the
theoretical
value
S
S
Valu / sin   3202 / sin 38  5200m / s , where Valu  3202m / s designates the S-wave velocity
in the aluminium wedge.
For a more precise analysis it would have been necessary to separately characterize the
vibration of the transducer alone, in order to separate with the processing the effect of the
source and the effect of the medium of propagation, which was beyond the scope of the work.
All these observations show the overall consistency of the experimental data. The agreement
between the experimental results and the theoretical predictions demonstrate the reliability of
the proposed method.
Lastly note that Royer and Dieulesaint [1986] showed similar results regarding the normal
component of vibration of a P-wave transducer. To our knowledge the work reported by
Bayon and Rasolofosaon [1996] was the first complete 3D reconstruction of the particle
displacement at the same physical point associated with ultrasonic waves in the laboratory.
2.3.3.4 Critical evaluation of the laser technique
applied to physical modelling
In spite of the many experimental achievements described in the previous sub-sections, the
laser system technology exhibits actual limitations, namely:
- implementing the laser system is difficult compared to conventional techniques, such
as piezoelectric transducers. An actual know-how both in optics and in acoustics is
required,
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-

-

-

receiver sensitivity, which is quite low, critically depends on the roughness and on the
optical reflectivity of the surfaces to be tested. For instance, from a practical point of
view, in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio the surfaces to be tested were
carefully polished and metal-plated (a thin film, a few nanometers, is deposited by
vacuum evaporation) to achieve good mirror surfaces in order to increase the overall
optical efficiency.
Weak dynamic range often restricts the use of the complete laser system to
transmission experiments, such as in the modelling of cross-well experiments. That is
why, in the reflection imaging experiments reported in sub-section 2.3.2.3, we worked
by immersion in a water tank and combined the laser source with piezoelectric
hydrophones.
System adjustment, especially with the laser interferometer, is rather tricky and
requires special care. This is certainly the part of the system which is the most difficult
to automate. Use of optical fibers would greatly facilitate positioning of both source
and receiver, but their use creates serious technological problems of adaptability. More
precisely, concerning the source, first the power provided by the pulsed laser is too
severe to be safely injected into optical fibers, and second, serious problems of
reproducibility of the source due to the ionization of the air arise, necessitating the use
of a vacuum cell (e.g., Richou and Richou [1992]). And regarding the receiver, its
coupling with an optical fiber would critically reduce its already low sensitivity.

In summary, the laser system is an outstanding research tool. From a physical point of
view the system is nearly beyond reproach. The system provides more reliable simulations
of seismic experiments and has overcome some drawbacks of conventional techniques of
physical modelling. But, due to current technological development, the system is not well
suited to the domain of physical modelling, but has had some success in the domain of
non-destructive evaluation (e.g., Monchalin [2004])
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correlation velocity 2.2-56
couplant acoustic 2.2-52
crack (parallel ) permeability model 2.1-35
cross-well experiment 2.3-160
crystalline rocks porosity 2.1-8
Curie temperature 2.2-47
damaged sample
clay 2.1-40
sandstone:2.1-40
shale ultrasonic measurements 2.1-41
damped transducers 2.2-48
Darcy equation 2.1-29; experiment 2.1-28
decay curve 2.2-78
density of liquids 2.1-44
diagenesis 2.1-8
differential pressure 2.1-3
diffraction Transducer 2.2-62
directivity diagrams 2.3-150
dispersion measurement 2.3-155
displacement pressure 2.1-17
dolomite 2.1-20
poro/perm 2.1-38
drag hysteresis. 2.1-21
drainage 2.1-17
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elastic tensor inversion 2.2-94
ethanol 2.1-44
ethanol(40% Ethy-Gly.) 2.1-44
ethylene-glycol 2.1-44
filtration velocity 2.1-28
first break measurement 2.2-55
forced vibrations (resonant bar) 2.2-77
free vibrations (resonant bar) 2.2-77
freezing point of water 2.1-23
French model 2.3-136; 2.3-138
frequency bands 2.1-46
Gassmann equation 2.1-42; 2.2-60
glycerol 2.1-44
grain- joints 2.1-42
gramophone head 2.2-68
granite Berkeley 2.2-113
granulometry (grain ) 2.2-53
harmonics generation2.2-112
Hassler cell 2.1-11 , 2.1-32
head wave modelling 2.3-159
heptane 2.1-44
heterogeneity 2.2-53
hexane 2.1-44
Hirschwald coefficient 2.1-27
hydraulic conductivity 2.1-28
hydrophone (needle) 2.3-136
hysteresis 2.1-3; 2.1-21
imaging in anisotropic media 2.3-136
Imbibition 2.1-17
spontaneous 2.1-18
Impedance of liquids 2.1-44
impetus (waveform) 2.2-55
Interface
compliant 2.3-121
imperfectly bonded 2.3-126
open 2.3-135
permeable 2.3-133
physical modeling 2.3-121
sealed 2.3-135
interferometer
laser 2.3-150
Mach-Zehnder 2.3-152
speckle 2.3-153
intergranular space 2.1-7
intrinsic attenuation measurement 2.3-155
intrinsic permeability 2.1-29
irreducible saturation (Swi) 2.1-17
jacket correction 2.2-74
K(gr) calcite
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Kelvin's formula 2.1-22
kerosene 2.1-44
Klinkenberg effect 2.1-33
Laplace (Plateau) equation 2.1-14
Laser
acoustic source 2.3-149;
interferometer 2.3-151;
laser ultrasonics 2.3-146
multi-component recording 2.3-162;
Nd:YAG 2.3-137; 2.3-149;
pulsed 2.3-136; 2.3-149;
speckle interferometer 3-component
recording 2.3-166;
leaching 2.1-9
limestone 2.2-81
bioclastic grainstone 2.1-20;
Lavoux oolite 2.2-102
poro/perm 2.1-38
liquid substitution 2.1-43
lucite 2.3-159
Mach-Zehnder interferometer 2.3-152
macro-connected porosity 2.1-38
marble 2.3-157
mass correction 2.2-73
mercury porosimetry 2.1-23
metrology definitions 2.1-2
micro-connected porosity 2.1-38
micro-cracks 2.1-4 ; porosity 2.1-9
micro-defects 2.1-3
micro-porosity 2.1-38
microscanner (cone beam) 2.2-53
migration processing 2.3-141
miscibility of liquids 2.1-44
"moon dry" saturation 2.1-42
multi-component recording (laser
interferometer ) 2.3-162
needle hydrophone 2.3-136
non-damped transducer2.2-47
nonlinear acoustics experiments 2.2-112
nonlinear elasticity experiments 2.2-111
nonlinear resonance 2.2-115
nonlinear threshold 2.2-118
nonlinearity parameters measurement 2.1117
nylon 2.3-156
occluded porosity 2.1-5
octadecahedron (truncated cube) 2.2-87
oedometric compressibility 2.1-12
open interface 2.3-135
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open interface.
particle trajectory 2.3-169
path dispersion 2.2-53
pentane 2.1-44
permeability 2.1-28;
dolomite 2.1-38
geological materials 3.1-31;
interface 2.3-134 ;
limestone 2.1-38;
measurement principle 2.1-32;
parallel crack model 3.1-35;
straight capillary model 2.1-34,
units 2.1-29
vs. porosity in rocks 2.1-36, in
Fontainebleau sandstones 2.1-37;
perturbation method 2.2-94; 2.2-108
phase velocity measurement 2.2-57
photoacoustics 2.3-146
piezoelectric transducers 2.3-153
piezoelectricity 2.2-47
piezometric heads 2.1-28
Plateau (Laplace) equation 2.1-14
Pochhammer equation 2.2-75
Poisson’s ratio 2.2-75
polarimeter acoustic 2.2-106
polyal 2.1-44
polycarbonate (PC) 2.3-156
polyethylene (PE) 2.3-156
polyhedron 2.2-87; 2.2-95
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) 2.3-156
polyoxymethylene (POM) 2.3-156
polypropylene (PP) 2.3-156
polyvinylchloride (PVC) 2.3-156
porosimetric spectrum 2.1-25
porosity macro-connected 2.1-38
porosity micro-connected 2.1-38
porosity trapped 2.1-18
porosity 2.1-4
clay 2.1-6;
connected 2.1-5 ;
crystalline rocks 2.1-8;
dolomite 2.1-38
Fontainebleau sandstones2.1-37;
limestone 2.1-38;
measurement principles 2.1-5;
micro-crack 2.1-9;
micro-porosity 2.1-38;
occluded 2.1-5
Sand 2.1-8;
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sandstone 2.1-8 ;
volcanic rocks 2.1-8;
vs.permeability in rocks 2.1-36,
vug 2.1-9;
precision 2.1-2
Purcell test 2.1-23
P-wave transducer 2.2-48
qP-wave 2.2-104; 2.3-140
qS1-wave 2.2-104; 2.3-140
qS2-wave 2.2-104; 2.3-140
quality factor see Q factor
Rayleigh
modelling 2.3-159; 2.3-162;
modes 2.2-75;
wave velocity 2.3-164;
wedge technique 2.3-162
reactivity with clay of liquids 2.1-44
reflection coefficient 2.3-124
relative moisture equilibrium 2.1-23
relaxation of core 2.1-40
reliability 2.1-3
repeatability 2.1-2
reproducibility 2.1-2
residual saturation 2.1-18
resonance peak, 2.2-77
resonant bar method 2.2-66; 2.2-115;
differential pressure2.2-70
Jacket correction 2.2-74;
mass correction 2.2-73
room conditions 2.2-69;
resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS) 2.2110
restored state method 2.1-21
rise time method 2.2-63
"room dry" saturation 2.1-4
S1-S2 transducer 2.2-48
sample
"glazing" 2.2-52;
identification 2.1-45;
machining 2.2-52
orientation 2.1-45
sand porosity 2.1-8
sandstone 2.2-81;
Berea 2.2-113;
Fontainebleau 2.2-118 ; poro/perm
2.1-37;
porosity 2.1-8 ;
Vosges 2.2-108; 2.2-110
saturation
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"air wet" 2.1-4;
"moon dry" 2.1-42;
"room dry" 2.1-42;
"vacuum dry" 2.1-42;
methods 2.1-42;
preserved 2.1-41
scaled-down model 2.3-138
scattered light 2.3-153
scattering 2.2-53
schistosity 2.3-138; 2.3-163
sealed interface 2.3-135
sealed interface2.2-79
seismic modelling
finite difference method 2.3-159
laser ultrasonics 2.3-159;
shear wave
birefringence measurement 2.2-105;
polarity 2.2-51
polarization 2.2-105;
transducer 2.2-48 ;
SH-wave 2.3-169
slate Angers 2.3-138; 2.3-163
slip interface model 2.3-124
soltrol 2.1-44
sound velocity in liquids 2.1-44
specific stiffness (normal , shear) 2.3-124
speckle interferometer 2.3-153
spectral ratio method 2.2-107;
attenuation 2.2-61
velocity 2.2-57
sphere 2.2-87; 2.2-90
spontaneous imbibitions 2.1-18
standard
attenuation 2.2-61
internal 2.2-58
velocity 2.2-53; 2.2-58
standing wave 2.2-82
stiffnesses complex measurement 2.2-105
straight capillary permeability model 2.1-34,
substitution Liquid 2.1-43
surface tension 2.1-15
surface wave modelling 2.3-159
SV-wave 2.3-169
S-wave see shear wave
thermoelastic mechanism 2.3-150
thin section 2.2-53; 2.2-110; 2.1-20
Thomsen's anisotropy parameters 2.3-163
threshold nonlinear 2.2-118
torsion pendulum2.2-83
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tortuosity 2.1-35
transducer
damped 2.2-48;
diffraction effects2.2-62
non-damped 2.2-47
piezoelectric 2.2-47 2.3-153
P-wave 2.2-48;
S1-S2 2.2-48;
S-wave 2.2-48;
transition zone" 2.1-17
transmission coefficient 2.3-124
transversely Isotropic (TI) 2.3-138
trap hysteresis 2.1-21
trapped porosity 2.1-18
trichlorethylene 2.1-44
truncated cube 2.2-87
unconsolidated material 2.1-4
"vacuum dry" saturation 2.1-42
vapor cavity 2.3-137
Vaporchoc 2.3-137
vapour phase equilibrium method 2.1-22
velocity standard 2.2-53
velocity vector 2.3-140
viscosity of liquids 2.1-44
volcanic rocks porosity 2.1-8
vug porosity 2.1-9; medium 2.1-43
Washburn formula 2.1-26
water 2.1-44; freezing point 2.1-23
wave vector 2.3-140
wettability 2.1-13
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